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ABSTRACT.
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(Microcomputer SoftWare and Information for Teachers) Clearinghouse at the Northwest Regional Educational

Laboratory.(NWREL)_and distributed during 1983 as "sets" 6,__7. and 8. The concise, single-theet_resume
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established educatiOnal- institutions and consortia (SIFTnet): Each review ltsts source, cost; Ability

level, subject,topic. medium of transfer, required hardware, required software, instructional pUrpOte;

instructional techniques, docuMentation available, instructional objectives (stated),- instructional

prerequisites - (inferred), content and structure, estimated student time required; potential uses, major

strengths, and major weaknesses. An evaluation summary rates packages on 21 criteria): The titles of the
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Computer Math Activities, Volume 1; _Computer Math Activities, VolOrlie 2: Wordwright: Elementary Math; Math

Skills-_-Ounior High.; ChemistryAt1CIS and- Bases: Bumble Plot; Word Gamet; Division 1; Precision Timer;

'Arith-Magit; Geography; Reading Roundup; Earl't Word Power; Reading Flight; The Market Place; Computer

Math Activities, Volume 4: The Decision Shop; krell't College -Board SAT;CARIS; Reading
Pally: MoptoWn;

Bumble Games Alpine Skier; Tennis Anyone?: Decimal Skills; Elementary; Volume_6--Social StudieS;

Mathematics Assessment /Prescriptive Program; Levels 5-7; President'Elect;__Career_Directions Cloze PIUS

(Context Analysis): The Westing Game; Redd and Solve Math_Problems; Word Memory. Program; Rhymes and

Riddles; VocabUlary,-,Skills:_Prefixes.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Juggles' Rainbow

PRODUCER: The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Road,
Portola Valley, CA 441325

EVALUATION COMPLETED: February, 1983 at
MECC, in Laliderdale, Minnesota

COST: UnknOWn

ABIL1TYLEVEL: Preschool through grade 1
SUBJECT: Readiness concepts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one di
drive,_ monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: °Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment, and assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
prerequisite skills or actiyitiesi program operating
instructions, teacher's information and student's
instructions. In_stipplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional

program operating instructions,
teacher's information, follow-up activities, and
simple game cards.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: ,STATED) The
objectives of this package are to provide young
learners (ages 3 to 6) with an Opportunity to learn
and understand the concepts of above, below, left
and right. This package contains ten stated\

objectives on page 12 of the manual. All 10
objectives are related to readiness skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The real prerequisite is that the child have some
reading vocabulary; or have an adult or older
child help them wail the youngster understands
what is expected; The words above, belowi right
and left should be introduced or taught prior to
using this package;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The content and
structure is assequeVal introduction and use of
readiness concepts for preschool and primary
children; This pEickage does not have a
recordkeeping or reporting system. HoWevers, a
child is allowed to ,make no more than two
mistakes, and the positive reinforcement is
excellent.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
time range would vary greatly.depending on the
student and the educational setting. For
Learning Disabled children, many hourS could be
spent, while other children would learn the
concepts in a 'few hours.

POTENTIAL USES: This program be very
effectively used in a preschool setting with the
general student population. The.cornputer
program would also tie.extremely effective in
primary grades with students who as yet do not
understand the concpets. It would also be

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

./- Content is free of stereotypes. ...

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and gical.

.. Difficult* level is appropriate to a ience.-, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated. .

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Leariser-Controli_ rate.and_seauence.
Instriittion_intettatiwith_pirior_learnitif
Learning r..iitfr=goiotiiid

Us-er-support_ iii4tcrials_ are comprehensive.
_Utet__suppott_nAuterials are effective.

_Infotmation_displaysareeffective.
Uses can operate easily ana independently.

--Tftchets_c_employ_package easily.
capabtiriea are appropriately.

Prngram ;14 reliable in normal use.
- _ _ ,
SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree DIDisagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicabis

The evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change;

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory _

100 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or morereviewer;
who are representative of potential users_of the courseware Pnekage.
Permiiiiciii to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro*1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Juggles' Rainbow

effective with Learning INSabled students.
Juggles' Rainbow can be used for individual
instruction, with a small group, or for a large
group demonstration.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The strength of this
paCkage is that a scope and sequence of concepts
is followed for readiness skills The color
graphics and music_ contribute to the educational
Value of the progam and provide excellent
positive reinforcement; The prograths are
interactive and a young learner can easily use
them independently once he/she has been taught
some basic characteristics of the computer and

proiram. Jur,glee_Etztinbaw is an imaginative,
creative, educationally sound-set of activities
which will provide a fun learning experience.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The weaknesses of thit
package are primarily in the support material and
the\ activity cards; The support material is
written fOr'a young audience and yet the
prdgrams are for reading readiness. An adult
would need to read them:to the young user. The
blue stripes provided with the package did not
stay on the computer very Tall. The activity
cards are not very exciting and woulthiot last
torig'in the hands of presh000l children.

OTHER COMMENTS: As a preschool and primary
teacher, I would enjoy having this product as part
of my curriculum material& Junlest-Rainbow
provides imaginative color graphics to teach what
are sometimes difficult concepts. Thdstrengths '
of these programs far out weigh the weaknesses
of the support materials.

Northest Regional Educational Liboratorl.
300 S.W,Sixth Avenue Portlar,d, Orpgon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby ei.anted.



micro*IFT LOURS WARE EVALUATION
7,9

Lessons in Algebra

PRODUCER: George Earl
1302 General McMullen
San Antonio, TX 78237

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March', 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST' $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 10
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Algebra
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive monitor

13 REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
miteriEds suggested grade/Ability level(s), and
program operating instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
Tp introduce the ElementarST Algebra concepts of
ets, properties of numbers, exponents, and roots.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Lessons in
Mgebra is a series of menu-driven learning units
that concentrate on Elementary Algebra
concepts. Units included are: 1) SetsBasic

irlVoca ary; 2), Review- of Basic Vocabulary; 3)
Post atesRules of the Game; 4) Associative
and istributive Laws; 5) Review of Basic
Properties; 6, 7, 8) Exponents; and 9) Roots. The '
programdisplays material and then checks for
understanding by asking true /false or multiple
choice iluestions. Drill and practice exercises and
review lessons are provided.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10
minutes per option ,

POTENTIAL USES: The proglram is suitable for
individual use or use by small groups.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The materials are easily
read because of the oversized lettering One
evaluator particularly liked the section an sets.
The information is explained well, and the
materiafis presented in a straightforward,
simple way. The student answers questions based
on the information presented. If the_question Is
missed, the program reviews the presentation and
asks the same question again. This set of lessons
is well-designed-and can errun wittrrio difficulty
by the student. The user can control the rate of
presentation with a few exceptions (timed loop

Continued on back
1.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Conten is free of stereotypes.
Pu of package is well defined.
Packaie achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriatelY.
Use of package a motivational.

1

Student creativity is effectively stimulates:
Feeiback is effectively, employed.

SA A D SD N
. Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are-eff-eetiY
Information displays are effective.
Useri-eati-oPerate-eililY-arid-independentlY
Teachers can employ package ealiilic.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.-

' Program -4 reliable-in-nornial-iis-e.

SA Atria 1)-Disagree SD- Strongly Ditatree NA -Not Applicableicaeg
Evaluators indicated that they 'would use or recommend use of tnis package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Ayenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware packaz.e.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COUliSEWARE EVALUATION

Lessons in Algebra

delays for certain explanations). _A running
percentage is displayed after each question. The
program is good for drill and practice to
supplement a teacher's instruction.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The length ,of some of
the delay lodps is sometimes irritating, especially
if the user is somewhat familiar with the
content. It tends to get boring after a few
mirutes,,since there is no variation. The same
format is used over and over. The only graphics
used is the over-sized alphabet which is disPlayed
throughout. Everything is presented in the same

\ way in all of the options. The students who
viewed this,felt it became boring. These eighth
grade.students -wanted to see a little Math" in
the reinforcement (more graphics possibly). When
the program loops back to review a missed
question,.one evaluator indicated that instead of
re-asking the same question, a new question
Should be 'asked.

Northwest-- Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sikth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation as based cn the evaluationi of three or more reviewer*
who are representative of potential users of the courseware paciage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Skills Elementary

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia Britarffilca
Educational Corporation

10th Floor
.425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60614 .

'90

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March, 1983 at the
'Oakland ISD, Prtiac, Michigan

COST: $74.00

ABILITY .,LEVEL: Grades 2 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus,
single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: AppleSoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materialt suggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives prerequisite skills or
a^tiviti es, program operating instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:. (STATED) T
provide practice in mathematic concepts and
basic operations.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The ability to read instructions. Successful .

completion of one objective is required before
attempting the next.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Az' package
provides drill and practice in.the areas of number
concepts, and the four °aerations with Whole
numbers, decimals and fractions.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-30
minutes

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students to
supplement regular classroom instruction in the
lower and middle elementary grades, The
package could also be used for remedial work.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program has good
explanations and sequencing of thought patterns.
The instructions are clear.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: You can not change
levels. Only the ESC, # and Y or N keys are
used. The program is not really motivating. The
feedback to the teacher is not useful. The menu
vocabulary is difficult for .students. The
objectives are not clearly stated. Consequently,
the teacher would need to spend a few hours
determining what this software could do, who
thould se it and how it works.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Cdntent is accurate

._ Content h.U_edittatintutvalue.
Content is free of sterenrypes.
Parptuit_tif-Partage_ixwell defined.

:.:p.Ickcageteltiettes_defiried purpose.
Content presientation is clear nd logical.
Diffirulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

_Useztf_package_is_motivational.
-86Studentereatiyity is effectively stimulated.

a Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner contrOli-rate.indaequerice.
Instruction integrates_with_prioe_learning.
Learning can be generalized

.User iiippeirt-Matetialt4.re_comprehensive.

' Us-er-support_materiall_are_effective.
Information displays are effective.

--Us-ersi-Cati_operate_easity and independently.
Tea d htri_tati_ttisplay_packageeasily.
Computer_e_apabilitiet_are_nleClappropriately.

--Program ii_ttliablo in normal use.
.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Afrie D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -NotApplicable'

Evaluators indicated they would not use or recommend use of this package. (See Weaknesses)

1_113
Northwest -Regional Edtmatiorial LabbiatOry
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97104
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the iValuatitins of three or more reviesuers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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rnicrcTSIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Skil LsElementary

OTHER COMMENTS: The character set is
distracting and could be confusing to young
children. "Take away" is not the proper phrase
for subtraction,. Children who "take away" have a
difficult time with written problems in later
&trades.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or morelreviewers
who are representative of potential users of the coursev.are package;

- Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Our Weird and Wacky World/Critical Reading Program:
Reading with Critical Understanding

VERSION: Np. 2

PRODUCER: Educational Activities
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, N Y 1 152 0

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 19(9 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland LSD, Pontiac,
Michigan.

COST: $39.95 for disk or $34.95 for cassette

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 5
SUBJECT: Language arts
T_QPIC: Critical reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk or
tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple, or PET with
cassette
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Renuediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

-m

-DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials suggested gradelabaty level(s),
prerequisite skills or activities, sample program
output, program operating instructions, student
worksheets, and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop critical reading skills by providing
practice using the "Cloze" procedure.

INSTRUCTIONAL- PREREQUISITES; Third or
fourth grade r4ading level. Other prerequisites
are stated in the dqcumehtation.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Activities based
on eight news stories focus on critical
understanding and "CIPze" practice.
Supplementary materials include ditto masters
for additional activities;

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 13 -'
15 minutes pei story

POTENTIAL USES The package could be used as
individual drill and practice, or with small groups
for reading practice.

.MAJOR STRENGTHS: Each readirig section is
short, informative, interesting and based on
actual, if unusual, happenings. Students can
progress at their own speed with immediate
feedback on every response. The_eight stories
become more difficult-as the student progresses.---
The correct response is given after the student
enters three incorrect responses. In the "Cloze"
section, the answer is inserted into the text of
the story. The use of graphics, although limited,
was very good. The package is easy for the
student to use and provides a help section if the
student encounters trouble. A personal touch is
provided by the use of the studenth_name in a
positive manner (i.e., "YOU'RE DOING FINE,
(name)."). However, it does tell the student the

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is-accurate
Content has_edisratiottal_value.

to ' Content is-free _of_t
PiirposTe_isf-packagc_is_well defined.
P-ac-kageachiefined purpose.
Content_presentationis clear and logical. ,.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audrence.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use_of_packgr_ia_rnotivational.
Student_creativity is effectively stimulated.

-a __Feedback is effectively employed.

Sep A DSDNA
Learrier-tiantrolsmte_and sequence.
Instruction_ititr--grates _with prior learning.

, Learning_tati_hr-__gentralited._
-Uier-supportjmaterials are comprehensive.

__U-ser_Acipport_materials are effective.

o Information displays are effective.
_Us6riLeati Operate easily and independently.

Teachers cam employ package easily.
Cotppuier capabilities are used appropriately.
Prngrarn is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Atree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
S.

Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewen
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Packttge.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Our Weird and ,Wacky World

he/she is doing fine; even if every response is
incorrect. The teacher's guide tells exactly what
the program does and gives much more
information than other simiiar packages.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The directions for the
student responses are ambiguous or confusing.
Once a story is selected; the student cannot exit
the program..; All questions are multiple choice
and; in some instances, the program allows
unlimited guesses. No helpful hints are given for
wrong answers. The program goes back to the
text and the student must read through an entire
passage for which questionsliave been answered
correctly in order to review a section pertaining
to the wrong answer.

lsiorthurest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 1

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or mare reviewers
Who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Rocky's Boots
VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER: The Learning_Company
4370 Alpine Road

,. Portola Valley, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: February, 1983 by
the Minnegota Educational Computing Consortium
(MECC) in Lauderdale, Minnesota

COST: $75.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through Adult
SUBJECT: Logic, Computer Science, Electronics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple H, single
disk drive, color monitor, joystick (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, game,
simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In prcram
sample program output, program operating
instructions, student's instructions. In
supplementary materialg suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
sample program output, program operating
instructions, student's instructions, glossary, map-
of Ro-cky's Challenge.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
identify various logic gates and describe their
functions. To create simple electronic machines,
using wires and gates.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) FamiliaritS, with keyboard and
coordination of eye/hand movement to allow
precise movement of objects on the screen, using
keyboard or joystick. Adequate reading level to
teomprehend instructions (the reading leyel is not
specified).

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains a sequence of six colorful graphics
programs plus a demonstration program. Four of
the programs teach the skills needed to play the
two garpes, one more advanced than the other. In-
the garries the student builds simple animated
machines using wires and logic gated which
select certain targets that score points.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Four
to five days of at least 30 minutes each to do a
minimum job on the material

POTENTIAL USES: For use in computer literacy
classes; mathematics classes- science units on
electricity /electronics; giftecistudent programs
stressing synthesis; creative thinking; and
enrichment classes. Modes of use include: .

Individual use, independent of teacher to learn
/skills; and teams or small groups can use the two
games. For related activities: could be tied into
formal logic (and, or, not), or Vemi diagrams,
etc.; could be followed by the construction of
real circuits; could illustrate the use of analysis
and synthesis in creative thinking.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D-SD NA.
Content is accurate.
Contenthas educational value.PIenntent isJree of stereotypes.PiPurpose of package is well defined.

11111
Package achieves defined purpos;.

Content presentatiomis clear and logical.

Pig
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

. Student creativity is effectively stimulated. -
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner-controls rate and sequence-
Instruction integratet_withpeinr_tearning,_
Learning can be-generalited-
User -support-thaterialsare_enmprehensive; ,

-Uier-iiippOrt_materials are effective..
-4, i#isplays are

Userii-ean_OPerate _easily and independently.
Teathers_eati_empiny_package easily._ _

-Compurer_eapabdities_are_usecLappropriately.
Program i reliable in normal use.

SA -StronWy Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Labbrattory --
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



is 0 SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Rocky's Boots

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package encourages
and strengthens a_ nalytical, synthetic, and
creative thinking skills. It allows and encourages
divergent thinking by enabling studenth to
exp'eriment in making machines. The program
has a high degree of student control. The
movement of graphic elementS is precise and
movement directions are excellent. The student
has, many choices and can always change things.,,
The ESC key is used to exit program, to return to
the menu, or to the previous scree:., Clear,
step by -step instructions are part of each
program. It is an exciting_ use of the computer to
simulate eleetronic cireuits..It enables students
to have an experience that would be virtually
impossible without the computer; It is a highly
motivational activity, addictive in the same way
video games are to some youniipeople. It is
technically excellent; the programs themselves
are extremely creative; It uses the capabilities
of the Apple II to their fullest; The graphics are
extremely diverse and motivating, and.the color
is very good. The program is useful with a wide
range of age levels and includes a wide range of
challenges.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: It is color dependent.
The electricity is orange and is not visible on a
black and white monitor, making the program
impossible to understand on a black and white
monitor; It requires a commitment of time and
concentration on the part of the student to learn
the skills before playing the games. The
instructions are long and detailed, but generally
clear. It is sometimes difficult to use' the knife
to cut apart wires, etc. This night prove
frustrating to some students. There is a lot for
the student to learn. A younger child would have
trouble getting through the entire disk. The
instructions for the first game are not'totally
clear from the documentation or screen. The
programs sometimes ask questions on the screen
without allowing a typed response. (But the
student can see the answer by watching the
animated objects on the screen.) Mor-e support
materiaLs for the teacher would be helpful so the
program could be more easily incorporated into a
logic unit. The explanation pamphlet is helpful
but ageneral background explanation at the
beginning would be helpful in getting started.

OTHER COMMENTS: The vocabulary may be a
problem for some students (e.g., oscillator);
CTRL-G controls the sound being on or off.
Because the games start very quickly after the
student initiates them, one needs to get into
position quickly. It is not possible to pick up two
objects which are on top of each other. The
package is good for a child who is bright but
easily distracted.

According to the producer, new packaging will
include an adjusted target audience and a manual
containing teacher aids and instructional
objectives.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 -

Thu evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
wiho are repre,entative of potential users of chi courseware packaae.
Permission to reProduce thiS document is hereby granted:



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
9

Checkers

VERSION: 2.1

PRODUCER: Odesta
930 Pitner
Evanston, IL 60202

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through postsecondary.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus with
single -disk drive and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
Simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating in.structions. In

sample program
output, program operating instructions, and
student's instructions;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
increase the user's skills in playing the game of
checkers;

; 11

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program is a
computer checker game with 16 levels of
difficulty and 23 commands, such as Advice,
Demo, Help, Give-Away, and-Search.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
hour per week (as little as 15 minutes per game)

.
POTENTIAL USES: One or two students can
independently play the game. In grades 3=12,
successive skill levels can be mastered with a
deepening development of thinking and problem
solving skills. Higher levels emphasiie planning
and analyzing several moves in advance. At the
high school level, the program parameters can be
examined and modified.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is easy to
learn and operate (sixth graders successfully ran
theprogram the first time). A wide range of
difficulty levels enable wide use across grade
levels. Replay of the game is possible. The
graphics display is attractive.

MAJOR WEAKNESSESC-The instructional manual
is not appropriate for the target age/grade
range. Additional operating instructions are

To needed within the program.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Knowledfge of the game of checkers.

OTHER COMMENTS: Most schools do not value
the thinking skill deVelopment that the game of
checkers develops. For those,who do, it would be
a worthwhile investment.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA_ A_ D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well dc-.ned.
Package achieves defined pu:pose.

o Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audiente
Graphics/s-ound/color are used appropriately
Use of package is motivaticmil.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated-
Feedback is effectively-- employed:

SA A D SD NA
o Garner controls rate and sequence.

Instrortion integrates with prior learning.
t.arning an be generalizeds_Liser support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree -SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Apetlieible

Evaluators indicated that they would highly' recommend thispackage.

\\' Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth AVeiiiii Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package;

Permiton to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Chess

VERSION: 7.0

PRODUCER: Odesta
930 Pitner
Evanston, IL 60202

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April., 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

COST: $69,96

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 4 through postsecondary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K- Apple II Plus with
single disk drive and monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: _Appl DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: G
simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions. In
supplementary materials -- sample- program
output, program operating instructions, and
student'S instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
increase the user's skills in chess.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Some knowledge of the game of
chess.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a
computer chess package that includes the
following features: advice and predictionof best
moves, save game to disk, graphic illustration of _

attacks and defenses, variation of blind-fold
chess, 17 levela of play including postal and mate
finder mode,enactment of over 30 clAssic human
and computer chess`games, and an opening library
of over 7,000 moves.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10
hours for substantial improvement in skill level

POTENTIAL USES: This package has limited
potential for classroom settings. It is a superb
package for improving skills in the game of
cheSs. In this way it would stimulate problem
sabring, thinking, strategy, and planning ahead.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is an exemplary
program for the strengthening of a complex skill
and a goad example of artificial intelligence in a
microcomputer..Total menu control of the
program makes it easily used by anyone not
necessary to flip through manual). The prompting
is excellent. Attractive graphics are used.

'MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None noted.

OTHER COMMENTS: There is a question of the
appropriateness of this package in a classroom
setting.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content IS accurate.

.

Content has edifeitional value
Content IS free of stereotypes_
PurPok of package-ii--defined
Package acitieVei-defin.ed-Pdrpose._
Content presentation is clear and legieat
Difficulty-levale_appropriate_to audience

. Graphitificitandleolot_t-tre_used_appropriately.
Uk of package iettiotivaticauL
Student creativity Is effectively stimulated.
feedback -ii_effeetively_enipknyed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive
User support tnaterials are effectivet
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and -independently_
Teachers can employ package easily.

o Computer capabilities are used appropriatel
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Apee A-Agree D-Disagree SD - SeronglY DIsTegrii NA-Not Applicble

Evaluators indicated that they woulZ 'highly recommend this package.

AfX Northwest -Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204
003) t48-6800

.z

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representatiye of potential ruell of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted:



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Clock

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas
School District, Milwaulcie, Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: GradeS 1 through 3
SUBJECT: MathematicS
TOPIC: Time
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II with one
disk driveononitor, printer (optionttl)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: ApplesoftDOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materials instructional
objectives, sample program output, progrEim
operating instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice in telling time.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must be able to read
the prompting messages. The reading level of
the messages is not stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
gives drill and practice in telling time. The
student huithree choices: 1) given a diagram of
a clock, the student will write digital time to the
closest hour, half-hour, quarter-hour, minute. 2)
given written expressions of time, the student
can demonstrate correct hand positions for hour,
half-hour'qUarter-hour. 3) given digital time, the
student will move the hands of a clock to
represent time to nearest hour, half-hour,
quarter-hour, five minutes, one minute. The
program keeps student records showing incorrect
responses.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
awropriate for use with individual students for
standard instruction or remediation. However, it
could be used in a demonstration mode with
larger groups.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package includes
recordkeeping of student performance.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards are
repetitive.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program provides
good practice in setting time on a clock.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content hai educational Value-
Content is free of stereotypes:
Ptirpos-e Of par-kage_is_svtlidofiried.

--PatkageIthitvti_defitted purpose.
Content oreenution is ckar and logical.

__Difficultvlevetis appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are_used appropriately.

is

--17--Stiideittcreativity is effectively stimulated.

_
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D AD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive-
User support materials are effective_
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily-and-independently.
Teachers can employ package_eaily
Computer capabilities are used appropriate_W_
Program is reliable in normal .

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

EvaluatorS indicat6d that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratbry
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

1503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Computer Graphing Experiments

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Addison- Wesley Publishing Company
Band Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETEM_ March, 1983 by the
Portland Public &chools and Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: Three volume series, $141.00; individual volumea,
$54.00 each
ABILITY_LEVEL: Grades 10-12
SUBJECT: Matharnatict
TOPIC: Graphing/Algebra and Trigonometry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple EL, Apple II MS, or
Apple lie, single disk drive, monitor

SOFTWARE: Ipplesoft DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE, Remedjption, standard'
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQU rial and
demonstration

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
suggested. grade/ability level(0, provam operating
instructions, and student's instruction% h
supplementary materials suggested gra-de/ability
Ievelish instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, program oerating instructions, teachers
information, student's instructions, and student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE (STATED) To provide
a means for the student to quickly see and study the
graphs of various elementary functions in secondary
mathematics.

'INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED) Student
must have some textbook experience involving graphing.

CONTENT.AND_STRUCTURE: The package consists of
three volumes. Each volume has about 20 lessons
involving every type of coordinate graphing from-linear
graphs to trigonometric and analytic graphing; The
student can visualize how the-changing of various
coefficients in an equation effect the graph of that
equetiam This program enhances students understanding
ofgraphingatid is intended to go further than a textbook
isacapableof doing.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUDIED: Each of the 63
lessons would take approximately 15-20 minutes for the
individual student to complete.

POTENTIAL USES: This is a graphing package for
alkebra, analytic geometry, and tirglinometry. The o, -r
sixty different routines will graph the majority of
high-school math graphical Situations. Instead of one or
two graphs of a types the instructor may show many. Or
the student can investigate many individually. Quickness
is the key. Parameters can be changed and the result
seen right away.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package is capable of
graphing a wide variety of relations and functions; it also
provides the option of superimposing one graph over
others enabling the student to study famine; of graphs;
Another strength is its speed. It eliminates the drudgery
of graphing.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In theory, the graphs of
functions and relations like the ones in this package will'
take the shape of a smooth curve; -But, due to the limited
resolution of the computer, thegraphs appeatjaggad. It
must be brought to the student's attention that the graphs
are actually smooth curves. This prOblem is not the fault
of the software but of the hardware.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate
Content has educetionaLvalue
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purptme of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
.Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

. Learning can be generalized.)
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information diipliYi are effective.
Users can operate easily apd independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disaires SD- Strongly Dilagree NA -Not Applicable

The evaluators inacated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

1

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
C17

Computer Math Games

VERSION: 191:

PRODUCER:
Addison=Wesley PubliShing Company
Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park; CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED:- March, 1683 by
Portland Public Schools and NbrthWeSt Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $324.00 for 7 Volume series. Individual
Volumes-A, 2,'3, 4, 6 $54.00 each, Volume 5
$39.00, and Volume 7 $45.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: MathematiCS
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5=1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II, Apple II
Plus, or Apple Ile; single disk drive; monitor or
television
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment,
standardinstruction, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program -==
program operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In-supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability levels), instructional
objectives,prerequisite skills or activities,
Sample pro7ram output, program operating
instructions; teacher's information, students
instructions; and student recordsheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice in basic arithmetic
facts, concepts and computation. The specific
objETctive of each game is stated in the
documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Students
should receive prior instruction on the objective
stated,for each game. The package itself
provides no tutorial.

CONTENT A D STRUCTURE: This package
contains 28 ifferent math pmes, designed for
from one to our players in grades 1 through 9.
The games inform math facts, skill practice
and problem lving. Each game provides a way
for the teac r to adjust the difficulty level.,

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Time
is specified in the documentation, and varies for
each game.

POTENTIAL USES: This package may be used by
individuals or small groups for review, drill,
and/or practice. The material is supplemental to
regular classroom activities.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package 'it easy t'o
use, and, having a variety of games, motivates-the
learning of basic math facts and skills.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Evaluators reported that
no significant weaknesses were encountered.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value_
Content is free of stereotypes. -

Purpose of package is well aefined
Piekage achieyei-defined_purpose--
Content PreetiMtiOnis_clear_a_
Difficulty level _iii_appropriate to audience

o Graphies/iciandiehler are used appropriately.

Use of package -is _Motivatioml
Student- creativity _is effectively stimulated.
Feedbackie effectively employed.

SA_ A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

_ Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support Miteiiill are effeetiV
Information displays are effective
Users can operate easily -and -iiiiienendetitly
Teacher; can employ package eai'l
Computer capabilities are used appropriatety

, Program is reliable in normal use

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree 13-Disirie SD - Stioher Ditigree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

...11

NV Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted:
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Create Vocabulary

VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Januery; 1983 at
the Clackamas County ESD, Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

A9IL1TY LEVEL: Grades 1 to 10
SUBJECT: Language Arts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk,
tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, cassette
control device, cassette player/recorder, 1 disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction,.assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Instructional
r.. iagement, authoring, drilLand practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE In program
student's instructions. in- supplementary
materialsprogram operating instructions,
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: Teacher creates
lessons, so would also create objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
helps teachers build vocabulary drill and practice,
and individualized testing. The disk will hold
over 50 files of 40 words eaciaand up to 100
student records -can be saved on a student file disk.

POTENTIAL USES: This paCkage is most
appropriate foriuse with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Allows teacher freedom to
select material to fit own needs, and is presented
in an easy to' use format for the teacher to
follow. The unique use of the Cassette Control
Device (CCD) is a positive aspect of some of the
authoring programs as it gives studenth both
visual and auditory clues.

MAJOR WEAKNESSESi The operating
instructions for the computer and the tape player
are difficult for very young students. Students
would require supervision, although after
numerous repetitions of wlbst to do next, they
would be able to operate the equipment
independently.

OTHER COMMMENTS: There is only one answer
acceptable for each stimulus, so vocabulary
questions would have to be very specific. Could
not allow for meaning which has several
synonyms possible.

EVALUATION SUMMARY
S I _

I I rnntent_ill accurate.
entupnt has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

* Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriare to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately._ --, Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD I-IA
Leahrer controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User sumort materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently,

. Teachers can employ package easily. .,

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would highly recommend this package;

talNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 1

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is- hereby granted.
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Discover BASIC
VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Sterling Swift Publishirg Company
1600 Fortview Road
Austin,,TX 78704

EVALUATION COMPLETED: February, 1983 by the
Institute for Educational Research (IER) of Glenn Ellyn,
Illinois?

COST: Teachers guide and materials (Containing .
student demo disk and teacher solution disk) $74.95. f-
Student woridlooks $5.95 each. Additional student
demo diSkt $9.95 each.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 7 throughpost- secondary
SUBJECT: Computer programming
TOPIC: BASIC _

MEDIUM -OF TRANSFER: 5=4/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple U Plus, single
disk drive monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE; Applesoft BASIC,_DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
and 'enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, problem
solving, and practice of skills on prewritten programs.

DOCUMENT4TION AVAILABLE: In prog
instructional objective& materials
suggested grade/ability levels , instructional
objectivesixrerequisite skills or adtiVitiet, Sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets, textbook
correlation, and follow-up activities;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES, (STATED) To
develop problem solving skills using BASIC
programming as a vehicle.

INSTRUCTIONAL _PREREQUISITES: (STATED) Math
reasoning athe Algebra I level.

-

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Thb package provides
an introdnetiOri to BASIC programming statements and
logic through the use of discovery methods. The
package preients problems which use statements, and
asks "what If" questions requiring students toniodify
the problems and to apply the concepts. As the student
advances, skills and concepts become more difficult.
FolloW=iip assignments are included.

ESTIMATED SITUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The package
is completely individualized and objective achievement
time is entirely relative to each student.

POTENTIAL USES: With an experienced teacher the
package can be used effectively as an instructional
course in BASIC and in problem sol4ing thinking skills.
The package can be used individually or nth small
groups of students capable of self-guiding their
educational experience.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: All the material is very well
organized and thou,ght out. The concepts are presented
clearly_and completeAy. The package addresses the
issue of using the computer as an individualizing tool

hich can help students learn the process of problem
so ving.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Most teachers just beginning
with BASIC might hive to spend extra time in going
through the lessons the first time. Successful use of
the package requires an Individualized setting.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D_SD NA
content is accurate.
Content has educational Value.
COntent is free of stereotypes
Purpose of package is well define .

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and Ingical
Difficulty level is appiopriatewilidience.
GriPhicsisoundkolor are oaeil appropriately.
Use of package is motivational;
Student creativity ineffectively AtimulatedFeedbiek

ii-effettively-ertiPloved._

SA-AD_SDNA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

_s_ User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effecti
Infonuation displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and-independe ntly
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Ditagive SD- Strongly Ditigree NA- Not Applicable

The evaluators indicated they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory .
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon-97204
(503) 248.6800

.13

This evaluation is based on the evaluation., of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package:

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby grante&
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Expanded Notation

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: .ipril, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas
School District, Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 5
SUBJECT: Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TR&NSFER: 5-1/41' flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple, single disk
drive,_printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment/lesson, assessment,
instructional management, authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION.AVAILABLE: In_program
student's instructions. In-sumpmentarx
materials pronigram operating instructions; and
teacher's inforation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide drill and practice in place value and
expanded notation.

7

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must have prior
instruction on place value and expanded notation.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: There are 20)
lessons of 20presentations, each one building on
the one before. Review lessons are provided. In
most lessons, the student is presented with a
numeral' written in expanded form, and must type
in the correct humeral. If a Student misses
problems, the computer will list which lesson or
lesions the student should work on. Lesion EX2O
is recommended as enrichment because of
difficulty level. Student recordkeeping.is
provided with printing option. TeRcherr cilrt
create their own lessons, with a limit of' :5
spaces of stimulus and up to 4 correct responses
for flexibility.

POTENTIAL USES: The package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Instructions are given on
the screen, therefore, the package is not.teacher
directed. The program tells students jn what
areas more work is needed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

OTHER COMMENTS: Objectives are loosely
implied.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA -SA_AD_,SD NA
Content is accu-at Learner controls rate and sequence.

Content hill eduational-Yalut. Instruction integrates with prior learning.

Content is free of stereotypes_ Learning can be generalized.

Purpose tif-paekagels_Well--defitied._ User support materials are comprehensive.

Package_athievei_defined_putpose_ User support materials are effectiiee.

-Conte sstisteslear_anct logical Information displays are effective.

Difficulty level is aopropriate to audience. Users can operate easily and independently.
_Graphiesdsoundirnlor are used appropriately Teachers can employ package easily.

S is tnntivatiorud- Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated. Program is reliable in normal use.

- ,Feedback is effectively employed.

EvaluatoFs indicated that they would use or recomme.

Strongly Agee A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicsible

\ Northwest RegionalEducational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

e of this package with little or no change..

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or More reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microCOURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Facts/Number and Math Mastery A, B, C, and D

PRODUCER: Colorado Cyphernetics Inc.
3550 Arapahoe #4
Boulder, CO 80303

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Mareh 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University;
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $75.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Gradel 3 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible'disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II Plus 48K with
one disk drive, monitor_
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Appleton, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program.1=
prerequisite skills or activities, prcigrarn operating
instructions; pre-test, post--40A; student's
instructions, and student worksheets. In
supplementary meter-Ws instructional objectives,
Sample program output; teacher's information, and
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Provides supplementary material for individual
practice with the four basic operations with whole
numbers and decimals.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: No
prerequisites, or completion of previous units. The
student must be able to read prompting messages.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Math Mastery is a
set of five diskettes each containing sequential
units of study on the four basic operations with
whole numbers and decimals. UPoncompletion of
one unit the program recommends the next Unit; If
the student fafts in the drill and practice portion, it
shows the correctanswer and how the student's
work should look.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 to_ 20
minutes per day over an indefinite period of time
depending on the progress through the skill areas.

POTENTIAL USES: The package is most
appropriate for use with individual studentS as drill
for specific math skills which have been taught but
not mastered.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program allows random
selection of problems. The teacher is able to
program for specific skills. The number of
problems per lesson is appropriate: It is easy for
the teacher to program and the student to use.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is not very
motivational. The high leV01 skills would require
use of some scrap paper and would extend student
time on the computer without actually using the
computer. The instructions on each disk are not
adequate for the user to understand the processes
for selecting the program, exiting the old_program,
or correcting his/her own errors. These errors are
present in the "NumberS to English" program: use
of hyphen is not allowed: for example, .500 and
.00005 are both five hundred thousandths. The use
of the comma in a numeral is not accepted.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA_
Content is accurate.
Content has educational illUe.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear-and Jetties!.
Difficulty level is appropriate -to- audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

. Use of package is motivational_
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedbaek is effectively

_SA A D SD NA
Learner controli rate-and_te4uence;
Instruction integrates with print learning.
Learning can be generalited-
User support miteriaL_Ite_comprehensive.
User support Matetials_ate effective.

, Information disillx)/11_are_efflective.
Users can is-petite twiny and independently.
Teachers can emplor_package_sasily.
Computer capabillties_ate_astsi appropriately.
Program-ii-tellableitinormal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-DisTieree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of the package only if
certain Changes were made (see Major Weaknesses).

Northwest Regional Educationil Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2486800 21

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or store reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Paekage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
0

Multiple Skills

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. lgox 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Ain% 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas .

School DiStrict, Mllwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $92.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 3
SUBJECT: Language
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible &tic,
tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple with single
disk drive, monitor, printer (optional), CCD, tape
recorder/player
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction,- enrichment, instructional
manageinent,.authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials _suggested grade/ability level(s),
Instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice in root words, affixes,
homonyms, compound words, plurals and
contractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE; Given both a
visual and auditory stimulus, the student is asked
to respond by input from the keyboard. A word
list is provided, and the teacher must make a
tape of the instructions and words using the
cassette control device. Recordkeeping is
provided which shows errors made by the
student. The package also allows the teacher to
create his/her own lessons.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is self-pacing
and especially good for drill. It involves both
auditory and visual stimuli. The ability to create
your own lessons, and the student recordkeeping
feature are strong points bfthis package.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

_SA_A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

__ Content has edueitiOnal Value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined parpoie__
Content presentation is clear atitilOgirli

o Difficulty level is appropriiite_to_audience.
GraphiciiscnindkOlor ate tiged_apptOPtis_
Use of package is motivational-
Student creativity is effeetistimulate d.
Feedback is-effectively employPd..

-SA A D_SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

As Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displaYI are effective.
Users can operate easily and-independe 1

Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA-Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or r change.

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are repi.esentative of potential users of the courseware package.

_
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Number Words Level 1

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondate, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas
School District, Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 4
SUBJECT: MathematicS
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple with one
disk drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, instructional management.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. Inesuppementary
materials instructions program
operating instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Given a number written in words, the student will
type the numeral. 7

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student musl, have some prior
instruction on reading number words. The
student must understand the difference between
the digit one (1) and letter 1 (L), and between the
digit zero (0) and the letter 0 (o) on the keyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:' Lessons randomly
present 30 number words to students. The
studentmust read the word and correctly type
the numeral. The program includes five lei/els:
1) digits 0-9,2) number words (079), 3) number
word (tens and teens), 4) number words (21=66),
and 5) number words (51-99).

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Student recordkeeping is a
helpful feature of this package..

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package does not
provide a way of assigning how many problems
are given. The operator must_ know to press the
"ESC" key to exit. The graphic rewards are
unexciting and predictable. The package gives no
instructions on the screen after the initial
instructions.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D -SD NA
Content is accurate.

o_ Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined:
Package achieves defiried-titirpos
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is- appr,oprtate_to_audience.
GraPhics/soundicolor are u-sed appropriately.

Use of package is motivational:
Student creativity-is--effettively_stimalated.

o Feedbiek-ii-effeetively_employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and ietnietitt.
Instruction integrates With-pritir_learriing.____
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are-Comprehetuive, _
User support materialii-ate_effective: _
Information displays are effective
Users can-operate:-eaiilY_atid independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilitiii_art_tlic&appmpriately.
Program is-reliable_sae. ,

SA - Strongly Avec A-Agree D-Diiigiei SD -Strongly Dimeree NA - No( Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no bhange.

,cCA Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

2,:'

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewer
who are representative of potential users of the coursewgre package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Number Words -Level '2

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
DiEnondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of North Clackamas School
District, Milwaiikie, Oregon

COST: $29.95

ABILITY tEVEL: Grades 2 through 5
SUBJECT: Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple with one disk

drREi

Eamogosr6FgrrivintAeRrE(optiAoppnaleso
ft, ,DOS 3.3 or 3.2

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
assessment, instructional management, authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
pre-test, post-test, and student's instructions. In
supplementary materials instructional objectives,
program operating insVuctions, and teacher's
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Given a number written in words; the student will
type the numeral.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
The student must have some prior instruction on
reading number words. The student must
understand the difference between the digit one (1)

and letter 1 (L), and between the digit zero (0) and
the letter 0 (0) on the lyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
'contains ten lessons, 20_problemsineach, covering
numbers -from 100 tb 1,000,000. fri the lessons, the
student is presented with a number written in words
and the Student must type the numeraL Commas
are required for numbers above our digits in
length Students are given a pre-test and placed'at
the correct lesson leveL Student recordkeeping is
provided showing incorrect response and correct
-response. A print=out of this file is available. The
teacher can also create-a-lesson to fit the needs of
students.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Pre=tests and post-tests are
available. The package covers a wide range of
number word recognition skills. The ability to
create your own lessons is a real plus, and student
recordkeeping is helpful.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Aline appears on the
screen for the answer, but is not placed Where the
answer is tb be entered.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program aslcs Students
how they are doing, but no provision is made for the
students to respond.

According to the producer, a more recent version of
this program has been released using a different
format.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
i Content is accurate. .

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is welhdefined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learnet controls rate-and-equerwe
Instruction integrates with prior learning
Learning can be generaliied
User support-materiali--are_comptehetaive
User-support_materialt_ate__dfectime

is Inforttatinti_di*-1- A are effective

--LWerti-cati_Operate__eliily_and_ independently.
TeatCoinnvstpr

eanakillriea are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use

SA -St-eerier Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA-Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

lam'
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(593) 248-6800

This evaluation is hated on the eValuCitioni of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce thil dot unietit is hereby granted.



microilIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
1-c

Odin
PRODUCER: Odesta

930 Pitner
Evanston, IL 60202

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April., 1983 by the
staffeand constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 4 through_postSecondary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5=1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus with
single disk drive, monitor and game paddles
(optional).
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: AppleSoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation, problem Solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions. In
supplementary materials sample program
output, program operating instructions, and
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
increase the user's skills at problem solving and
game strategy.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Odin is a board
game where the object is to entrap your
opponents pieces.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
hour per week (as little as 15 minutes per game).

POTENTIAL USES: The program is useful in
developing the skills of problem solving, logical
reasoning, and planning ahead.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The operating instructions
are clear and easy to use; There are many
options presented clearly. A wide range of
difficulty leveleare covered (because orthe
sequential levels of play, no one is likely to
outgrow the program)., The graphics display is
attractive.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package itself
displays no major weaknesses.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package is easy to use
but challenging! (Previewers noted that they
wished that they owned it!) However, there are
probably few classroom situations in which skill
in a strategic game is valued highly enough to
devote substantial time to it.

EVALUATION SUMMARY
ca c n Cal NA
_Is___: Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined

_ts Package achieves defined purpose.
_III_ Content presentaticin is clear and logital.

Difficulty level is appropriate to in-diet-ice._
Is Graphics/sound/color are used atopropriatelY

Use of peckage is motivational.
Student creativity is effectiVely itimulam--
Feedback is effectively employed.

SAA- D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates wittrprior learning.

_yearning can be rneralizO. _ o
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays areffective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agiee A-Agree 13-Disagree SD,Strongls Disagree NA - NOi

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this pEall!'age.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This iValisation is based on the evalwtions of three or more_ reviewers

309 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Ocelot.% cs7204 who are represenucive of potential users of the courseware package.

(503) 24845800 25 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Our Weird and Wacky World/Litetal ComprehenSiOn Prograffi:
Reading with Understanding

VERSION:' No. 1

PRODUCER: Educational Activities
P.O. Box '392
Freeport, N Y 1 152 0

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1983 by the
staff and constituents of the Oakland ISD,
Pontiac, Michigan.

COST: $39.95 for disk or $34.95 for cassette

ABILITY LEVEL: -Grades 3 through 5
SUBJECT: Language arts
TOPIC: Reading comprehension
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 -1/4" flexible disk or
tape"cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple, or PET with
cassette
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:
student's instruction. In supplenmaterials

suggested grade/ability levels) _prerequisite
Skills or activities, sample program output,
program operating instructions, student
workSheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop reading comprehension skill by
providing practice using the "Cloze" procedure.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Third or fourth grade reading
level Other orerequisites are stated in the
documentation.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Activities based
on eight news stories focus on word meaning and
"Cloze" practice. Supplementary materials

Include ditto masters for additional activities.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15
minutes

POTENTIAL USES: The package is useful as
individual drill and practice or with small groups
for reading practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The stories included in the
package have interesting content. The package
achieves the purpose of the Cloze procedure.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The stories are
interesting but the rewards are boring. More
graphics would help considerably. Supplementary-.
ditto masters are good but not coordinated with
the content of the computer exercises.

OTHER COMMENTS: Although the company
Suggests use With third and fourth graders, the
evaluators suggest second and third graders as the
target audience.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA e D SD-NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

_ Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

_ _ Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

s Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectivelV employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner-caturols rare and sPrinrscp
Instruction-integrates_with_priar_leaMin
Learning can be gnralited-
Useu-sitP-Parttniterials_are_cimprehensive
Viet-SUppeirt_ttiatetiali are effective.
Inforrnurinn displays are.effective.
Users itii_eirsotate easily and independently.

to _,_Teartiprs cart eroploypackage_tasily.
--CtStrilAiter-CaPabilities_ are _used.appropriately.

tagramis_rellable in normal use.

- Stione* Atter A -Aerta- D-Disagree SD - Stivner Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

IV\ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 2

This evaluation is baied on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce- this document is hereby granted.
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Phone
PRODUCER: TIES

1925 W County Road, B-2
Roseville, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Mb-:,11 i983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh Univesity,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: GradeS 1 through 6
SUBJECT: Language arts ,
MEDIUM OF-TRANSFER: 5=1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II Plus with
one disk drive- and - monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In-program,
program operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In suppleme-n-tary__materials
suggested grade/ability level(sVinstructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions; teacher's information, and
Student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Using prepared phonetic exercises, the student
will be able to identify answers to questions given
various possible choices. These exercises include
drill in sound assoelationsi affixes, syllableS,
contractions, and homonyms.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The ability to read the prompting.
messages.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Phonet is a drill
and practice program which allows a student to
work through a set of prepared phonetic exercises
in sound associations, affixes, syllables,
contractions, and homonyms.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One or
two sittings with each segment (30 minutes for
each lesson).

POTENTIAL USES: Children requiring a review
of skills in_particular phonic areas would use this
program. It covers a wide range of skills.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The skills are very
specific and would enable the teacher to assign
practice in skills as appropriate to student needs.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There is little to
motivate the student. The brogram is simply a
workpage on the computer. In some cases (i.e.,
long vowels): the vocabulary required is at a
higher level than the skill being practiced. If a
child could read the vocabulary, he would have
alreadunastered the skill being practiced.
Direction1-both in documentation and in
computer priltation could be expanded and
clarified.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content his educational Value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined,
Package achieiei defined-purpose.-_

o Content presentation is deir and logical=

Difficulty level is appropriate_ tecaudietice._
Craphiceibiiridieblot are us-edappropriately.
Use of package is motivational
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback I s e frettiVelY_entploy-rd

SA A D SD NA
_ Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

ito_ User support aaterials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

IV Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and indekndently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable
ems

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recon rend use of this package only if
certain changes were made (see Major Weaknesses

%V\s

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This ivalaation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this docUment is hereby granted.
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Prescriptive Math Drill

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley eoursewai4, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas School
District, MilWaukie, Oregon;

COST: $79.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 8
SUI1JECT: 1Viathem sties
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple with one disk
drive, monitor, printer (optionalS
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment, instructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions/ In supplementary -materials

instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, and. teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice in the basic math facts
through 99 with the four basic operations. Detailed
objectives are stated on page 15 of the manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The lessons
contained in this package are sequential in nature;

and mastery of the material in one lesson is the
prerequisite for the next.

?.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The teacher sets
the skill level at which each student begins, and the
criteria for advancement to the next level. In the
lessons, the student is given 20 problems at the first
prescribed level. Upon dompletion_of the lessm the
Computer determines the next lesson for the
Student based on performance and the prescribed
criterion; A record of the student's progress is kept
in a file on the disk. The package includes complete
file maintenance, which allows the teacher to add,
delete, view and change student records; print
reports; and check passwords;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package incorporates
good:management capabilities which allow the
teacher to set the instructional level)for students,
change it when necessary, and set the passing
percentile. Passwords are required to avoid rnix-ups
in students and to secure student records.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Problems are always
presented in horizontal forin; For multiplication
problems in which a four place resportse is needed,
when the user inputs the correct answer the problem
is erased and the answer has to be re-entered. For
division probLems, the answer is superimposed over
the division sign, or appears right next to it and
continues over the "=" sign. The teacher is not
allowed to input level 100, but the student is asked
if he/she would like to do 100's now.

OTHER COMMENTS: According to the produceri
this package is currently undergoing revision. The
revised program is scheduled for release in
September, 1983.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is acetirate
Content his ediitatiOtal_yalise__
Content is free -of Stereotypes.
Purpose cif-p.itkage is well dcfined.
PatkageaChievesdefitied purpose.

, Content_preic-nution is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics tsound /color ars_used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student etestivity ci effectively stimulated.

___Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls.rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learnitsg.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive._
User support materials_at_e_effeetis
Information displays are effective

o Users can operate-eiiiWarittitidepthdetitLY: _

TeaChers can employ package eily
Computer capabilities a^e used_appropriatel-v
PrOgram is reliable in normal uso.

SA -Strongly' Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would not use or recommend use of this package.

Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby ranted:
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Sims

PRODUCER: TIES
1925 W. County Road, 13=2
Roseville, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through C
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II Plus,
single disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE:- Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions Etridstudent's
instructions; In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectivesi sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information, and
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Using prepared SIMS word lists, the student will
be able to identify and correctly spell words.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The ability to read the Prompting
messages.

C e NTENT AND STRU URE: SIMS is a
co tion of word lists ich may be used with
four drill and practice exercises: Hangman,
Scramble, Spell and Warder. The,collection of
words is based on the Systematic Instructional
Management ,Strategies Reading Curriculum.

ESTIMATEDWUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30
minutes per session

POTENTIAL USES: SIMS could be used to
reinforce previously taught Spelling and language
arts skilLs. The program could also be used as a
new way of giving drill and practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The graphics are cleverly
done and enhance the motivational value of the
games. The letters used are large and easily read
by younger students. The words chosen are
familiar to the students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The categories are not
defined anywhere in the documentation, making
the program difficult to use When asking the
user to continue, no prompt is given concerning
what answer is anticipated. The range of
difficulty is too narrow. The learner cannot
know why he/she was incorrect at the attempt.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
o Content it accurate.

__Contentisait_edt-scational value.

COntent_ii free stereotypes.

6- Purpose of package is well defined.
6 Parkage achieves defined purpose.

_ Content nresentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicr/sound/color are used a'pp;opriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student_ creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner-CiarittiOls_rate_ancl_sequence.

o Instrtittibri4htegrates_wititimior learning.
Learning carti-te generali,ed
Utfer-support_inateriala are comprehensive.

-Llier-tapport materials ate effective.
jilfrii-owinn displays are effective.

to Utert_dart_isperate easily and independently.
- Teachers ran employ package easily.

-Computer _dapahilities_areumd appropriately.
-Ptiogratti_hrelitormal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Ape, D-Disagrat SD- Strongly riaagrce NA -Not Applicable

EvalutorS indicated they would use or recommend use of this packge with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248800 2

This evalu.ation !so/L....cd on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
OW are represa tali .! of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reprou.:ce this document is hereby granted.



microSIFI" COURSEWARE EVALUATION
0

The Atom

PRODUCER: Micro-Ed, Inc.
P.O. Box 444005
Eden Prairie, MN 55344

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March, 1983 by the staff
and constituents of Oakland LSD, Pontiac, Michigan.

COST: $14.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 10
SUBJECT: Physical Science/Chemistry
TOPIC: Atomic Structure, Periodic Table
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: PET with cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE?: Drill and practice,
tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: in-pros ain program
-operating instructions and student's instructions In
scpplementary materials suggested_gradettibility
IeVel(S), instructional objective4 prerequisite skills or
activities, and program operating inatruetion&

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide
tutorial, and drill and practice on the atomic structure of
elements;

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Prerequisite Skills
ce activities are stated in the documentatiom

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: the prograin consists of
a brief tutorial followed by drill and practice exercises.
The student determines the numbers of protons,
electrons, neutrons, or the atomic mass of atoms. The
program includeS the ability to review a lessom

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 minutes

POTENTIAL USES: 'his is an extremely good review tool
for students learniig the fundamentals of using the
periodic table, and structure of the atom. It is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is simple, clear, and
to the point. It achieves Its defined purpose. It is` easy to
run. Uses may work at their own paces There is an
excellent student summary at the end of the program.
The protrilM provides the options of rule review and
lesson review: The computer gives the user the answer,
or the user keeps trying until the correct answer is _
found. There are a variety of feedback responses. The
content of the program is basic and accurate, and the
presentation is clear and logical. The student can use
this program independently, with little or no background
knowlecge.

MAJOR W.L.:AKNESSES: The program is very "Cold"; it
does not allow the input= f a name, and consequently,
does not speak to the user It is boring (according to
students) sound or interesting graphics are needed.
Theprogram has low flexibility; it cannot be used bY a
wide renge of student& It doet not have increasing levels
of difficulty.' The scope is limited to the concept that
Atomic Weight is protons plus rieUtrOns. Support
materialsiire limited; The major weakness in this
program is its lack of volume of selection of review
problems: The same problems are presented in a random
order each time, making the program somewhat
repetitiou& If the program is loaded by title, it will not
run. The flashing electrons give the impression that
there area greater number than there should be.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SDNA
--Content_ts_accurate.
_Conterit_tizs educational value.
_ciatiterit_a__Eree_of _stereotypes.

Purpose f package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

o _Content presentation is clear and logical.

41- _Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

o Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated
Feedback is effectively employed.

SAA D SD NA
Leater_cantrols_rate and sequence.
Instructsort integrates_lfdith prior learning.
Learning_can_bt_generalited.

-User-support materials are comprehensive.
__Uset_lapriort materials are effective. -

Information displays are effective.

--o Users can operate easily and independently. .

Tearhers ran_ettiploy package easily.
es Conspittercapabilities are used appropriately.
_6 ___Peogram is reliable in normal use.

SA- Strongly Agree A-Agren D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA- Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory _

30Z S.W, Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

ate!V

This evaluation is based on the evalaatiortis of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
I t

The Programmable Cube

PRODUCER: Metacomet Software
P.O. Box 31337
Hartford, CT 06103

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9 through 12 and
postsecondary
SUBJECT: Problem solving
TOPIC: Programming
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5=114" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus with
one disk drive and color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
sample program output and program operating
instructions. Insup lementmnaterials
sample program output, program operating
instructions, student's instructions, and sample
program listings.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To provide an understanding of how to solve
cubes, and how to employ structured
programming techniques for writing programs to
manipulate cubes.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Knowledge of cube solving and cube
solving techniques i3 required.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The
Programmable Cube is a specialized, high level
programming language designed for solving
cubes. It is structured like Pascal but has more
of a Logo flavor. The package includes several
prewritten programs such as "Solver" and
"Patterns" for use by the student. A program
editor and debugger are included.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: It
would require at least 15 to 20 hours to write
solving programs.

POTENTIAL USES: It could be used in a
programming course on a limited basis if the
course is designed to teach programming. It
could be used more effectively outside the
programming course.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Graphics are used
appropriately. The support materials are good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: No apparent weaknesses
noted.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Content is Actqrate.
Content has rA-cational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

. Difficult+ level is appropriateto audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulateck

LFeedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Leiiiio. Contkili-eate-and__Settiietite,_
lnithiCtion intgrittini-Witit_prioritAttitsw
Learning can be generalired.

v

o User support-triaterialti_are__conm-reliettsive,
Us-e-t-SUpport_inaterialLare_effective,
Inforrnation_diplays are effective._.

---Uiert-can__operate_easily and independently.
Teachert_tati_employ_package_easily.
Computer_Capabilitiespropriately.

Progratti4reliableiftnortnal use.
SA- Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

MIR

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of.this package with little or no change.

laNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101:1_S W Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(50316248-6800

This evaluation is basedon the eValuations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micr FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Three Mile Island
PRODUCER: Muse Software

330 N. Charles Street -

Baltimore, Maryland 21201

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March; 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Oakland ISD, Pontiac,
Michigan;

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 12 and postsecondary
SUBJECT: Physical Science
TOPIC: Nuclear Reactors
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 -1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II with single
diSk drive and color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: ogram
program operating instructions and student's
instructions; In- supplementary material* ==
suggested grade/ability level(S), instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, resource/reference
inforniation; and student's instructions.. -

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
provide a simulation of the operation of a nuclear
power plant.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITE: (INFERRED)
The student must have some prior instruction on
how a reactor wortcs.

CONTENT AND STRIJCTURE: This program is a
simulation of the operation of a nuclear reactor.
Graphic screens show portions of a nuclear reactor

as the student simulates the conditions of running a
plant. A lengthy support booklet is included.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes to.ohe hour

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used as a
classroom_demonstration; for individual enrichment
experience, or with small groups;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Three=Mile Wand it a
realistic Simulation Of the operation of a nuclear
reactor; a very timely and interesting topic; The
package is very comprehensive and covers the topic
very thoroughly. It is easy to use, and -the graphics
and technical displayS are excellent. The operation
of the program is fairly complete as it needs to
accurately simulate the reactor operation; The
program is challenging enough not to be boring_ and
uses graphics fairly well tolet_the user manipulate
the operation of the reactor. It can be "fun" While
students realize the complexities of the undertaking:

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Too much time is required
to prepare for using the program It is difficult to
use in large group applications. The program is
suitable only for advanced high Scheol StUdents.
There is a 35-page instruction manual as the only
documentation. It took one evaluator about four
hours to BEGIN' to understand what should be done,
and the evaluator never advance_d to the point that
"melt down" could be avoided. The preparation
time to have a olaSt of students use this program
would be extensive even with Student information
sheets being prepared in the DISC workshop. It
also moves very fast. It would be more effective if
you could choose speeds to allow a longer; time to
learn. Even With manual set up, the computer
timing does not change.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.

o Content has educational Value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package ii well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logiral
D_ifficulty level is approptitteloAudietc'
Graphics/sound/color are-uted aPpropriAlely
Use of package is motivational
Student creativity is-effectivelY4timulated-_
-F4edbakkAistfittivety_ettiployed-._

SA A D SD NA
I-rather controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
1-earning can be generalized
User support materials are comprehensive.

r User support materials are effective.
InforMation displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Ditagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Noe Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

ittv Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portlaiid, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 34.

This evaluation is based on the evaluiltions of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package:

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



'.inicr#SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Vowels

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER- Hartley Courseware; Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas
School District, Milwaukie, Oregon

COST: $93.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 3
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Vowels
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4'1 flexible disk,
..ape cassette
REQUIRED. HARDWARE: 48K Apple with one
disk drive, monitor, printer (optional), CCD, tape
recorder/player
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment, instructional
management, authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In C rro ram
student's 'instructions. In supplementary
materials -- suggested grade/ability level,
program operating instructions, and teacher's
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: There are 53
lessons of 20 presentations each, covering
different vowel sounds. The teacher records the
instructions on tape wits the use c: the cassette
control device (CCD). The student is presented
with eVisual stimulus, listens to an auditory
stimulus and then enters his/her response on the
keyboard. Programs keep track of up to 100
students and will make a print-out of each
student's progress. The teacher can create
his/her own lessons using the create feature.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package covers a lot
of variations in vowel sounds. The ability to
create your own lessons and the student
re.mrdkeeping feature are strong points of this
package.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D _SD NA
Content is accurate.

AD Content has educational iihie.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is Well defined,
Package achieves d_ efined pii .

Content presentation 4 el6ii and local.
Difficult* level is appnapriate_toaddierice.
Graphics/sound/colotvare uted_approprixtely
Use of package ii motivaitititiaL_
Student creativity is effeetiVely_stimuluted.
Feedb tiek is effectively - employed

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.-
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are conipriheritive.
User support materiall in effective.
Information kliaPliyi are offeetive:
Users can operate eisilY-and-inde.Petidently
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities ire used apPeoprittel*._

o Pro-rogram is reliable in nortni! iiie

SA - Strongly- Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - StrinieY Niigree NA - Not Applicable

Eveluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes

were made (see Major Weaknesses).

teX1\11N.
NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaLaeti-in is based on the evaluations of three or mare reviewers
who are resentative of potential users of the courseware package.

PeratissiUn to reproduce this document is hereby granted;



raithi*SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Who, What, Where, When

VERSION:

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
P.O. Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of North Clackamas
School DiStrict, Milwaukie, Oregon..

COST: $35.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grads 1 through 6
SUBJECT: Langu e Arts
MEDIUM OF TRA PER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARD REy 48K Apple with disk
drive, monitor, printer -optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or
3.2
INSTrUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard ;

instruction, instructional management, authoring
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials suggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, and student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
identify whether a given statement tells who,
what, where, when or why.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students would have to have some
prior understanding of the topic as no explanation
is given.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Given phrases, .
student will determine if it is a who, what,
Where, when, why statement. At lower levels,
only two of these are used at any one time
Student recordkeepinsf available with optional
print-out. The package also provides a way to
create and modify. your own lessons.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:' There are not many
programs available which drill on this particular
topic. Leveled well not too much is expected
for lower levels.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: No explanation of topic
is given. Student would have to have some
understanding of topic. Student feedback -is
repetitive.

OTHER COMMENTS: According to the producer,
a more recent version has been released that
gives an instruction frame and remedial feedback
on missed items.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
o Content it accurate.

__ Content has educational value.
rattent it free of stereotypes.

Parpose_of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audienCe.

a Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

o_Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively emploYed.

SA AD-SD-NA_
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning
_ Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are cortirtiehetitiVe:
User support materials are effective=.
Infornution displays are effective.

_ Users can operate easily Ind ifidePetidttitly,__
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagrer Stl - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Eduuational Laboratory - - --
300300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800'

This eValiiiition i.s based on the evaluations of three or more revtewi
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Peiltiittion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Computer Math Activities Volume 3

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
School Division
Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of the Region X ISC,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: $15.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in; flexible disk
i-trAquiR.ED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II, single
disk drive; monitor
R,EQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice; game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In_program
program operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In supp!ementary materials`
suggested grade/ability level(S), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activitie...,
sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, and student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide timed practice adding, subtracting,
multiplying or dividing whole numbers, decimals,
or integers; To provide practice recognizing
number patterns, place-value, and logic skills. To
develop problem solving skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must have obtained the
skills used in the game to successfully participate.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
made up of six math games; TREASURE HUNT
is a timed practice adding; subtracting,
multiplying; or dividing whole numbers; decimals,
or integers (for 1-5 players/teams). BUZZ
provides practice in recognition of number
patterns including multiples of selected whole
numbers within a pattern (for 1.7._8
players/teams). ONCE AROUND provides
practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, or
dividing whole numbers, decimals or integers (for
1-4 players/teams). SEGMENTS AND
TRIANGLES involves developing problem solving
strategies and using line segments to construct
triangles. (for 2 players/teams). SPINO provides
practice adding &nd multiplying whole numbers to
three digits and supplying missing addends and
multiplicands (for 1-5 players/teams). UNLOCK
IT provides practice developing place-value
understanding and logic skills using 2, 3, and
4-digit numbers (for 1 player/team).

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA--13--SD-NA_
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.:--4--

1
Purpose of package is well defined.

; Package achieves defined purpose.

i

Content presentation is clear and logical.
DiffLulty level is appropriate to audience
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriatelY--

I 1 I
I Use of is motivational.package

1
Student creativity is effectively stimuLatea

I I I
I Feedback is effecti-vel-y-employed

SA A D SD NA
Learner-Coutrialatgiletite
Instrtiatibiiititegratriot_leartti ng:
Learnirigato:i-egteittalited:_
User snpport Materials are comprehensive.

4 port materials are effective.I Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

can employ package easily.NIComputer capabilities are used appropriately,
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Str011ev Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strong's. Disagree NA - Not Applicbie

Eialuators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth AVenue POrtlarid, Oregon 97204
15031 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations -,)f three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Computer Math Activities; Volume 3

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies
by activity from several minutes to half an hour.

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used in
a classroom setting to provide drill and practice
in basic arithmetic operations. The package can
be used by individual students or teams of Students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game format offers an
incentive for students needing drill and practice
in basic arithmetic operations.

r 1AJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

OTHER COMMENTS: The time for drawing of
the maze in the TREASURE HUNT program could
be shortened.

01
NOrthwestitegional Educational Laboratory
300 S W Sixth .-k1;enti Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 -O

Thii is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Mixed Numbers
VERSION: 1982

iii

PRODUCER: Milton Bradley
Education Division
443 Shaker Road
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region I -V ISC; Houston;
Texas.

COST: $44.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Mixed numbers, fractions
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48k Apple II+, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Rernediation,
standard instruction, instructional management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
teacher's information and student's instructions.
In supplementary materials -- suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, program operating
instructions, pre-test, post-test, teacher's
information, student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To reinforce and provide drill and practice with
mixed numbers;

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Students will need initial instruction
in operations involving mixed numbers;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: On the basis of a
written pretest (included in the packet),- each
student is assigned one of three modes (M, I, or P)
for each skill; These assignments are stored on
the diskette and are used by the computer to
control the type of instruction to be given to each
student; In the practice mode (P) students work
through problemS on paper before entering their
answers into the computer.
After two_ tries, the program helps t11-: student
work through the problem step-by-step, or the
student can use "H" to request help at anytime.
Since the Mastery Quiz is a mode (M), only one
try is given and no help is available, only the
correct answer. After passing the quiz, the
student is sent to another skill. In the
instruction mode (I), students are automatically
taken step-by-step through the program as they
are when they press "H" in the practice mode.
Students pass from the instruction mode to the
practice mode, or the practice mode to the
mastery mode by meeting the criteria the teacher
sets in the student manager. Worksheets; as well
as pre- and post-tests are provided in the
package. Class and student record sheets are
also provided on which to record specific Scores;

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20 to
30 minutes per lesson.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A I) SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereorYpes.
Purpose of packagc is well defined.
Package achieves defirsed-pu-rposz.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

SA A D SD NA
Learner and

lnst rur tion mtegrates_witti4v_i_eir_learrvng
Learning_cari_be generalize

so als are ,nmprehe_nsiye_._

D i ff i Cu ItY_IevetisapprOpriate4la audience
Graphics/sound/color are_use_d_appropriaeiv
Use of package is monstauonal
Student-creativit*_iS_4ffecrivelv_s_t_imulated.

_effectively employed.

User support materials are effective.
01 Information displays are effective.

L ! Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

L
fComputer capabilities are used appropriately:
Program is reliable in normal usc.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-'Nrongis Disagree NA- Not Apts:icable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(5031 248.6800

37

This eialuation ,s based on the evatuattons of three or more'revtewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to;reprnduce this document is hereby granted.



micro rSIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Mixed Numbers, continued

POTENTIAL USES: This is excellent drill and
practise for review and skill maintenance:
There may also be an application for estimating
approximate answers. This package could also be
uSed at the' instruction level `for the entire class
as part of their initial instruction;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Excellent management
system, worksheets and student records. The
program contains all operations with mixed
numbers. The student must obtain mastery of one
skill before the computer allows him to go to
ancther skill; Excellent feedback and helpful
examples throughout the program. The price is
very reasonable and the screen displayS are
appealing and readable;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Although we read
numbers from left to right, students should never
have to type-whole number answers from left to
right (even when worked on their paper first). All
+, -, and X begins with ones place arid so should
the typed-in answers. This program may be too
difficult for remedial students because lots of
prerequisite skills are provided.

OTHER COMMENTS: This program is well worth
its price. Students will not dread practice of
fractions when it can be done in this manner and
help can be given immediately by the computer
instead of waiting for the teacher.

Northwest Regional Educational LaboratOry
10_0_ &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oreion 97204
(503) 248.6800

3

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
WhO are i-epte3enotive of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce thii document is hereby granted.
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Dragon Mix

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: DLM, Inc.
P.O. Box 4000
Allen, TX 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 19.8.3 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota

COST: $39.00 for Apple, $44.00 for TI 99/4A

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 7
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Multiplication and Division
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in: disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple
Ile, disk drive; monitor (preferrably color), game
paddles (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3:3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES:. Drill.and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: SuggeSted
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
program operating inStructionS, teacher's
information, student's. instructionS, Student
worksheets, and follOw=up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Following
extensive drill with materials in this package, the
student will be able to: correctly write or say

answers to basic fact problems in package at a
rate' of 40 to 90 per minute with 100% accuracy:
correctly compute basic facts included in the
program within individual problems involving
more complex processes; and correctly answer
basic facts included in the program in applied
situations such as making change; determining
distances;

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The
program assumes that the student has been
introduced to multiplication and division faCtS in
the program prior to use.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package.
consists of one disk in a hard plastic folder, a
teacher's guide, worksheet and progress chart
masters, and a set of flaShcards in a box The
record keeping is not on the disk, but rather in
the form of progress charts. The program is d::11
and practice for multiplication and division facts
0-9. Students are involved in a game in Which a
dragon defends a city from attacking spacecraft.
The level of difficulty and the time allowed are
controlled by the teacher: At the end of each
gime; the hits and misses are reported: This
information is then recorded by the student on a
progress chart:

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: A
student would need at least five to ten minutes
per day over a period of several weeks to meet
the objectives.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

1
Content has educational value.
Content is free Of Stereotypes

I Purpose of package-i-i-W-ell-defiried._

i i Content presenuation_a__elear and logical.

I ii L I LW-fit-An/ LeyeLis appropriate to audience.
ii j I 1_ ! Graphiesisonnd/color ate -used appropriately..

1 1_ U.i.= nf_paekago is motivational.

IH-I1-4--!Stildtht_ereatimity is effectively stimulated.
_a 1 i I 1 Feedback is effectively employed.

n cnva
Learner controls rate and sequence.

- Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

i A A Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagr NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratonr
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2423.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document i.i hereb:v granted.
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Dragon Mix; continued

POTENTIAL USES: Thepackage could be
effectively used by individual students in a
classroom for drill and practice on division and
mUtiplication facts; If competition betgeen
students is desired; a race can be instigated by
using more than one computer.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game format is
highly motivational. Graphics and sound are very
effective; The student record keeping can be
motivational, as well as learning experience in
graphs; With teacher control of content and
timing, the game is not easily mastered so there
is a challenge for high achievers, as well as low
achievers.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The game takes a long
time to boot. The teacher guide and
supplementary materials are not very helpful.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
300 S.W. Sixth Aiientle Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the eVaitiations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the -courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Computer Math Activities Volume I

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
School Division
Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of the Alaska Department
of Education, Juneau, Alaska.

COST: $15.00 per volume

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-71/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple, single disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities,
sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, and student worksheets.

118

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide practice adding, subtracting, multiplying
and dividing whole numbers, decimals or
integers. To provide practice ordering numbers,
writing math sentences, and estimating lengths in
centimeters.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must haVe obtained the
skills used in the game to be a successful
participant.

CONTENT- AND STRUCTURE: This package is
made up of 5 math games: SKI MATH, a timed
practice adding, subtracting, multiplying or
dividing whole numbers, decimals,_ or integers (2
players/teams); HEX GAME, provides practice
adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing whole
numbers, decimals, or integers (2 players/teams);
LINE 'EM UP, a timed practice arranging a set of
numbers from smallest to largest (2
players/teams); FIND IT,-provides_practice
writing mathematical sentences using only
numbers 1 through 13 and any combination of
addition, subtraction; multiplication or division (1
player/team); and METRIC 21; provides practice
estimating (or measuring) centimeter lengths rind
adding them for sums through 21 (1-3
players/teams).

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies
by activity from several minutes to half an hour.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SAA D SD NA
! l l Content is accurate.
' Content has educational value.
: Content is free of stereotypes.

; Purpose of package is well defined.
I 1 Package achieves defined purpose.
i
;
I Content presentation is clear and logical.

; I l Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
1 , . Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

; I Use of package is motivational.
: Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

.; Feedback is effectively emplayeii___

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and Sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
o Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are COMpre-h.,i),Si:Vr---.-
User support materials-areffeCtitte,_
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and irldr;,ericilY
Teacherz_ - -

iety
Program is reliable in riorrnzl u.se.

SA - Strongli, Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use bf this packzge with little or no change.

Northwest-Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 .

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three Or more reinewel 3
who are represe.:.arve of potential user! the cours,ware package.

Permission to reproduce this document Lereby granted.
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Computer Math Activities, Volume 1

POTENTIAL USES: The activities can be
performed individually, or players and teams can
compete; Several of the activities could be used
with first and second graders. These math
activities could be used to supplement
instruction, to provide additional practice in
basic math skills, and to increase student
motivation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The directions are clear
and the activities are motivational. The level of
student or teacher control is high. some games
include a list of twelve options: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole
numbers, decimals and integers. Thy user also
selects the minimum and maximum values of
numbers to be used. By setting these parameters
at the beginning of each activity; the student or
teacher can regulate the math difficulty level. A
backup diskette and student record forms are
included in the package; The computer
summarizes scores at the end of each activity.

MAJOR,WEAKNESSES: in LINE 'EM UP, the
object is to arrange a set of numbers from
smallest to largest before time expires.
However, the same number may be repeated in a
sequence, which is confusing to students.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratorc,
Si-x_th Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204

(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is basedon the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Computer Math Activities Volume 2

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
School Division
Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of the Alaska Department
of Education, Juneau, Alaska.

COST: $15.00 per volume

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: MathematicS
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple, Single disk
dr ivei monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities,
sample progra7m output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, and student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Td'
provide timed practice in addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division with whole numbers,
decimals or integers. To provide practice
writing math sentences, recognizing operation
signs, identifying polygons, underStanding
fractions and solving rebus prOblems.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must have obtained the
skills used in the game to be a successful
participant.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
made up of 5 math games: DINOSAUR MATH, a
timed practice adding, subtracting, multiplying or
dividing whole numbers, decimals, or integers
(1-4 players/teams); SURROUND 'EM, a timed
practice using 2 or 3 numbers to write math
sentences in addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division (2-75 Players/teams) } MATH
GALLERY, a Urged practice adding, subtracting,
multiplying or dividing whole numbers, decimals,-
or integers (1-5 players/teams); MATH MEMORY,
.provides basic math practice in addition,
SubtraCtion, multiplication, or division, and
recognition of the mathematical signs involving
these = operations (1-2 players/teams); and MATH
MEMORY 2, provides practice identifying
polygons, underSitanding fractions, and solving
rebus problems (1-2 players/teams).

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SO NA
Ciantaiit_is_attiltate

it COtifritr has edtleationtiAl trnliae
is COntenr it ft-0 of stereotypes

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. J
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

_ft Use of package'is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SAS D_SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Leuming can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package.easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. .

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - No A(301kAli

Evaluators indidated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change;

A:0k Northweit Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

4

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is hereli5, granted.
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Computer Math Activities, Vclume 2

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies
by activity from several minutes to half an hour.

POTENTIAL USES: The activities can be
performed individually; or players and teams can
compete. Several of the activities could be used
with first and second graders. These math
activities could be used to supplement
instruction, to provide additional practice in
basic math skills, and to increase student
motivation;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The directions are clear
and the activities are motivational. The level or
student or teacher control is high. Some games
include a list of twelve options: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole
numbe(rs, decimals and integers. The user also
selects the minimum and maximum values of
numbers to be used. By setting these parameters
at the beginning of each activity, the student or
teacher can regulate the math difficulty level. A
backup diskette and student record forms are
included in the package. The computer
summarizes scores at'the end of each activity;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: DINOSAUR MATH
recycles slowly. After capturing a dinosaur, the
student must re-enter all parameters in Order to
do the activity again;

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
3.0.11S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 44

This evaluation is based on the evaitiations_of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Wordwright

VERSION: 1983

PRODUCER: Eneyelopedia Britannica
Educational Corporation

10th Floor
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and cbnstituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State University.

COST: $299.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade§ 4 through 12
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Vodabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5=1/4 in. diSk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple H, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Authoring,
drill and practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In _program
pre-teSt, and post-test In_supptem_-- __ta_ry
materials sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information,
student's instructions; student worksheets;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
strengthen vocabulary in various subject areas
through instructional games.

STRUCTI NAL PREREQUISITES:
( NEERRED) Students should have prior
instruction o e-words in any given word list.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Wordwright is a
set of three game disks and five dictionary disks.
The games included are: Game 1, Fragmentation

a game of correctly connecting root words with
suffix or prefix to Ccrm a word; Game 2,
Crossword a game similar to a crossword
puzzle; and Game 3, Wordsearch a game of
finding hidden scrambled words among a random
selection of letters. The game diskettes are used
with one of the five available dictionary
diskettes, each containing 25 lists of ten words
a total of 250 words on each diskette. Clues for
all three games are context-based and take the
form of definitions, etymology, word usage,
sample sentences, and number of letters /syllables
in the missing Word. Each game disk contains: 1)
a program generated pre-test and post-test; 2)
multiple-choice vocabulary exercises; 3) the
game program for that disk; 4) word sets that
allow you to play the game; and 5) a program to
allow you to create your own word sets to be used
by the 'game.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
'valuator did not indicate did not use the
program with students;

POTENTIAL USES: Vocabulary development and
language enrichment.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is ---Ui-a--
Content has Mffteatielitai value.
e- ii--ti- fr-- of types.

!
_Purpose_ of package is well defined.

I Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

I
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

1 Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I Use of package is motivational.
t 1 Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
I

1
1 Feedback is effectively employed..,

SA A D SD NA-
Learner controls rate and sequence.

. Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

i..- User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- trorigls,"Disagree NA - No Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation ts.based on theevalu.ations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document -1s hereby granted.
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Wordwright, continued

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The exercises are good.
The context use, the history and examples are
excellent. Evaluators liked the basic plan
(pretest/posttest/exercises/game). Evaluators
also liked the file maker option.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Pretest junior high
words skipped name; skimpy directions. Game
disks operate very slowly! This entire package is
tough to "get into" because of its complexity.
One evaluator feels the games are overly
complicated; relative to understanding how best
to use them.

OTHER COMMENTS: AS with any instructional
package, the evaluators feel it is imperative to
know if it liars been fieldtested and whether or not
studenta do "learn from it. Also, do students uke
it? AlthOugh these games seem dull and boring to
Some adultS, students may find them fascinating.

tEgNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W . Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(5031 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or..more reviewers
who are o-epi-esehtatit* bt potential 1.1.3er3 of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereb:, pi-anted.
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Elementary Math

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: TIES _
1925 W. County Road B-2
Roseville, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Logic, Measurement, Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II+, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Supplementary
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions and student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(:), instructional
objectives, `prerequisite skills or activities,
sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
develop skills in reasoning, logic and problem
solving. For drill and practice estimating length

in centimeters. To improve computation skills in
four basic arithmetic operations. To determine
the factor property of prime versus composite
numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Some prior instruction in the metric system.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Elementary Math
contains four programs on problem solving
strategies and computation. BAGELS is an
educational game for the development of skills in
reasoning and logic. ESTIMATE is a drill and
practice exercise on estimating the lengths of
random line segments in centimeters. SUPER
DRILL is a drill on the four basic operations of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. TAXMAN is a whole number factor
exercise;

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10 to
15 minutes per program.

POTENTIAL USES: All of the programs would be
useful for supplementary purposes only.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: BAGELS: Numbers are
very visible. SUPER DRILL: Options are good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: BAGELS: The title has
little relation to the topic, and the instructions
are weak. ESTIMATE: InStructions for changing
response time could not be found. Very
simplistic! Random guesses' often resulted in

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content -1-5--ac curate

Cnntent has educational value_
Co-went is free` of arrrenrypes.
P o of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displayi are effective.
Users can operate easily and indepe
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Disagree - Stiabglv Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if
certain changes were made.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503) 248.6800

This evaluation as based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document 15 hereby granted.
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Elementary Math; continued

cor:ect answers. The use of the ruler is
confusing. SUPER DRILL: Numbers generated
by the program are readable; Some feedback
words (ex: fabulous) are probably too hard for
some users of this program; The program
produces a wrong answer (6 + 9 = 23) in a
correct-looking format The program lacks
effectivefeedback on trouble spots. At the end
of the program;. the bar graph success record is
poor its too hard to follow. Also, in.itructional
sequericing is not obvious. TAXMAN: The name
and content do not match. The instructions and
the entire game are confusing.

The producer- indicated that the titleS BAGELS
and TAXMAN were taken from the time-sharing
programs from which these originated.

OTHER COMMENTS: Docu nentation is lacking
regarding student's performance-and attitude
when using the package. The objectives of all
packages are weakly stated. All of these
weaknesses (see above) could be easily taken care
of.

sorthwetu_Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

This evaltiatiOn is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of courseware Package.

46(503) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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I2

Math Skills --- Junior High

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia Britannica
_Educational Corporation

425 N. Michigan.Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi
State, Mississippi.

COST: $74.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 7 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 57114 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus,
single disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: AppleSoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial; problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions; and program operating
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite SkillS or activities,
program operating instructions; teacher's
information, and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) This
package provides drill and practice -in the areas of
ratio and proportion, percent, graphing,
estimation and measurement; The objectives are
stated in detail in the documentation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The users should be able to read at a minimal .

level; It would be helpful if students Were
already familiar with the baSic operation of the
computer system available to them.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Math Skills
Junior High Level offers practice in the concepts
of ratios and proportions, percents, graphics,
estimating, and measuring. Each program
component has been described as an objective and
is labeled-as such in the score display. The
program components might also be called
lessons. This package is the second of a series of
two such packages sold seperately, but designed
to be used in sequence. The_first package
contains objectives number 1 to 32. This package
contains objectives 33 to 53.

POTENTIAL USES: This program is most
appropriate for use by individual students;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The tutorial and problem
Solving sections of the package are very good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The instructions for the
Fractions section are not clearly stated. The
Percents section is weak and needs reworking.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
eirtriterit-li_ae-Citratt:_
Content hat educational value.
Content is free of reotYPes
Purpoie Of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical. .

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employ-,.J.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction Integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive:
User suppeirt_materiaL4-are_effective.
Information displays are effective

--Usen-can-operate_eatilY and indipendently.
Teathert_tati__elliOlov_package_easily.
Computer_capabilitie.-.4 are used appropriate'lv.

Program i4 reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if
certain changes were made.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations Of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby !ranted.
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I

Chemistry Acids and Bases

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia BOtannica
Educational Corporation

425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

EVALUATION COMPLETED:_ May, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region X ISC,
Richardson, Texas.

COST: $74.00

ABILITY LEVEL: -Grades 10 through Postsecondary
SUBJECT: Science
TOPIC:__ChemiStry
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive,_monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In_program
program operating instructions and student's
instructions; In ials
suggested grade/ability level s), instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
develop basic chemistry skills in the areas of
calculation of pH values, determining
concentration of hydrogen ions, manipulation of
acid/base equilibrium constant, titration
calculation, and manipulation of the equilibrium
formula for water.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction on the concepts
Hated in the objectives.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
provide's\ reinforcement exercises in three major
areas: the acid/base equilibrium constant
formula, equilibrium constant of the water in a
strongly acidic/besic solution, and an aeid/baSe
titration sirnulation.

ESTIMATED STUDENT_TIIVIE REQUIRED: A
total of two weeks !or full benefit.

POTENTIAL USES, Thit package is most
appropriate for use with individual students. It
could be used as drill and practice in reviewing
for a test over the concepts, as a

'computer- generated test bank, or as a review
station for students who finish other tasks early.
The program provides a simulation that will save_ -
teacher time, compress hours of lab time into
minutes, and approximate a real lab setting.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: In each of the three
sections, students can practice without the need
of an instructor's-presence. The titration
simulation may be used as a substitute for this
type of experiment. The large print and spacing
makes,the program easy to read:.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The sound feature could
be made optional. It may be a disturbing
influence in a classroom setting.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Ptirpciie of package is well defined.
r}dogi= aithitYt_&firii-d pure
Conterit_prrgentatinn is clear and togical--.
Difficulty levels appropriate to audience.
C e2 il iCS i ()and/color are_used appropriately.
Ut- of package it motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

_12 Feedback is effectively employed.

SA -A D SD NA
L,arrter rontrols race and sequence.

I Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Yearning canoe generalized.
User support tnaterials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Sot Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
3(10S-W Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more _reviewers
whii are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby griinCed.



rnicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Bumble Plot

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: The Learning_Cornpany
4370 Alpine Road
Portola Valley, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 8
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in; disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or apple
He, disk drive, monitor (preferrably color)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested
grade/ability level(s), sample program output,
program operating instructions, student'S
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Through
problem solving games, the student will learn the
concept of working on a grid.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: It is
assumed that the student has had previous
experience with negative numberS.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of one disk; a small manual; and nine
activity cards in a hard cardboard folder. The
program includes five games starting with a
number line and progressing to a 10 x 10 grid
using both positive and negative numbers.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
time needed to run a game would depend on age
and ability of user, but one might allow at least
15-20 minutes per activity.

POTENTIAL USES: The package would be
appropriate for individual or Small group use for
drill and practice or problei, solving activities.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The activities provide
good practice in using coordinates with negative
numbers. "Bumble Art" offers a chance for
creative expression which is rare for software.
"Road Block" is a highly motivational exercise in
problem solving using coordinates.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards for
achieving goals could he better. With all the
delightfgl graphics and sound in the introductions,
the printed words, "YOU GOT IT" as a reward are
a let down;

EVALUATION SUMMARY

_q4 A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well-defined.
Package achieVei defined purpose.
content presentation Is_Oear and IngiraL
Difficulty level it appropriate to audience.
Graphieshinundieninr are used appropriately.
Use of t.i,,-411.= is motivariortal
Sriitierit_dretirivityAseffecrively stimulated.

J_e_ Feedback is effeccivtly employed.

SA A D SD NA-
LearnerconttnIs_rate and sequence.
Insreurrinn integrates with prior learning.
Yearning can be generalized.
Usrr ,lipport materials are comprehensive.
t. Ipport materials are effective.

so Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 13-Digagree SU - Strongly Diiigree NA - Nat Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

.gK\
Northwest Regional_Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of_three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
Permission to reproduce this document is here:h:v granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Word Gaines

PRODUCER: MECC Publications
2520 Broadway Drive
Lauderdale; MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Linn - Benton County ESD,
Albany; Oregon, and the staff of the Northwest.
Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $37.00

SUBJECT: Language arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-114 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 400 or 800
computer, one Atari 810 disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari BASIC cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

..- standard instruction
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, and student'S
instructions; In su lementar materials
suggested grade/ability level s , instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, sample
program output; program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions,
student worksheets, and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) TO
reproduce correct spelling by visual recall; to
recognize the combinations of letters which form
words or parts of words; to infer words from
definitions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should be familiar with the operation of
the computer and the keyboard;

CONTENT ArND STRUCTURE: This package
contains four language arts programS. A Short
description of eachrfollows; RECALL flashes a
word on the screen for recall and correct_ spelling.
SCR2MVIBLE randomizes the sequence of letters in
a word to be unscrambled. GUESS WORD presents
a series of dots in place of letters and a clue to help
identify the word to be guessed; LIST MAKER
creates edits, or deletes a list of words for
RECALL, SCRAMBLE, or GUESS WORD.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most -

appropriate for use with individual students for drill
and practice on spelling and vocabulary. It would
be good for remedial or resource settings. Another
application might be to set up a contest for
unscrambling words where the winner has the
fewest number of attempts. The package is
excellent for visual learners.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package provides a way
for the teacher to input his/her own word lists;
This enables the teacher to tailor the package to fit
the level of the students. Access to the word list is
secured from unauthorized modification by a code
word;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The directions for entering
the wordlists are a bit unclear and teachers had to
frequently go to the documentation for help.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA- A' -D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is-appropriate _to ailaienre

ii GranhicSiaoundicolor are tried apprnpriately

0 I Use of package is motiv4tiotilll:
a I Student-creativity _ii_effeithulated.

_lFeedbacit_isieffectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction- . .

Learning can be_gentraLiztd_
--Uersupport_matertatsare -omprehensive.

User cuppatt materials are effective.
Infortndisplays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. .

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

EvaluatorS indicatd that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S:-W: Six_th Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248 ;6800

This eitetit44tiOti is bossed Olt the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential i ers of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
t2.6

Division I

. PRODUCER: Scott; Foresman and Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of IER, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 5
SUBJECT: Mathematic8

Division
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED'HARDWARE: TI 99/4 and TI 99/4A,
color video, speech synthesizer (headset and
adapter optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: ROM cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation
INSTRUC'i ION AL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice; tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: in program
program operating instructions; In_
Supple-entary-m-aver ials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
sample prograM output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student
worksheets, and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (S'IkATED) To
give the student instruction, drill and practice of
the basid diviSion facts with divisors though 9.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Knowledge of multiplication facts
through 9;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This padkage
employs color graphics, animation, music; sound
effects and voice to motivate and guide the
student through instruction and practice of basic
division facts.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15
minutes per day.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students. It
could be used as review for the slower learners,
or as a bonus for the average and lower level
children.

OTHER COMMENTS: The sound is nicely done
and is good for those using the package.
TherefOte, the sound should bp used either
audibly or w:th headphoneS. Some teachers have
commented that the audible sound could be
diStracting to other students in the class. On the
other hand, teachers have commented that they
can tell how the student is doing and if he/she
needs help by listening to the audible sound.

EVALUATION SUMMARY'.

SA A D SD NA
a Corireht it accurate.

- reinr-tit_has educational value.
JD_ Content_is_fret of_stereotypes.
_ Purpose of package is well defined.

' Package achieves defined purpose.
1 Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately-
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity f§ effectively stimulated..
Feedback is effectiVelY eiiiislOYed.

/
SA - Strorigbi Agree A-Agree D-Diiiiriee Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

_SA_ A D SD NA_
Learner controls rate and sequence.

° Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

e TeachezQcan employ package easily.
Compute;a13abilities are used appropriately.
PrOgrain is reliable in normal tate.

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

a

Northwest Region-al Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue POrtland, Oregon 97204
(503) 246.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this dociebsent is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
I

Precision Timer
PRODUCER: Vernier Software

2920 S.W. 89th Street
Portland; OR 97225

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April; 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region X ESC,
Richardson; Texas.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 10 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple 11 Plus,
single disk drive, monitor; Pasco photogates.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Lab instrument

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materials instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, and Student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
allow the computer to be used as a flexible and
accurate timer;

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The student must know the units of
measurement of time for very small time
interVals. The student must know and be able to
apply various time measurement techniques. The
student must know how to use the photogates in
conjunction with the computer.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
allows you to use an Apple computer as an
accurate and very flexible laboratory timer.
There are 13 modes otoperation,_most of which
require photogates. Times from 0.0001 seconds,
to 54 hours may be measured. In addition, the
computer can store data, do statistics, print the
time in large block digits, and save data tables on
a disk, bi certain modes, the computer can
calculate speed and acceleration.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: One
hour

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used in
a classroom setting to allow the computer to be
used as a timer, and also print out the mean
and standard deviation as a result of the input
data;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The large size of the
characters displayed makes use with a large class
feasible. By using this program, the computer
can replace the "stopwatch", and in certain
modes, can be used to do the calculations of
speed and acceleration.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The student must be
familiar with scientific notation form used by the
computer (8.9E-03).

OTHER COMMENTS: The Material in thit
package was designed for use by a small target
audience.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
DifficUltYle.-Yel-ii-appropriatediente

it Graphics/sound/color are_used_approp_-iatriv

I Use of package is motivational
,. Stiident-Creativity is effertivelv %timitlatrd

Feedback Is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with- prior-learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User supportniatetiali_are_tompr ehei stye_
User sopport matrrialfi are effective

_a_ _. Information displays are_effe_ctiire.
Users can operate easily and Independently.
Teacher, caia_einplo_y package easily.

_ Computer _capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. _.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strong], rhsagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package;

1(\ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
100 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 4

This evaivation is based on the evaluations of .three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



niicri.5 SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Arith -Magic

PRODUCER: Quality Educational Designs
P.O. Box 12486
Portland, OR 97212

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June; 1982 by the
staff and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD,
Albany, Oregon.

COST: $35.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
':'ODIC: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,
Division, Theory Exploration
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk,
or tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor. Also TRS-80 I or III 16K
tape, TRS=80 III 32K disk; PET 16K tape or disk;
and Commodore 64 tape or disk
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3.2 or
3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, game, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
sample program output, program operating
instructions; and student's instructions. In
suppterrientanyinaterials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, sample program
output; program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets, and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
DIFFY to provide drill and practice in
subtraction in a game mode. TRIPUZ to
provide drill and practice in the four basic math
operations, to develop problem solving skills as
the student tries to discover a general solution to
the puzzle. MAGIC SQUARES to develop an
understanding of averages and arithmetic
sequences.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Prior instruction in the four basic
math operations.,

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains three puzzles and games: DIFFY on
subtraction; TRIPUZ on addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division; and MAGIC
SQUARES on patterns, averages, and arithmetic
sequences.

POTENTIAL USES: For elementary classrooms:
practice in addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division. For secondary classroom,: theory
explora.tion. Algebra students can find F, ons
algebraically.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The programs progress at
different levels of difficulty. The directions
which appear on the screen and in the manual are
very good. The program is easily operatcd. This
package offers stimulating higher level thinking
Skills. These math games are very usable.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated.

,..ALLA-riors: SUMMARY

A A D SD tip_
Cr.itent is accurate.
Content has educational value.

, Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package _achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

a DifficultY level is aPProtitiite to audtenre

.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately
Use of package is motivational
Student creativity iS--effeetivelY_-_stinintated._

.rernaolc 5 rrrrctivrty employes.

SA A D SD NA
Learner Cot-Ind-Is rate and Sequel-fee.

Instruction- integrates ii,irh-prinr Learning
Learning can be gerieealied

___Ij_e_supper_t_rnaterials are - comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

k _... information- displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Is Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A -Agree D - Disagree SD - Strong! Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S W Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
15031 24ti-6800

ThiS evaliidtion is based on the evaluations of three-or more_reinewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Per-mission to reproduce this document is hereb, granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Geography

VERSION: 1.2

PRODUCER: MECC Publications
2520 Broadway Driv'e
Lauderdale, M N 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the staff
and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD, Albany, Oregon,
and the staff of Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, Portland, Orerjon.

COST: S37.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 10
SUBJECT: Geography
MEDIUM CF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 400 or 800, one Atari
810 disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari BASIC cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL, PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions and students
instructions. In supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability leveils), instructional objectivesi sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's informatici, resource/reference information,
student's instructions, student worksheets, and
follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJE( :VES: (STATED) Tb
recognize the cnaracteristic she of states, countries
and continents. To identify a state as part of a
geographic region, and countries as part of continents.
To identify the capital of each of the United States.
To bn able to spell the:lames of the states, capitals,
cot,-,tries and continents;

EVALUATION SUMMARY

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Some prior instructions on the objective stated above;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Geography contains
four drill and practice programs (States, Capitals,
Continents, and Countries) appropriate for use with
students who are learning the names and locations of
cities, states; countries, and continents. The programs
allow students to select the geographical area and the
number of problems; The problems are selected
randomly by the program within the selected area.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriate
for use with individual students or with small groups of
students in a geography class.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The raphics displays of states,
regions, countries, and continents are very good. The
package provides for the user to: select the level,
review the instructions upon request, have more than
one chance to answer, receive hints when needed, and
to see their level of achievement -/hen finished.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The graphics display of the
Northeastern states is a bit small making it hard to
discern the individual states. The package is not
totally self-documenting in that students are not told
how to exit the program or that it is necessary to enter
the complete name (abbreviations are rejected).
Generally, the package is not a high motivator for
students.

SA A D SDNA SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. Learner controls rate and sequence
Content has educational value. Instruction integrates with-pribr learning.
Content is tree Or stereotypes. Learning can be generalized

Purpose of package is well defined. j User support materials are comprehensive__

1 User support materials are effective.
Contentpre.u-nrarion ii eli-ar and logical I I Information displays are effective.

level is appropriate to audience. Users can operate easily and independently.
Graril'icsisoundicolor j Teachers can employ package easily.
rise of packaee is mativatis- -j Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Student creativity is effectis i Program is reliable in normal use.
Feedback is effectively ern:- SA - Scrongls Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they w ;id use 2t!ornrn end use of this program with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more'reviewers
Who are representative 01 potenticil users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Reading Roundup

PRODUCER: Scott; Foresman and Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview; IL 60025

EVALUATION C0i..:..LETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of IER, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: Unknown

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 4
SUBJECT: Reading
MEDIUAa OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI-99/4A_and monitor
INSTRUCTIO N AL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial

DOCUN1ENTATION AVAILABLE: in-p-rogr-am
prol&ram operating instructions, post-test, and
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials Suggested grade /ability level(s);
inStruetional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output; program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information; resouree/reference information,
student worksheets; and textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) TO
provide drill and practice in the areas of figures
cm speech; appropriate word meaning/unfamiliar
words, and idioms.

INSTRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES: Fourth
grade reading level in any Basal reading program.

CON TENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
employs graphics animation and sound to
supplement the Basal Reading Program. It
follows the teach/practice/apply/asseSS model of .
instruction.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Varies with student.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individuals or with small
groups. It could be used as reinforcement of
skills already learned, or as extra practice on
hard to learn skills.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The use of color visuals
and music is very stimulating and motivating to
students.

OTHER COMMENTS: The music is fantastic and
children enjoy the package.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD A.

i Content is accurate.
i j Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes..
! i Purpose of package is well defined.
! Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Diiliculry level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsisoundicolor arc used approPriately.
Use of package i.; motivational.
Stud creativity is effectiVelS itiiiiiilited.
Feedb. is eitective-4-employed

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can he generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

e Information displays arc effective.
Users can operateasiki-and-iodependeT-
Teachers can employ package easily._ - _
Computer capabilities are used-appropri.rfq,

Program is reliable in normal usi.

SA - Strorigls Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strorigls- Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated th;J: Lney would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S W Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204
(50 248-6800

I his evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

i who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.5 repre

-Pe,mission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



rnicroSIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

I 3 I

Earl's Word Power
PRODUCER: George Earl

1302 General McMullen
San Antonio, TX 78237

EVALUATION COMPLETED: APril, 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of IER, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through
SUBJECT: Language arts
TONE: Homonyms
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUERED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIREL SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.2 or 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program-
program operating instructions; post-test,
8tudent'8 instructions, and follow-up activities. In
supplementary materials program operating
instructions and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (IN FERR ED)
The student will be able to identify the correct
use of various homonyms.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The ability to read prompting
messages.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: After teaching a
variety of words, Shakespearean plays are used to
test the student's knowledge.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TERIE REQUIRED:
VarieS with student.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is very
motivating for over achieving students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The use of Shakespeare
might be threatening to some students.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A ID SD-NA
Content is accurate.

!
I Content has educational value.

) j Content is free of stereotypes.

' I Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate rn audienee_-
Graphics/sound/color are use_d_approprian4

, Usc of packageis MotivationM-
: Student creativity as effe,tivelY Stimulated.

i Fei-db.ck i-5:_effeCtively employed.

SA A D SD NA
-Le-arrie-rcontrnIS rr,'-._and sequence.

, Instruction integrates with prior learning.
_Leatiting_catibtgentralized.

T-Ior support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

I Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

EvaluatorS indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

gaNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(5031 248-6800 56

This evaluation is based on the evaluations -of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission w reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Reading Flight

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of IER, Glenn Ellyn, Illinois.

COST: $54.95

ABILI'F LEVEL: Grade 6
SUBJECT: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4 and TI 99/4A,
color video (headset and adapter optional)
REQ_UatED SOFTWARE: ROM Ceirteidge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions; and student's
instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s); instructional
objectives; prerequisite skills or activities;
sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, and textbook
correlation.

I NSTR UCTIO N ,'.L OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Understanding how to classify information,
,iirnmarize information, and outline information.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Sixth grade level in any Basal Reading Program.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This paCkage is
tutorial on classifying, summarizing, and outlining
information. It employs color graphics;
animation, music and sound effects for
motivation and guidance.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Minimum of 15 minutes per program per student.

PO 7NTIAL USES: The package is most
ap >priate for use with individuals or with small
gro-ps. It could be used as an introduction to or a
review of outlining skill.S. Classifying activities
for thinking skills can be followed up with a
project where students make-up classification
games to stump classmates, like $20,000 pyramid.

-
MAJOR STRENGTHS: The use of color visuals
and music is very stimulating and motivating to
stutients.

OTHER COMMENTS: The package uses one story
for a concept. It would be more useful if other
Stories were included.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
,

I Content is accurate
, Content has educationaLitatkie
i f Content is free _Of stereotypes

1 1 [ -P-ii-itiOte-Of-patkage-is-well_ defined.
__4Packageachieves defined purpose.
o i_AContent_presentation is clear and logical.
o -F Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

I ' I Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
;_411_11 i Use of package is motivational.

I 1 1 .-udent creativity is effectively stimulated.
; t ;

Feedback is effectively employed.

-SA-A--ID-Sj.-) NA
Learner controls ;-etc and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effectiVe.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriatelY.

I
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Dasatrec SD - St ronil v Disajtrec NA - Not AP011oable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend thiS package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory - --
300 S.W. Sixch Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 51'

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more r. sewers

who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this -document l5 hereby granted.
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The Market Place

VERSIO N: 1.1

PRODUCER: MECC Publications -
2520 Broadway Drive
Lauderdale; MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the f:taff
and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD, Albany, Oregon,
and the staff of Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $36.00

ABILITY LEVEL: GradeS 3 throUgh 8
S_UBJECT: Economics
TOPIC: Marketing

EDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in.- flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 400 or 800 computer,
One Atari 810 disk drive; monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari BASIC cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PUR POSEt_Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In-progr-arn program
operating instructions and student's instructions. In

supolementarv_materials suggestedgrade /ability
level(s); instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program operating
instructions; teacher's information, student's instructions,
student worksheets, and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To define
and understand profit, advertising; assets; inventory,
production supply and demand. To determine the
relationship between supply and demand, production price
and advertising. To estimate, compare and determine cost.

I N STR CTIO N AL PREREQUISITES: (STATED) Soine
knowledge of the definitions of the words price, profit,
advertising, expenses, assets, inventory and supply and
demand.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package contains
four simulation programs on the topic of economics.
Below is a short description of each program. SELL
APPLES is a simulation involving finding the "beSt price"
for a product. SELL PLANTS is_a simulation on the
effect of advertising on sales and profit; SELL
LEMONADE is a simulation that determines profit based
on production and advertising -cost. SELL BICYCLE is a
simulation on the managing of a bicycle company
determining production level, advertising budget, and
selling price.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriately
used for enrichment _with individual students Emci with
groups of students. It could be used in consumer
education classes; business math classes; economics
classes, or social studies class. The skills developed by
the use of the package are: problem'soiving, critical
thinking; group decision making, and graph and chart
interpretatiom

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package contains four
excellent simulations that can be used with individual
students or with groups of students. Use of the package-
is motivating to students and the documentation is
extensive. The feedback from the programs develop and
clarify various economic concepts.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The simulations are probably less
relevant to urban minorities and could be improved by
using a greater variety of goods or situations. An error
message occurred while using the package.

According to the producer, these problems exist when the
program is run on the newer Atari's. These problems
have been corrected in Version 2.1.

OTHER COMMENTS: The students need some prior
discussion about the concepts of supply and demand,
production, price, estimate and others; before they can
achieve success.

SA A D SD NA
1- I [ Content +s a-eau-rat-e

1

I

C educ.tinnal valii
Content is free of tereotypes
Porpoe of package tc well defined_
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
.. . .

.

. . . :

Yarning _can be genrraliTed
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

._,

SA - Stro iglv Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strong', Disagree NA - Not Applicable

gvaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change;

Aen/
NOrthWest Regional Educational 1.-aboratory
300 S. W'. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or morereviewers'
who are representative dt potential users of the courseware package.
Permissic.:n to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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VolumeComputer mato Activiaes volume 4

VERSION: Apple

PRODUCER Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
School DiViticin
Sarid_H ill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: MeY, 1983 by the staff and
constituents of Region X ISC, Richardson, Texas.

COST: $15.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in flekible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K 'Apple II; single disk
ciriva,_monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE; Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and,practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: bi--program program
operating instructions; and student's instructions._ In
suoplementarmaterials suggested grade/abllity
level(s); instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's instructions,
and student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide
practice adding; subtracting, multiplying, or dividing
whole numbers, decimals, or integers. To provide
practice ordering numbers, translating from word
numbers to Arabic numeralS, and manipulation of
fractions and percents.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The student must
have obtained the SkillS used in the game to successfully
participate.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is made up
of five math games. MONEY GUESSER provides practice
in developing strategies for finding a number within a
selected range_ f numbers (1 or more players/teams);
TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN provides timed practice in
translEiting_ numbers from English words to Arabic
numerals (for 2 players/teams); MIX AND MATCH
provides timed practice with basic facts and manipulation
Of fractions and percents (for 1-5 players/teams);
PINBALL MATH provides timed practice adding,
subtracting, multiplying, or dividing whole numbers; _
decimals, or integers (for 1-5 players/tearrit); and TABLO
provides practice adding, subtracting, multiplying, or
dividing whole numbers, decimals, or integers (for 1 -5
players/teams).

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies by
activity from several minutes to half an hour.

POTENTIAL USES: The programs ere appropriate for use
in a learning resource area for drill and practice ina
multitudeof specific math skill areas. This package can
be used by individual students or teams of students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package covers basic
mathematics concepts and can be customized to meet a
variety of grade and ability levels.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None stated',

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA --A- D SD NA
I I Content is accurate.

j 1 1 Content has educational value.
,____' 1 Content is free of stereotypes.

j Purpose of package is well defined.
i Package achieves defined purpose.

I

Content presentation is clear and logical.
I Difficulty level is approPriate to audience.

1
l

Graphics/sound/color are used aPproPriatelY.

o j I I Use of package is motivational.
' . Student creativity is effectitielY Stimulated.

I I _L
Feedback ii effectiVelY emplaved._

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls-rate anii sequence

t
Instruction integr . -

Learning can be generall-ed
... .. .. . ehensive.

L 4 User s nrt _materials are effective.
o Information display_sare effective.

4 Users can operate easily and independently.
! Teachers can employ package easily.

6 Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagrec SD - Strongly Dkagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth .Avenue POrtland: Oregon 97204
(503) :4843800

C!(

This evainntiOn is based on the evaluations _of three or more reviewers
who are representative Of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The Decision Shop

PRODUCER: The Children's Museum
of Indiapapolis

Indianapolis, Indiana

Contact: Dr. Marianne Talafuse
Center for Economic Education
146 WB, Ball State University
Muncie, Indiana 47306

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD,
Albany, Oregon.

COST: Unknown

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 8
SUBJECT: Social Studie$
TOPIC: Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, disk drive;
monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Appiesoft, DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction; enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
Practice, tutorial; simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Whole
number operations (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division). Upper elementary
reading ability.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: One disk-with
three simulation programs: KINGDOM is similar
to "Hamurabi" in that the object is to buy and sell
land, plant wheat and feed people. STAR
TRADER involves balancing food, air; fuel and
water for a space colony; SELL ROBOTS is
similar to "Sell Apple" from MECC; The user
determines optimum selling price through trial
and error followed by a tutorial review;

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20 to
30 minutes

POTENTIAL USES: Individuals, small groups, or
entire classrooms

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This packagels fun and
challenging. It allows the students to see results
of decision making and how one variable affects
another;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There are no user
support materials. Too much time is lost on
graphics. The large graphic "words" are hard to
read from the operator position. All directions
have to be gone through each time (students
would want to get right to the program after
going through it once or twice). There is no way
of pausing during the program most of the time.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational Value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

I
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defiried-PU-mdse.

I J
I Content presentation is clear and_logu- I

Difficujor levei is appropriare fo audience.
Graphics/soundlr I r are used apprripriarely

I Use of package l motivational.
Student creativ_itv_is_effectiKelY stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
r-ontrolS raIt= nnd serine.nre

. .

a l=earning rn-1 be generali-ed
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are ifsed appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongli Agiee . -Agree D-Dnagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change..

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S:W: Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
15031 248.6800

This evaluation is based 1)T1 the evaitaattons_of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted..
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Krell's College Board SAT

VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Krell Software Corporation
21 Millbrook Drive
Stony Brook, NY 11790

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the staff and
constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston, Texas.

COST: 524995

ABILITY LEVEL: High School
SUBJECT: Mathematics, Language Arts
TOPIC: SAT Examination preparation
MEDIUM. OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48k Apple 11+, disk drive,
monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,
tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In grogram student's
instructions. In entary materials suggested
grade/ability level s , instructional objectives, program
operating instructions; teacher's information, student
worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide a
set of study levels and aids_that enable_students to
improve their personal performance on SAT and PSAT
exams. Other objectives are stated on page 9 of the
manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Package was deVeloped for students preparing to take the
SAT exam.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: In each of the six
diskettes in the series, the student is provided with drill
and practice exercises designed to improve skills in

specific areas (math, vocabulary, word relationships,
reading and sentence comprehension, tests of written
English). The student can choose to see the reasoning or
logic behind, the correct answer whether: or not he
responds incorrectly to a problem. (The manual provides
source materials used in some of the programs.) The
student is given immediate feedback and scores and_is__
provided with an opportunity to request another problem
of the same type. Optional features include a worksheet
g,neratbr, diagnosis and study prescriptive; classroom
management system, vocabulary builder package, and
complete classroom tutorial package (available in 1984).

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The time
could vary widely since the student is allowed to choose
the number of problems he wants. Probably 15 minutes
to one hour.

POTENTIAL USES: The package would be used in
college boUnd claSs or college prep course to help
students prepare for the SAT or PSAT. ThiS package
could be used by individual students as a self -help
program of study.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The direciions are clear and the
program is easy to use The student gets immediate
feedblck and can ask for an explanation of correct
answe s. The_format is consistent with SAT scoring and
quesl'ion types.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The management system costs
extra it is not included with the package: Some words
are truncated. _The sentence "Neither parents nor wife
know of HER (Edward's) activities." appears in Test #7,
Disk TSWEZ. The format is not consistent from one disk
to another, as if there were different programmers.

OTHER COMMENTS: Documentation insinuates that
networking license is available.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
I I i Content is accurate

I
r Content- has__edi.icatititiaLvalue_:_

I
I I Content- is-free_df_StertiallpieS:

Piirtibie-Of-package_isw_ell de ined.

a I Package achieves defined purpose.
_p1- Content resentation_is clear and logical.

I
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

1 I Graphicsisqund/color are used appropriately.
1-;seof_pa_ckage is motivational.

.Ai Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

i I
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

`54

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
'_;see support materialS are effective.
Information diSplayi'are effective.
Users can operate eiii-lik and-i-title-PetiderittY_._

I Teachers can employ package easily
o Computer capabilities are used appropriately

Prograin is reliable-in--noitial-iiSe

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree SD- Strongls Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little Or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300_S.W, Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
{503) 2486800 Sal

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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CARIS
'

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia Britannica
Education Corporatibn

425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April, 1983 by the staff
and constituents of PREPS, Mississippi State, Mississippi.

COST: $74.00

ABILITY LEVEL. Kindergarten through grade 3
SUBJECT; Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading; Parts of Speech
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus; disk drive,
monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3:3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation; enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practide,
tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In supplementary
i-nateriaLS suggested_ grade/ability level(s), prerequisite
skills or activities; sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information;
resource/reference information, and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: _(STATED) To introduce
reading skills to low-readiness children.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: CARIS addresses the
problem of the beginning reader through noun and verb
selection, followed by ,n animated cartoon illustrating
the meaning of the ser. :nee the child has formed; -
Designed with an appr: learning similar to a child's
play; CARIS encouragF -n..-v-ren to explore the program
without placing empha .:) r.,'rrect responses. The

EVALUATION SUMMARY

package provides three response options. Storming is the
simplest response option and is intended for use by
students with no knowledge of letters and typing; In this
option; thetomputer scans through the list of words with
an arrow. When the arrow points to a word that the
student would like to select, he or she presses any key on
the keyboard. Typing is intended for experienced users
who can select words by typing them. Students_must
enter their typed word by pressing the RETURN key: In
this option; the computer does not provide assistance in
spelling-the words. If a word is incorrectly spelled, the
computer indicates that it does not recognize that word
and allows the student to try again. Ctied-Typing is an
intermediate response opt.44:ion that helps introduce typing
to the students, Again, the arrow scans the lilt of
words: The student presses any key to select a. word, but
then is asked by the computer_to type the word he or she
has selected. The: computer helps the student type by
accepting only the correct letters.

POTENTIAL USES: This program is most appropriate for
use by individual students or by two students working
together.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:_The program is motivational for
very young children (i.e., 4 to 5 year-olds). It_ may be
effective for older children (i.e., grades 2 or 3) in
remedial work.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The graphic representation of .

some of the letters was difficult for a 4 year-old to
distinguish (i.e:, did not think the "w" looked like a "W").

SA. A . D SO NA
1 I Cement i. a. ....aut.

I I I Content h value.

Cement is iree:
Purpose of v.ell defined.
P;:iek;;I-g.! achi -rei ;puma-it

I I
Content preieheatiOi. dear and

's

Graphicsosoundic...;lor at used Appnpri,r

j Vie of package is motistatiorial
Student-creativity_is_effc_tively stimulated,
Feedback !_s effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learne .-,_enttenre.
Instruction-I . . . .

Learnt isg -be
r,-.,_e 9ipport material% are comprehensive. _

1 Lis...i- support materials are effective.
Information_displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

I e
I

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA :Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package only if
certain changes were made;

Lit Northwest Regional Educational Laborator: This evaluation is based on the evaluations _of three or mere reviewers

300 S:W: Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package:

1503) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Reading Rally

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman and Company
1900 E: Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALN COMPLETED: May, 1983 by the
staff constituents of_Institute for
Educational Research (IER), Glenn Ellyn, Illinois."

COST: $54.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 5
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM Cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4A, monitor;
headset and adapter (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: (See MEDIUM OF
TRANSFER, above)
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions. In
sup t. : " 2 2 suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectiveS,
sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, student's
instructions., student workSheetS, and follow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To introduce the following conceptS to the
student: 1) fact and opinion, 2) author's purpose,
and 3) bias/connotations of words.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
one of a series of twelve such packages that
together form a comprehensive reading program
for grades 1 to 6; The program employs graphics
and sound to motivate and guide the student
through the teach/practice/apply/assess approach.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Varies with the student. Scott, Foresman and
Company Reading Specialist suggested one hour.

POTENTIAL USES: The concepts reinforced in
this package are the same concepts that are
sometimes difficult to teach in the classroom.
After the Students work with this package;
ClaSaroom instruction will be more effective.
USe as an aid or a supplement;

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The teacher's guide is
excellent. The package provides the opportunity
for the student to pace him/herself. The
worksheets and the graphics are good.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Too few examples are
provided in some_places._ There is too much time
allowed in some of the sequences (this can be
speeded up by using the enter key). Directions
for using the enter key to "move on" should be
clearly stated.

EVALUATION -,Iis.(MARY

_

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotyncs.
Purpnse of package is.well
Pack?ge achieves defined trt. Dose.

1 I ; Contert presentation is clear and rogical.
Diff".-u v level is appropriate audience

4
1

Grap..ic, sound/color are aoprOP.riatelv.

Use of ...,:age is ttiOtiYatiOnal.

..7eativity is effectively trrulatet-1

t r ^c

feedbai:!, :s

SA A D SD NA
o Learner eontriiis-rareand_SeCiiieriee_

,

i InStructiou, integrates with pr+or learning
Learning can be-generalred

-USi-r-support_rtiatetiah are _comprehensive.
User support _materials are effective.

I trifortriAtion displays are effective.
Users can Operate easily and independently.

I Teaehers_can employ package easily.
computer capabilities are used appropriately.

_,_ I I Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Avec A-Agree D-Disagree DIsagree NA - Not Ai pheable

giteJ that they would hig:ly recommend this package. -

nFa ti
Oregon

lLa Laboratory
jig v 'ti nu

-,t

'04
503)

This rraliiatii5n is based on the evaimationsof three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Patkage

6 P to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Moptown

VERSION: 1981 (680-0101-A)

PRODUCER: The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Road
Portola Valley, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1983 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, RoSeville, MinneSota.

COST: $50.n0

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 12
SUBJECT: ;Mathematics
TOPIC: Logic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED LIARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple
Ile, disk driv, monitor (preferrably calor)
REQUIRED SOF-TWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
remediation, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Prob)em solving,
game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
sample program output, program operating
instructions; teacher's_information,
resource/referende information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, and 1.7,llow-up
activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: The user will learn
logic concepts and language concepts.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: It is assumed
that user can read or has someone to read
directions and cues.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of a master disk, back up disk and manual
in a cardboard folder. The program consists of
eleven logic games progressing from a preschool to
adult level.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
amount of time needed to use this package depends
heavily on age and ability of user; A half hour
minimum should be allowed per activity.

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used with
individual Students or in small groups. It could also
be used to motivate group discussions and group
problem solving skills (levels of thinking; systematic
questioning, application of information, synthesis).
Group activities are suggested in the manual.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package has activities
ig a wide range of abilities. It promotes

vel thinking skills and visual discrimination.

AKNESSES: The first level activities
oenefitted from larger graphic displays

weakness)
.

COMM Evaluators were impressed by
t!"ie eve_ of thinking skills involved in the
activities, They involved not only memory and drill
and practice; but also higher level evaluation,
synthesis, and application. Very few programs have
these high level thinking skills.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A DS-D-N-A
i

j i I Ctinteht is accurate.
i Content has educational value.

: ' ;_ Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

I Package achieves defineu purpose.
: Content presentation is clear and logical.

: . Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
1 : Graphicsrsound/eolor are used appropriately.

; ! Use of package is motivational.
:

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
! Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
I

f Learner controls rate and SeCi-Ue-n ee.-

I Instruction integrates with -Prion-learntrig
Learning can be generalised.
User support materiali arc compreh eisiye

1 User support-materialSateeffectiveL
1 Information diSPIAy are ,--Ifec_ti_ve_._

I 4- Users can operate eaSilY and ihdepehdently. j-
TeaChetS_d_art_errtplopAcitage _eas il y _

__I _Computer rarahilitie are used appropriately.
.. liAble in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongis Disagree NA - Not .Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.0800

This evaluation is based on the evaluatioriS of three or rriore reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Perrni.ssion to reproduce this docuinent is hereby granted.



micro1SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Bumble Games

VERSION: 1982

l 0

PRODUCER: The Learning Company
4370 Alpine-Road
Portola Valley, CA 94025

EVALU A i ION COMPLETED: May 1933 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, Roseville,
Minnesota.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through grade 5
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. diSk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple
Ile, disk drive, monitor (preferrably color)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem
solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested
grade/ability level(s); sample program output,
program operating instructions.

.TRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Through
problem solving games; the child learns the basic
concept of working with number lines and grids.

INSTRUCTIONAL FREREQUISITES: It is
assumed that the child has had experience with
numbers and counting.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of one disk and a games manual in a
heavy cardboard folder. The program includes six
games based on a progression from number lines
to 10 x 10 grids.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: The
amount of time needed on each activity depends
heavily on age and ability but a minimum of one
half hour per activity should be allowed.

POTENTIAL USES: The package may be used as
an individual or small group activity. Young
readers will need help reading direetionS. The
games may be used for reinforcing numeration
concepts, for learning to use a grid, and for
problem solving.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The color graphics and
sound are very effectively incorpora.ted. The
progression of skills from number line to 10 x 10
grid is logical and sequential. The program
provides high motivation for practice in the use
of grids and coordinates.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Once a number is
entered as a coordinate in the game it cannot be
changed. The back arrow does not erase entries.

OTHER COMMENTS: With all the fanfare, color
and sound, one might expect more reward for
finding the Bumble in the "FIND THE BUMBLE"
game than "You found it."

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

1

Content has educational value.
I ,

. , 1 COhient is free of stereotypes:
I I Piii-tibie of Pie-kage-iS well defined.
I

I Pe.l.ee., Si-.h;, 4 difiridiiiii-iiii4f=
1

1 1 Content pre5enution_is clear an logicaL
' Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

I

Graphic_sisound/colos are used appropriately.
, Useof_package_ is- motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

1_ Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Leithei-Controts-rate-and

Learrlitit_d4ri_lie_gerietAliieti_
a User iiippOrttriaterialg _are_CratripreheriSive._

User support materials arc effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable.-in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800'

This evacuation is belied on the evaluations of three or md,e reviewers
who are representative of Tiotential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



Micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alpine Skier

PRODUCER: Data Command, a Division of
Imperial Internationvl Education

P.O. Box 548
Kankakee; IL 60901

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas.

COST: $118.75

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6 through 8
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple Il+, disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In_prograrn
instructional objectives, sample program output,
teacher's information, student's instructions; In
supplementary materialS program operating
instructions, teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
programs are designed to improve reading
comprehension skills by training the student to
recognize a sentence as fact or opinion, tell if
two sentences have the same or different

meanings; identify cause and effect, and
determine which word or effect does not belong
in a set of five choices.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Requires no prior knowledge by
student and no prior preparation by teacher.
However, the student must be able to read and
follow directions.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Package consists
of a teacher's guide and four disks. The teacher's
guide includes a chart for record keeping. Each
of the four disks presents a brief explanation,
example and drill on one of four subtopics of
reading comprehension. These Subtopics include
determining fact and opinion, seeing cause and
effect, categorizing words and phrases, and
getting sentence meanings. The drill and practice
instructional strategy is enhanced by a
motivating game format. Correct responses.
progress of alpine skier down a Slope, and _a
preset number of points (8 out_ of 12) reSultS in
display of a prize trophy. Each program consists
of 36 races three rounds of 12 races each. At
the completion of each round, the teacher may
review the student's score and incorrect
responses by typing CTRL-T (Apple II+ revision).

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15=30
minutes per day

POTENTIAL USES: The programs can be used for
standard instruction and as a good way to

Continued on back

i'i..ALUATION SUMMARY

S.S. A 0 SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

_ Purpose of package is well defined.

L
Package achieves def;ned purpose.

: Content presentation is clear and logical.
! Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.'

'*1 i
Graphics /sound /color are used appropriately.

I Use Of package is motivational.

f
Studatit_creativityateffectively stimulated.

j tFeed_hatk i' effectively employed.

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can he

port --terials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Infortnti6n_divlays are effective.
t_jsi-s_oaipo._att_elitr and independently.
Teachers can employ package_ea -ily.
Computer capabilities are used apprnrriatrlY
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D- Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this program with little or no change.

elNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations -of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

ihu_-.17,--P-arthtuitti_tii_s_e_produce this dooument is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alpine Skier; continued

reinforce Ski 11S. It is most effectively ,sed by an
individual or small group. The record keeping and
scoring would also lend itself to team competition.

:MAJOR STRENGTHS: Graphics and game
format make this package motivating 'Ind
enjoyable. According to the teachers guide, the
instructions and technical format make it
elf-directing, self-correcting and easy to use by
loth teachers and students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The same format for all
four disks becomes repetitious after much use.
Attempting all three rounds of each program
would become either boring or frustrating for the
very successful or very unsuccessful Student.

OTHER COMMENTS: The entire package is
motivating, enjoyable, and_very _easy to use.
However, its best use shotild probably be on an
individual or small group baSirs for short time
periods.

Northv,r,t Regional Educational Laboratory
3cx) W, Sixth Avenue Portland. ChegOti 97204
tS03) 2051300

This evaluaiiiiii is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are rh a e epresentative Of potential users of the courseware package.

--Pe*Miiiititi240_rorbduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATI ON

Tennis Anyone?
PRODUCER: Data Command-, a Division of

Imperial International Education
P.O. Box 548
Kankakee; IL 60901

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas;

COST: $170.75

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 6
SUBJECT: Language Arts

Reading, Vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple

disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE; Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program and
supplementary materials instructional
objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher'S information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
.Student is required to add plural endings to
singular words; to add prefixes to base words; tz,
add suffixes to base words; to associate
contrnetions with two word phrases; to identify
zhe h()monyrn for each word given; and to identify
the base word from a'--iXeC words.

EVALUATION tit 'N.1!viiItY

SA A D SD NA

I 't

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) It will be helpful if students have
been exposed to the concepts presented in each
program prior to interacting with the computer.

CONS ENT AND STRUCTURE: The package has
six diskettes and a teacher's guide. The screen
format looks similar to a tennis court. A word,
phrase, or base word is presented on one side of
the tennis court. Depending on the stimulus, the
student is to respond by entering tlk. correct
prefix, suffix, contraction, base word or plural
endit27. As socn as a response is made, the "ball"
is served. If the response is correct, the serve is
returned to the computer's court and the Student
scores. For an incorrect response, the -ball passes
through the student's court and the computer
scores. Scoring is similar to the
tennis game. Each_program has six rounds in
each match. At the end of each round, the
student is shown the list of words used during the
round and the correct responses. At the end_of
each match; the teacher may access a list of
incorrect responses' that were made by the
student. However, this record is not permanently
stored and will be 1,:xt if not retrieved
immediately Pt the end of the mateli. Record
sheets are found in t;._ teachers guide.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15
minutes

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used as
a practice and/or review exercise once the

Continued on back

Content-is accurate--__
Content_haii_e_diatatintial_valde

t

,

Cbtiren:: ii free of stereotypes
T -pie Of_p_i_e_kage_i_s_well_d_efirtedL

Patitag_e_aeliiotroit rind rnit13_05e.

Content ws_entation is clear and logical.
is_ appropriate to audience.

Graphiei;solindierilor are used appropriately.
Use of packag_i_s_mtViVarinnal:

Crea.-:viry rffrctive.ty_stimulated.
effecciyeiv employed.

SA A D _SD NA_
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior karnin'.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials .y7:: comprehensive.
User support materiels are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers car. employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

i-Program 1, reliable n normal use.

SA - glv Agree -Agree I' Disagree 1U - St rongh l)lkagr NA - Not .Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or lio change.

ElNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
100 S.W. Sixth venue Portland. Oregon 97204
(5)3) 248.6800

This eVaifiat.on is based on the evaluations.of three or more reviewers

7 r. titho are representative of potential iiSeri of the courseware Package.

_ Pertrussion In reproduce this document is hereby grunted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Tennis Anyone? , continued

students have been exposed to teacher-directed
instruction on the concepts; Since a grade level
is not indicated; flexibility is provided for
classroom teachers to make the decisions
concerning appropriate use. This package could
be used in intermediate elementary grades or
with st-ieci,.,1 education students at the secondary
I evel.

MAJI-7.1 STRENGTHS: The utilization of a
simul:ited tennis game is highly motivational.
The st onwest fe.:F.ture, however, is the immediate
re,-.pon:-ct to thz, .r ident concerning a correct or
;ri,:orr..!,:it !.,se. The visual and auditory
i'.'edI 01 ii ' tennis ball is also accompani ad by
the r.iswer over the student's r:;:iiperisc..

MA,; ;' ;EAKNESSES: The ce,nputer :rites the
COrr eel response over the siudeni's incorrect
re-7onse, thereby erasing the stud,..,.lit's response.
It right be more appropriate. the student to
r)e able to compare his ref7pon.se tc the correct
response. Also, there is no "perme. rent" record
keeping system. During regular c',9.ssroom use, it
may be inconvenient for the teacher to retrieve
information immediately after each student uses
the progrn

OTHER COMMENTS: An enhancement to the
program would be to allow teachers to create
their own word lists to be used in the games, and,
to randomly generate the order of the words
provided for a better check of understanding;

iii Northwest Regivaal Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.680%3 ,

This evaluation is based on the eVaiWattons of three or more review rs
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

v ranted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Decimal Skills
PRODUCER: Milton Bradley

Educational Division
443 Shaker Road
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

EVALUATION COMPLETED:_ June 1983_by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas.

COST: $44.95

ABILITY LEVEL: GradeS 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic, 'ma's
MEDIUM OF TRANSI 5-1/4 in disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple 11+, disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction,_ instructional menagement
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions; student's
inStructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructio-al
objectives; prerequisite skills or activitie_
program operating instructions, pre-test,
post-test, teacher's information, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBIJECTIVES: (STATED) The
teachers guide specifies the types of problems a
student ;s -presented. They include: naming the
place value of a specified digit; supplying the

numerical equivalent of a named decimal
fraction; comparing and ordering decimal
fractIons; computing (+, =, X, /) decimal fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Teacher demonstration of each mode is suggested
by the guide. Teacher demonstration of the
instruction mode would be necessary for the
Student to follow the computer program input
directions. Whole number computation skills
(addition, subtraction, multiplication and divisi-m)

e, of course; necessary prerequisites for
fraction computation:

ENT AND STRUCTURE: The-package
consists of one diskette; -one guide;
supplementary" worksheets and tests. The
content area is decimal conceits and
computation. Readiness sub-skills of place value,
names and numbers; comparing deci a.1 fractions
and ordering decimal fractions are tested in a
speed drill format and correlated with
worksheets; Computation with decimal fractions
(additio,n, subtraction, multiplication and division)
is available in three modes: practice, instruction
and testing. In the practice mode, the Computer
presents a problem, and the student responds h
an answer. The Student may ask for the help
function, which takes the Student through the
problem, step by step. The instruction mode
leads the student through the algorithmS for
computation, and the testing mode provides a
mastery quiz. Work on skills is supplemented by
reproducible workSheetS for instruction, practice

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
I Content is accurate

i Content has ethierioril value
1

Content is free of itetent-Y_Pes

I i PUitiose Of Piee is well defined.
Paeligf,. achieves defined perpose.
Content ritogentationis_s_lear and logicL.i.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

i Graphics /sound /color arc used appropriately.

, ! USe_o_f_package_i_s_thativa'ion:!.

i ' Srudent_t_reatiNity is effectively stimulated.
it

1 : Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner concr Is race and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning
Le .rning can be generalized.
Uscr support materials are cOrnprehens yr
User support materials are effec .ue
InfOrmation displays are effective
Users can operate easily and-independently. _

Teachers can employ package easily
. Computer capabilities are used .ppropriateiv

i Program is reliable in-an-6701 iise

SA - N,rtingiv Agree A-Agree I)- Disagree SD - Stronik Disagree - Not Arphcable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

iw Northwest- Regional Educational Laboratory
100 S.W. Sixth Avenue %Portland. k..)1 itun 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation /5 based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby trantell:



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Decimal Skills, continued

and wolla problems. Mastery of skillS other than
readiness skills is tabulated by using a teacher
management and record keeping section. Class
and student record keeping forms are also
included in the supplementary materials.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes per day

POTENTIAL USES: This package provides drill
and practice in traditional decimal fraction
computation skills. The package should be used
for individualized, computer-managed drill and
practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a well integrated
instructional package which combines teacher
record keeping and prescription modes with
computer delivered drill and practice; It includes
supplementary tests and worksheets;

MAJ')R WEAKNESSES: Instructions to run the
package are a little confusing; The objectives
are not clear and defined; Inconsistent response
is required to proceed to the next problem after
answer is attempted; Program generally uses
computer capabilities to check answers and keep
class lists which is an ander-use of the computer's
potential.

OTHER COMMENTS: This package is a direct
translation of traditional curriculum to
computerized traditional curriculum.

galNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
100 S W, Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 148-6800 73

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three Or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Elementary, Volume 6 Social Studies

VERSION: 1.2

PRODUCER: MECC
2520 Broadway Drive
Lauderdalei MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Linn-Benton County
ESD; Albany, Oregon.

COST: $41.00

ABILITY LEVEL:, Grades 3 through 8
SUBJECT: Social Studies
TOPIC: Geography, History, Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5=1/4 in. diSk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K, Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,
problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
:.rerequisite skills or activities; sample program
output, program operating instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
History knowledge and understanding, economics,
problem solving

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Whole numbers and decimals
(money) (+, x, /)

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains 5 programs: FURS simulates a fur
trader expedition; user must decide what furs to
trade and where to trade. In NOMAD the user is
given a city map and must try to drive to a given
intersection. OREGON is an Oregon trail
simulation. SUMERIA is a "Hamurabi" type
simulation imolving buying, selling and planting.
VOYAGEUR is a simulation of a fur trader trip.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes per program (minimum) for each of five
on diskette, although 30 minutes for cacti
program would allow for group discussion and
folloW=up on lesson Sheets.

POTENTIAL USES: Individual or small group
setting with at least 30 minutes of uninterrupted
time; set of programs seems most
appropriate for the upper elementary or middle
school level, but could work well with some high
school groups. Each program needs the support of
the printed study guide sheets in the
documentation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: FURS has limited but
realistic student choices. The background
information and map in the documentation are
good. NOMAD involves coordination of the speed
and direetion variableS. OREGON incorporates
effective graphics. Several choices are available
and the simulation is reasonable with realistic
consequences. SUMERIA_requires students to
hold several variables in consideration and offers

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
i Conterit-is-accurate: _

Content_has_erlocAtionAl value.

i Content-is free_of stereotypes
PurPOSe-iii_;,a,:kgo it_well_definr.d.

I Pacicage_ath,evel fitted purpose.
' Content preseritatton__B_c_lear and kgici.l.

1-71; I Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphietkou ,-dot are used appropriately.

Use- of-package 14 ' Ovylittorlal.

! '
StUdent er.ativity_is effectively stimid..ted.

t 1__Ettdback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learn-mg.__
Learning can be generali±ed.
User support materiali are Compreheritive--
User support materials are effeetive
Information diiplaYS are effective.
Users can operate-easily and independently
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in-ncir-MaLuse

.

A -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Di sogree SD- Strongls Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

/1.14.(4\

Northwest- Regional Educational LaboratOrY
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 74

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
ho Are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce ihii dOcument is hereby granted.



Micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

several lessc VOYAGFIJR is the
best of the five simulations for strategy;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: FURS has limited screen
instructions. The price differences for various
pelts need clear definition. In NOMAD the screen
should show R, L, U, F commandabbreViations.
OREGON causes music overload! This could be a
distraction in groups involved in mixed tasks;
SUMERIA is repetitive;- The students may "try"
to starve the population to add excitement;
VOYAGEUR also has distracting music (see
OREGON) which could be a drawback with mixed
task classes. It also needs more complete
geographic information.

OTHER COMMENTS: The best feature of the
FURS program is that the students are not
allowed to cheat on pelt distribution. The
documentation is necessary in order to understand
the maps in NOMAD; The probability statements
in the documentation for OREGON are helpful in
understanding the program structure. The
documentation for SUMERIA is the most helpful.
The VOYAGEUR program allows for outside
research (study guides).

Iii NorthWeit Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204
t In Ai 24di.68ile

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware 'package.

!WTI. ..... 1111,11111-=.1,1,7



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Mathematics Assessment/Prescriptive Program, Levels 5 =7

VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Reader's Digest Services, Inc;
Educational Division
Pleasantville, NY 10570

['VALUATION COMPLETED: May, 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas

COST: $129.90 per level

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 7
SUBJEcT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Arithmetic
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple 11+, one
disk drive, color or black/white monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
assessment, instructional management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: in program
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, pre-test, post -test, stuernt's
instructions, and folloW=up activities. In
supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information, and
follow -up activities.

itUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
objectives for the 'total package (which includes
Levels 1-7) are stated in behavioral terms and
listed in the documentation. All objectives
increase in difficulty. Some of those listed for
Levels 5-7 include topics such as: Roman
numerals, translation of word sentences into
mathematical sentences, fractions, decimals and
elements of geometry; .There is no option for
input of additional objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES
(INFERRED) It is assumed that students haVe
certain skills mastered prior to using the
Edu-Dislcs. Warning: a student who does poorly
may not have experienced conceptual
development from a hands-on level and therefore
may have diffidulty working abstractly.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Each level has
two diSkS an administrative disk and a program
disk. The administrative disk allows the teacher
to use the program disk to create class lists;
retrieve student scJres, and make assignments.
The program disk is used by the student to assess
SkillS or to work on individual assignments.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
StudAtt will need 10-15 minutes to complete
each lesSon.

POTENTIAL USES: The package can be used to
assess a student's progress against objectives
pre-defined by Reader's Digest. Once the

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD:VA
Content-ii--ittiiire
Content has educational value.

1

' Content is free of stereotypes.

1. Piiity--4e-tif-Patkage_iswe I I defined.

i i,Ratkageachie.YeS_&efined purpose.
i otin=nt presentation is clear and logical.

- ry level is appropriate to audience.
e ..' I ._r are used appropriately.

e U - -of package is moti_vational
-Shi&rit-C-reaitY is effectively stimulated.

' i e Feedback is effectively employed.

A A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

6 User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective
Information diiplays are effective:

e Users can operate easily-ant; irideliiiiii-eiti*
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities are used Lnpropriatbly
Program is reliable in normal use

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indiCated that they would use or recommEnd use of this package with little or no change.

:_Nlizrthw_est Regional Educational LaboratOrY
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
1503) 248:6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

'7'
.7 Perrnssmon to reproduce this document Is hereby granted.
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Micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Mathematics Assessment/Precriptive Program, continued

assessment has been made, the teacher can
identify objectives to be included in the
assignments given to that pupil. The pupil then
works through exercises developed by the
computer designed to build skills necessary to
master Fpeeific objectives assigned to the student
by the teacher.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program provides a
non-threatening test situation that allows a
student to work at his own pace. The teacher is
provided with areas that the student appears to
be weak in and the program allows the teacher
to'make individual assignments for each student
to be stored on the disk. The zomputer, then, is
an "individualized instructor" for each child.
Work which has been mastered can be eliminated
from the student's assi,:nment sheet.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: When a student procedes
through the prescriptive section, very little is
done for the student who misses the problems.
The computer should be' able to "back-up" until it
reaches the level of instruction that is
appropriate for that student. In order for a
teacher to "try-out" this program; he must enter
a dummy class roSter. Pencil and paper is
required leaving the computer idle much of the
time. The program has no tutorial-function.

Naithi.Veit Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204
503 .6tioo

_ This QValtidi Sn Is bdied On the ei.riluCltibitt of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users Of the courseware package.
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President Elect
VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Strategic SimulationS, Inc.
465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108
Mountain View, CA 94043

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of the Connecticut
Department of Education; Hartford, Connecticut.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5 through 10
SUBJECT: History, Social Studies
TOPIC: Government, Civics, Elections
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementarymaterials program operating
instructions, students' instructions, and student
worksheets

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To understand the factorS that affect the
presidential eleetion.

INSTR_U_CTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) An understanding of the
presidential election process.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
SimulateS the 9-week presidential campaigns
from 1960 to 1984 using either actual historical
data or potential candidates or allows user to
create his own candidate;
ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: A
minimum of 2-1/2 to 3 weeks of class time would
be needed. This may present a limitation as
many curricula, even in government/civics
classes, would not allow this much time to be
spent on the subject of presidential elections; At
least one week of preparation is needed in order
for students to learn enough about the process
from the manual and other resources. One round
of play lasts about 30 minutesit would take
about four hours or five class days to complete
the game. Debriefing, analyses and evaluation of
performance would take another three to five days.

POTENTIAL USES: President Elect is a must
game to play during a presidential election year,
though its potential extends well beyond that
limited use. It can be played by individuals and
small groups, both in class or in a resource room
during class time or after school. EleCtive
courses in contemporary issues, law, and political
science would be appropriate places for using this
simulation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The supplementary
information book is excellent. Flexibility of the
hiStorical and ahistorical modes is a plus. The
package is creative in that present and near
future elections can be played as well as past

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accufate.

a Content has educational value.
4,,_; L Content is free of stereotypes.

! ii 11 _.,_ Purpose of package is well defined.
__.---...

i_,As_ Package achieves defined purpose.

1 . 1-- 1

Content presentation is clear and logical.
i ! r 2L Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

a Use of package is motivational.
1 Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

I 1

Fee:lback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.-
Instruction integrates with prior learning. -

Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are cornpreheris
User support materials are effective
Information displays are effective.
Users can-operate-casily-and-indePenderitly -
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities appropriately
Program-ta reliable in normal use

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- StrongIN Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicatedthat they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional EdUciiional Laboratory This evaluation is_ basedun the ,,valuationS of three or more reviewers

1011 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

1503) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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President E COntinUed

elections. The pack,,Ige proviu... for
researching the political potentihi, c.:Liacter and
pktions of the candidates.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES; The ge me Black
and white graphics could be improved. It is hard
to detect the State by state changes after a
player moves as only percentag-s are given (the
names of the states should be printed on the map
for easy recognition).

OTHER COMMENTS: Print out capability would
improve the game. Students could take home
maps and information as homework; so that
strategies coul be thought out more carefully
before their rn at the computer the next day in
school. A 1 84 update (historical track) made
available to original purchasers would appreciably
add to the game's attractiveness.

Northfest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S,W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2186800

ThiS ebdliidtion i3 based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative Of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereb.y
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Career Directions

PRODUCER: Systems Design Associates
723 Kanawha Boulevard East
Charleston, WV 25301

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas.

COST: $59.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 11 through postsecondary
SUBJECT: Vocational Education
TOPIC: Career education, Guidance
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 -1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+, one or
two disk drives, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Information
retrieval, career guidance

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials == instructional objectives; sample
program output, program operatIng instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED' This
system allows the student to find out what
his/her career interests are; determine what jobs
relate to his/her career interests and abilities,
and develop an Orderly plan to enter or prepare to
enter an occupation.

f:TIONAL -t

(i.ivi-.111tED) A ,f work-readiness.
Wilingness and drlai, of user to plan and make
decisions about what he/she wants to do.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program is
divided into three major sections: I) career
assessment here the user defineS his/her career
interests by completing a series of questions
about such things as types of work, activities,
school areas of study, etc.; 2) career analy§i§
the computer searches a data base of hundreds of
occupations and lists those that correspond to the
user's career interests and abilities; 3) career
planning provides guidelines to hClp choose an
appropriate vocational sch_ool or college and
conducting a job search. The system stores
career interests and objectives for up to five
persons, thus allowing the u. r to complete some
sections and return to the con:::,uter at a later
time to complete additional sections.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: To
complete all sections would probably take 2-3
hours. Thirty minute, sessions could be scheduled.

POTENTIAL USES: This program could be used
by the school counselor-1 or in any class that
deals with occupational education or career
guidance.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is easy to
use and provides re -entry capability so that the
student doesn't have to start from the beginning

ContinurA on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

I ,
Content has educational value.
Content is tree of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieYei defined-Piarpos-e._

!

-...-.7oriterit presentation is clear arid logical.__

Difficulty leveiii_appropriatetti audience
GraPhiCiiscitiridieolOr are titied aPPrOptiat,=1

Use of package hi rniitiYatiOnal.
Student creativity IS effectively stimulated
Feedback ii effe-Ctia-14,-e..-m-plo._

SA A D-SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Lea-ningcan be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

_ is User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
USers can operate easily and independently
Terchers can/employ package easily. .,

Computer capabilities are used appropriately_e
---1 Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree tit) - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

NcirthWest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation based on the evatunions of three or more reviewers

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland; Oregon 97204 8 who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

(503) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Career Directions; continued

each time. The program also provides plenty of
, opportunities for the student to change his mind

about choices he haS made. This program would
be valuable to junior high or high school students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some of the job
descriptionS are very similar which may prove to
be boring. More detailed job descriptions should
be included; however, in many cases; the screens
art already overcrowded. The program wouldn't
print on one evaluator'S Apple letter quality
prinzer.

OTHER COMMENTS: It would be valuable to
include more information about training (such as
names of schools). More graphics and color
should be used.

Its
NorthWeit Regidn4l 1E4OdatiOral Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 8
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation IS baced on the evaluations of three or more _reo,iewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package:"

P6tiii:tidii to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Cloze Plus (Context Analysis)

VERSION: Level C1=C4

PRODUCER: Milliken Publishing Company
1100 Research Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63132

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
Staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
TexaS.

COST: $156.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 3
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in; disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48IC Apple II, disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft in ROM, DOS
3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction; enrichment; instructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, teacher's
information;student's instructions. In
sYee -111-11 ac- materials suggests=
grae ability level s , ins iotional objectives,
sample program; program :rating instructions,
teacher's information, res,,,irCe/referenee
information, student's instructions, removable
card on how to operate the computer..

INSTRUCTTONAL OBJECTIVES: (ST LD) This
is a compu per -based reading improve ,.1-tt

program that develops comprehension,
vocabulary knowledge through structures
context-analysis activities. It develops the
ability to integrate meaning across sentences, the
ability to understand an extended passage; literal
and inferential comprehension skills; the ability
to use a variety of contextual analysis strategies,
predictive abilities, and test-taking techniques.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The manual states that lessons are set up in such
a way that no prerequisite activities are neede
however, a certain level of reading is assumed.,

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
evaluated consists of a teacher's guide and a set
of four diskettes. The complete series is made up
of six sets of diskettes spanning re9ding levels
3-8; There are five lessons on each diskette and
a management system which can hold records for
as many as five classes totaling not more than
100 students. Each lesson uses the doze
tecnnique and many conte:-t %iocabul y activities
to check the student's comprehension! and
vocabulary skills. The student is iv n 7-12
paragraphs to read and supply a miss'ng word or
think up an appropriate word that fit the
meaning in the context of each pare raph; There
are two chances to answer_and one available clue
for each paragraph. The reward for a right
answer is a verbal (on the screen) "pat on the
back" followed by a partially hidden picture

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD
.1

- I Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

. Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

I Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

1 l
jraphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

i Use of package is motivational.

1

1 Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
1

__ 1 _iI

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning,
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensisPe
USer support materials-are-effeeti
Information displays are effective.

ti -U-Sers-cari-Oerate-eaSil-Y-and_indetientielitlYj
Teachers can employ package easily
Computer capabilities art -used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA:- Not Applicable

valuatOr8 indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

,rthwest Regional Educational Laboratory _ _
:CO S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. OregOti 97204
1503) 248.6800

This evaluatson_ts basedon the evalua ttons of three or pore reviewers
who aivrepresentatioe of potential users of the courseu,are package.

Permission to reproduce this -document is hereby granted:
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AnalvSiS). continued

anotik ,notion uncovered for eta'
the era lesson; the

leant ;fiver. hai her score a table of skills
;chioh ones nave been tressed in that
r exert: : c. The score L'e also recorded

..,kette and may be retrieved later by the
aeri r. tuderits may not get into the

dmeigernent system nor may one student
student's exercises thanks to a

,:icuPic H.. -.word system. The teacher's guide
Hcludes cdmplete explanation of the

tructierod content, the Cloze 'technique, the
:Ivaitigenients ,ii-zteni, and step-by-step operating

_)rocedurf.- stn samples of screen displays.
nerf, are ditto masters for student record
Eets me an "Easy Does -It" card in heavy

,dacc computer operating instructions
r:L" Hosted near the computer iii case

HH- H rbrriirlder.

TIME REQUIRED: 107-15
:eSsidrr for regular students; 15-20
:leation

J i . 'Uric ,package could be used
cure they had reached an

Hiandling material at specific
:I! ior:i,1 drill and practice for

i

.e:nuc Portiand, J72.C4
24s.04,00

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is easy to
use and the content is good. Each lesson has 7-12
paragraphs which give a good test Of student's
comprehension. Using words that could
potentially all fit makes students really examine
the whole context paragraph. Being able to
obtain a hint is good and varied types of
responses being requested will keep the program
interesting. The documentation is excellent.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The lessons werew,
constructed from the skills standpoint, but s
of the subject matter Wasn't ::dc
interests as it might ht'le been. The program
Should have Some (optional) sound effects if the
Student answers correctly.

OTHER COMMENTS: The program gives a report
Of the students progress on the screen at the end
of the lesson. It is designed for the student to
copy the numbers onto a report form which is
h:cluded in the supplementary materials.
However the information on the screen uses
language appropriate for the teacher, but
difficult for third graders. The word
PROGRAMMING on the title page alrnri,-'
like PR{- 7ROMMING!

Thi: .s r,ased .!n the rt,,,reiret 1,:eceri
u'ho arc repreSeTita:It'e potentlai users 'a the courscuare pac,kagc

Permission to reproduce this -doeumi-n-t--is-he-reb.-gran-ted.
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na'eStit

VERSION: .ol2

P R:0 DUc ER: Sunburst CommunicationS
39 WaShington_Avenue
Pleasantville; NY 10570

1,,VALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff consti:uerits of Region IV ISC, Houston;
Texas.

LEVEL: (Tirades 5 through 8
sUBJECT: I,anguage Arts
TOPIC: Reading

IFT)IIIr,\I OF TRANSFER: /4 in: disk
REQUIRED HARDWAR : Apple 11+, disk drive,
i.ionitor, printer (optional); also available for the

RS -80 and PET
F.z:QUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice; game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, student's
instructions, 7rt_supd_le_m_eatary materials
suggested gmle/ability levci(s), instructional
objectives; prerequisite skills or activities,
sample program output;_prog AM operating
instructions; teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's
instructions; textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Thb
,bjebtives of the program are: to combine

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A 1) SD NA

)

exposure to the best in children's literature with
reading skills practice; to stimulate and motivate
students through high-interest material and
microcomputer experience; to build and reinforce
comprehension and vocabulary skills; to provide a
successful learning experience; and to make
reading a pleasurable experience for the
non-motivated reader,

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The Student must read the selected; book; other
optional activities prior to using the computer are
Suggested in the documentation. At least a third
grade reading level is required;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The four
programs on the disk are designed to test and
reinforce vocabulary; comprehension, and
Sequence skills. Students receive immediate
feedback as they respond to questions and usually
get a 2iecond try. A performanbe summary is
displayed at the end of each n,Ogram (either on
the screen or on a printer). "is package is one
of a series of 15 packages 'orrelate with
15 Newbery Award winni books.

ESTIMATED STUDENT QT:JIRED: 10-20
minutes per day for four days

POTENTIAL USES: This program (:a. used as
a quick check to see if the student did read the
book; as a fun competiticn to see who read it the
most carefully, or as a motivation for the student

read more books in order to get to use the

Contcnt is accurate
Content has edueatiorial value

0 Content is tree of stereotypes_
Purpose of package is welt defined:

a Package q,k), defined purpose
rr,

--1

Content presentation 1, clear and logical.
a Diffitiikg leyeLLS_aPpropriate to audience.

a Graphicsrsounelico_lor arc used appropriately.

a Usc of package is motiY__ationati

a Student c-Trattviry effectively stimulated.
FeCdhtiek is effectively employed.

SA A D SD N:\

Continued on back

0 1

Learner controls :..c and ssouence,

0

Instruction integrattis with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensiVc.
User support materials are effective.
Information diSPlOyS are effective:

0 1

;
Users can operate easily and indeperidetiti-Y-.--'
Teachers can erripleir, package easi!,:t.

a ;
Computer capabilities are used appriipriatc1V
Program is reliable in normal use.

- Scrongl, 1,cre, 1-..kgrcr I)- Dtuagrec

indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

N,rihwelc Regional : jt.cac3onal Laboratory
300 S.W Sixth A..en,i)- Piii-Elitt,L Oregon g7204
(503) 248-6800

8
i-,,Lsed on the evaluations .if three or more retairivers

who Ore representattt.e iii potential users ,)! the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Thc Wes_,,,:?; Game, continued

computer ;1. As a group exercise, the
program w.., at out the need for careful
reading in order to increase comprehension;

NIAJOR STRENGTHS: The documentation is
gobd and the program is easy to use The price is
right and the lifetime graranteri is g: eat. This
program uses interesting and varied appri aches
to comprehension and vocabulary. lc i a1t to
make the skimmer realize a need to more_
carefully: This package meets the .;*t-, need for
good recreational .dng follow-up that is not
overly pedantic yet rea!lv checks out the reader.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: A': so nointS the,only
way to get out of the program turn Off the
computer. The most serious weakness was the
failure to use graphics and sound capabilities.

rthwnt Rcgiortai Etkitiotial
300 S.W. Sixth Averwe Ptirtland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This ecuivaiion iSKY...si'd on the evaluations three or more retlewers
who are repi.esentatiie of potential iucrs of the courseware package.

PerthiSSIOrt CO repro:6(..e this document is hereby granted.
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Read and &Ave Math Problem]

VERSION: 19.();1

PRODUcER: 1.:,ucational Activities. I;
P.O. 110X 32
Freeport. NY 11520

I.VALL Al ION COMPLETED: June 1.98"6 by the
caff and constituents oi Region IV ISC, HouSton,

"exas.

ABILITY Li:vFA: ;rades 3 through t,
SUBJECT: NlatheMatics
1'O 'IC: 1;c0i1d Problems

OF TR APE ER: 5-1 M. disk
R:.:(qL'IR En I I AREL32E Apple [1 oi Apyle

One disk drive; monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoit, DOS
INS'FRUC'FIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation
1\-" RU( IIONAL. TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial

',CU ENTATIO N AVAILABLE: in program
student's instructions. In supplemeaary
motcrials instruct -nal objoethes, progrfrn
operating instructic pre-t. ;t, pa.t-test
teacher's irte in. s:udent WOrk:LhePt.-.

tivities.

iNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECT_ (STATE)) The
student will be able to :dentiL key WordS in
id(1 it ion problems; locate key words in
:ubtraction or ,,ddition prOblemS; Write equatio:
iso equations to solve addition Cr Subtraction

;)rh;)lems: olve addition, Subtraction,

I, \ At, I...A I It 1N -..1,1.1.`t I

\ I) Si)
ontc,:c is accurate.

h.ts IüI.iriiihaL valtie
6 intent k tree ot stereotypes

l'urp-ose tit package
l'ackage_achieN_esJet.ned p+trpoNi.

.,ntent presentation is0

_is_a_p_p_r_op_rrate to audience

k .._olor arc u_sed_a_pp_covr,dtel

c t,t package is motivattonal__
,_reativity stu-nulated,

. .

etfectis.ek employed.

multiplication Lad division problems using
equations; work with problems without numbers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PrlEREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) Student should have a minimum
reading ability of tiird or fourth grade level.
Student must be able to compute solutions to
addition, Subtraction, multiplication and division
problems.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The puck.; ';
consists of two diskettes and fourteen
reproducible activity masters. Each disk has five
lessons which increase in difficulty: Each lesson
beiftis with a tutorial section explaining what
'Hy words' .,re and what each means. Students
are then .tented with one verbal problem at a
time. During the initial lesso:ns, the student is

the ko y word(s) and the
correct c r.i r, the student is also
requirec' t: toc equation end find the
selutiotl- !? :AAA* 's response is incorrect, the
program provide-7 nnt" to the student Then, it
the next response is incorre-t, the computer will
show ie correct response to the student.

F:17:1:\IATED S'FUDEN'F T IE REQUIR1:1): 10-=15
rn!rd.Les per day

POTENTIAL USES: The p. eonld be
indiVidually or.in Small groups as a remeqH,
drill and practice leSSon.

S'rRENciTHS: The program makes gone

tinued on nnek

.
ntrols rate

. .
Ii ruTIlu)fl intc}trate,
Learning :an be generali:ed.

. .

support materials are
. _

or support matcrials arc retreads

too they would not use or recon .Hend

lnt.trmation displays cffectivc
lsers can ,perate easily arid independently
i..atThers can easik

I reliat,le '0 iThrT71..ii tin-

---- -------------
i du. ; ab.rators I '111, -1.1111/4(/,,r1 .- .

r n.,rtland. Oregon 9720.4 8 14: hit ,cpresintatite :II, .-,ur,rtt.art
03) Perrritision reprodt.-e this ti,,cument is herett-, granted.
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Read and Solve Math Problems, continued

us:_ of p,-)Sitiv, f that is randomly
generated ,did eye-catching._ Also, the student is
not frustrated by repeating an incorrect t2sponse
pio:.e than _twice, becauSe the progran, provides
the correct r sponse at that Joint.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Exiting in t middle of
the program is not an option. Inst- .tions
regarding expected student resp are not
rlear. Program does not accep celled
wordS. La ter_ programs should r core

flexibility in the acceptance of Iden,3'
anS,-ers. Structured responses initially are
necessary, but steps could be deleted or combined
later. The biggest probiem with the program is
the content: In order to fully develop problem
solving skills in students, reliance on key wordS
can be detrimental. Although key word
recognition will work for the mai )rity of
textbook verbal problems, it is possible to
develop problems whereby key words do not
wo,-tk. Research studies have confirmed that the
Ase of key word identification dotS_not produce
students with increased problem Solving Skills.
Therefore it not a good inStruc ional strategy
to rely totally ell key wordS.

Sixth .Ncr.ue 1':,r11-.1r,,i, Orekii:i 0720.4

(503) 248-6S00
tij 1

I 2.luation (used Oh the etaluatIon, of three or tT1,Ire retie wers
who arc representative of potential users of the ,oursetko.re package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereb:. granted.



rm,:rt) ISLI .T EVALLATR)N

Memory Program
Foresmari Reading

I :

:

Instruction:t1 Communication:
.,tinology. Inc. (I/CT)

10 Stepar Plnee
untington Station, NY 117-1(

)N1 'OVIPI;ETED: June 1983 by the
of Region IV ISC, Houston,

AfilLi'FY f:\:f. ; ;rade 1

SI:1-3JI.t Lan;..);ung,, Arts,
OPIU: Reacm;g

DIUM OF I'R.ANSP ,?. N in. disk
REQI 'IR ED R.1)VV ARE: pple II+, single
filSk drive, monitor
REQUIRED scv.7TwARE: AppleSoft, DOS 3.3
IN:-;F RIICTIOs .L PURPOSE: Reinediation,
.,.andard in,=.truction, instructional management

.FECHNIQUES: Drill and

`ILABLE: In pr_ogram
tudent'S iri true V, supplementary

material. sue- 7ade/ability level(s);
in-;true t tonal . prerequisite skills or
lot! sample 1.-)roi:ca in outEtlt; program

co,-,rat in:-,tructions, teacher's information.
..,:oar(a., reference information, textbo_J:

beginning reader bee, Hie more fhient ilerit
readers. It reinforeeS baSic reading Skill S and
vocabulary. The program S are correlated to first
year baSal reading prOgrains.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Student must be able to follow directions, have
an attention Span of at leaSt 3 to 4 minuteS in
duration, be able to find letters and numerals on
the keyboard, and have completed the basal
activities correlated to program lessons.

CON'I'ENT AND STRUCTURE: in each lesson the
teacher makes individual or group assignments
and controls scan and 1-1h rates as well i5. other
variables; In ciaen lesson students will search for
target words i a word scan exercise. In addition,

word flash e:.1:.?re-ise will require the student to
correctly type the target word flashed. Words
missed during Word Scan or Word Flash will be
presented in subsequent Word Memory practice
before new lesson words are presented.

ESTIMATED STUDEN7 TIME REQUIRED: 15=20
minutes per day. One to three word memory
SeSS: ore 71(2;.' Week are recommended.

INS 'rheorra in is designed to help

`,1:A -
\ A ,

L...intent .curate.
Sfltflt .i. cduk.ational value.

,s tree ot stereotypes.
1',,rposc ot pack.ige is well derined

k.zge achi, di:tined p!!rpiasc_

ontent presentation is cleat- and
DittiLuitY level isippr_o_pmate to audience

,,))or Are used NITAta re'',
rrr IS ""1"

-,tudent creativity is ertectaA_ela _stimuiatec
env,- loved

Pill ENTIAL USES: The program Should be used
with i-dividuals or Smaq groups after basal
acti,c,:es have been completed. This drill and
practi ,e procrrAm could alSo be used with older
beginning .._ierS e d would be effective for
special education and English as a Second
Language sttl lents.

A

Coll,Inue6 Ifl nice

Lcarrier conctois rare and s,..quenc4-
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

o _ ,rising can De generalized.

o User support material!, are comprehensive
'ser support ra:.terials are effectivr.

lntorrnation Wsplays arc effective.
Users can operate e211\ and independently.
Teach_.-s can employ package easily.

10 onThliter .ire used .irrropri.atek
rr, n. 'sans is rCI: thic :11

tiiat tIlS

sr ...nisi ; s uLuutIii 1 1 ii IS I ,re r

I SI 1 AS r ii rr ()reilon u h.. ar, reprCSentaille I I is I I Ii I ur, !!,!-!. N1,..kage

.50 3! 24ti0c,,.),) /)irrru.i.srun to repioduce this document is hereby gnintca



micro:' t FT (.OLJRSEWARE EN'ALUAT1()N

Word NleMory Program, intinued

1IAJOR STRENGTIIS:The manual is well
written and eaSy to follow. The management
(teacher assignment) system is easy to use. This
program allows young .students to actively get
involved in the learning, process. The list of
"hard" and "easy" words provides visual
r.:inforcernent of what has been done and what
needS to be done. Although i _eacher controls
the rate the student can decio_ whether to use
Word Scan and Word Flash-

nt WEAKNESSE7,: Recordkeeping needs to
he expanded to maintain a record of items
correct; incorrect.

0Iji ER COVNIENTS: This program would we,.1:
veii with Special Education Al.:dents who are
beginning TO read as well as with all ')eginning
remders:

Ed..icational
100 S'0. Sixth Av,:nuc PiittiAtid; Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

nr 1 ht.+ ectiluuiiiSn is bated an the etaiLLat::)1IN I)! 01 ref' ,rr mire ret
wha are repre.senta:Ive 61 tioceniccit users th, ,:rmrseteare package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereb. kranced.



micru SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Rhymes and Riddles
111_'(-1:11: Spinnaker Software

225 Firct Street
carnurae; MA 021-1,2

11\ AEU ATI( )N ;lun 1982 by the staff and
-onstit:Ients (..if Region IV IS c, llouston, Texas.

-AL-ILITY LE% El.: Ititeschool through grade 4
S C23,11-:CT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Spelling. Reading, ocabulExy
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in disk

i--.11) HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+, disk drive,
in (in itor
RT-IQUIR'-111) S(iFTWARE: AppleSOft, DOS 2:3
INSTRLI"rfONL PI_'12.POSE: _Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem solving

1:51 EN'Tii\1 ION AVAILABLF :irogram _student's
in.structions. .u_s:upp,lernentary suggested
grade, ability level(s program operating instructions.

instruction:.

R.12-112:1.1CTIONAL OBJECTIVES: li-TATE.17...) The st....dent
iearn spelling; reading; gram and the valhe of

'ontext"; learn keyboarding skills (location of letters); and
:iarn no i-21_ines and fan pus sayings.

INSTR1'c T22m2ii_ 'INFERRED) Child
usor m. tieve a able to read sinipLi
instruetioils, unt:. _r..eitizes 2hc ir,Struct.;ons.

ON TINT Package consists c Tie
i:;i_io;et_te with easy to read manual. The child interi, s
wiin the program. pressing letters on the keybOai'd to
,11 in blanks on the --in. The completed olank.s form

rhymes, fah and the answers
idles. Pressing six wrong letters in any game Will result
t computer providing the answer. No record keeping
i-i2perting functions are provided, nor are they needed;

i)rogram is to no used for enrichment and/or "fun".

1) SI)

'12 71\1,1PY

due.
. .

intent is tree ot vprs
Purpose tit defined.:

Content presentation is clear ano logical
Difficulty level is apprOpraatc_tii_alidietize.

raphics,soundicolor are appropriatels
se a package is motiational.

tit,Ident creativits t, stimulated.
Pack is eitectitek employed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Timenued
would vary widely with the individual child. Famous
sayings aneRricidles mignt hi: learned by an average
year old in' 10-15 minutes per day for five days: Sic
t: ere are over 101) riddles, the. interest of the child otilci
determine how long he/she would work with the program.

POTENT1. USES: Individual or small group activity for
erTIct nt.

ST1 .THS: Graphics and sounii.: are
dei:ghtflo. Jtivating and'rewarding. Children will really

thi .,:dles and sharing them with friends.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Preschoolers will need adult help
until they memorize the instructions. The program can
be frustrating, leading to merely pressing letters to get
to ar v rs and music. The package is essentially an
elabora"..e version ;;f "_Hancttmar", used with riddles,
rismes and famous sayings.

OTHER COMMENT'S: A fun progra;:: for children;
it,specially those with a good sense of humor. This
program iS a fun Way for children to use the computer.
They will learn about the keyboard and spelling, as well as
rhymes, riddles and famous savings.

SA .\ I) SI) NA
Lc,rtier controls rate and se (ilence.
Instruction integrates vtlth prior learning.
Learning can he generalized.
[...stir support materials are comprehensive.
Lser support materials are eteettve
Information displays are effective,
Users can operate easily and independently
Teachers can employ package e.naly.

,
I. inuputer Clapabili( es are used appropria..els.

r. rchahle in norma)

grre 1)-1)1,grcr `r, -

that they would use or recommend use of this phc:knge with little or no change.

s...,rt:,,,,,t R,..,,,n.ILI....illcation.11:4bor,rory Tins et ellUtItlt)rt is hie A . 71 [ Ile CI. altk.:::,.ns ,:t three immure revs ell CT,

;.-Y ...., 'A. Sixth, Avenue Portland, I `rcgon 07-Z.' -4 who ar, re;.--.sentt,t,i e ,,, :,,te71(141 U.SCTS 1 chi. ,oursetature packaize
t ;CI ; t_7_41.1-ririiii) if...)1_,/



licr(f!I FT COL' RSEWARE EVALUATION

t 0.1,ney Skills: Pr, sixes, Suffixes and Root Words

.ion

)

A Poti CUMPI,r,TED: ;Juno by the staff and
,ti'L.Ionts of itegion IS[:; Houston, 'Texas.

cOST: $44.95

ABILITY LEVEL: :des 6 through 9
SUP..JECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: VOctibUlat,;
mEDIUM OF TRAN :-.3FER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE. 48K Apple n +; disk rive;
monitor
REQUIRED SOFT Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction instructional management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQU: Drill and -ractice;
tutorial, game

DOCCNIENTATION \I-z,ABLE: In program teacher's
information, student'S instructions. In supplem-entary
materials suggested grade/ability level(s); instructional
objectives, sample program output. program operating
instructions, pre-test. post-test, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student worksheets.
foLloW-up activities.

!NSTRUC1-1,:tAL OBJECTIVE'S: (INFERRED) The
tider.t_ wi" be able to identify and understand preli:.

;(:ffixes, ond root words.

P.;STRUCTIONAL PF.-TRDQUISITES: (INFERRED) The
user should have some idea of word structure before using

pact:age

\ !; STR "F:_TE F.: Trl, st:.(clent is diagnoseci
ten test inovIdecLin_this package; and

cIasifIcii;ion of (T.: P (Practice), or I

EVALUATION SUNANIARY

SA D SD NA
a ontent I! accurate

Content nay educational value.
is tree vii stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defir purpose.
. t_ontent presentation t. _icar

a

Difficulty level is apprOpriate to audience.
___r_a_phics,sound!color 7,- used appropriately,

r se ,a t_p_ac_k age S_MOtlYational. -
C_Le.itiVitV is effectivels stimulated.

F,=,.;:ibA,21( is effectively employed.

(Instruction) arc entered into th- student record
manager. These classificttions_oetermine what type of
instruction the computer will give the student in various
skills; In this vocabuiary program; six specific drills are
covered. A review drill which contains the video game
"Alien Raiders" is also included: Once students have
mastered all skills; they are given a final wri cen
(included in package) mastery test. In addition to
reproducible worksheets and tests, class_ record sheets and
Student record WorkSheetS are included in the package.
Scores are r2corde,1 on these sheets rather than on the
computer. Only assignments are recorded on the
computer.

ESTIMATED STUDENT 11 REQUIRED: 15 minutes
per day in a specific skill area.

POTENTIAL USES: After presentation by the teacher,
this is an excellent Way to reinforce skills in an
interesting manner. It would also be good as a quick
re-iew beforr a test. The package would probably be
used `-,gist on an individual basis:

L.''(-)13. STRENGTHS: The graphics and sound are good;
The student has control over the pace of the presentation
of the subject matter. "I he ability to earn time to play
the game is motivating for the student user. The teacher
has control over material being presented. Worksheets,
tests and score sheets are provided:

:1:\JOR WEAKNESSES: None cited.

.)-TF,-.11 COMMENTS: This program could be used with
education resource room students at the secondary

D SD N. \
Learner controls rate and sequence.

, : I ,-' , r a c t i o n integrates with prior lsarning.
_
o ! , Learning can be generalized.
O

I User ,upport materials are comprehv
_

o : ,
, 1...., i,er support materials are eff,ctive.

O Information displays are effective.
e Users can operate easily and inskriencievcIv.

o Teachers can emplos package
o COMplIttr cared opprop., It,

Program is rciiahic in norm-I usc.

5t ring),, .1,,,rcr .5- -1grer t.. 1, 1, 1., .11j,,,,,L.:

d that they would use or recommend use of this package with e, to-je.

Niu:liWest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.'V Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 07204
15031 248.6800

Ihi.s is t-ta..,e(1 on the ,taluitnlon of titre, Or itior !eti:zrs
14.1t10 are r_presentatite of potential tl,...ter 1/ the CMAT'Sei-l'CIT, POC!',1r,



ri of SIFT (..(1)I,RSEWARE EVALUATION

Ivoc..bulary Skills: Context Clues
ton Bradley

Euucatibrial DBit-non
4:; Snake: Road
East Long:, .fid-oW, NIA 01028

1:VALUATION rONIPLETED: June 1985 by the staff and
onstituents a Regiort IV ISC; Houston; Texas.

ABILITY LEVEL: (Srades 5 through 9
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
NIEDIUNI 1)! TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in disk
REQUIRED HAR DV% ARE: 48K Apple 11 +; disk drive;
inoaltor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUC"FIONAL PURPOSE: Remediationstandard
instruction, enrichment, assessment, iastructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL. i'ECHNIOUES: Di-al and practice;
:ntorial, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program sample
program output, program ^Perating instructions,
:iost-test, teacher's infortnation; student's instructions. In

iiiementary materials suggested grade/ability
its), instructional oojectives; prerequisite skills or
itivities prot-ram oi = rating; instructions, post-test,
ieher's ation; resource/reference information,

instructions, student WorkSheetS, follow -Up
ctivwes.

INsTR!'(-1-1(.)ti OFFEC."FIVES: (STATED) To present
whichstudettts can use t o , et word meanings

ti tentext: The strategies presented are working
wit .text, defiviii.idn, contrast, eclacatod gale5_-st..7 and

:ST?',' I PREREQUISITES: (INFEHREit
PI 1r level tat least 5th grade).

si.LATION SLM IAR
.

Content is accurate
(.onten has educational s.

ilICIlt is fr.- of s:crcol pes.

Varpose of io...:kage is defined.
o Package achieves defined purpose.

ontent presentation is clear and logical.
DiffiLultv lisvel is appropriate to aucl'eni...e.

phicsisound/color are used appropriately
of p.-....siage is motivational.

Student creativity is ctic. lively stimulated.
feedback is erfee.,,ek

that

Northwest Region hducatit:'
30` %..' Sty. !-h . \V 7i'.

1503) 2.i. 0800
4..

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package consists o!
one diskette, reproducible worksheets and tests, and an
accompanying manual. (Senegal program is 1)
instruction,_ 2) practice, 3) mastery quiz. A teacher
management record keeping system is included which
allov,s individual placement.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15 rittimites
per day

POTENTIAL USES: This is tin excellent drill and practice
package wh':',h reinft e5 related instruction for an
average intermediatL iieader.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is user friendly and
easy to follow. It is motivational. Immediate
reinforcement is provided. The program uses a variety of
"praise" words aforig With sound. Earriihg time to play
Alien Raiders it a greetm_otivator to do well. .Student
controlled rate and unified theme of presentation are
strengths. The choice of an optional review is a plus,
is the record keeping system.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The reading vocabulary may be
high for the intended audience, but if the student is
reading at intermediate level he/she could probably
handle it. The fairy tale story content is long. Sentences
are long, and sometimes very complex. Passwords and
other commands could be displayed on the mon

OTHER C. MMENTS: More practice samples would be
helpful.

N.\ 1) SD N.,
o arm rate zin,1 rice.

in,,r-u,st:or. integrates with prior kart
Learning can be generalized.

a T.jscr support materiels arc comprehen..
User sup-,ort materials areetiective.

o Informatim displays are effective.
o ,ers can easil, and independently

...hers can employ package easily.
.

capabilities arc used appropriately.
l',.1grarr is reliable it, ormal use.

1G . t .bid Dnci-:.,-:Le with little or no chang:

:Lon II ba,:ed yin the evalual ons of three or more reytetv,rs
...,rt.5ntative pntentun 5 h . "Diirsv,:are p ickag,

)v-! ri I eeirodt, se his docuiTierit a .,reby-gr-a-nte-d-
191119. ,:iU".f&IP.M111WEAMIIIKTIMV-":2M111211111111111111MIIMIElliliiiiiniel



rur I FT C WOURSEARE EVALUATIONR::(rs-

Diascriptive twaaing

s; ACIIVIt ICS, Inc.
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, NY 11520

HON COMPLETE'', '43 by the staff and
of Reg:on II' -'n; Texas.

,LITY LEVEL: Grades 3 thro ;h 8
1:.1i.( Ltiflf7;114,r'2 Arts

IiPlt Reading
MEDIUM OF TE '4SFER: 5-,,4 in. diSk
REWffltl.fu HAR.-_,WARE: Apple II+, disk drive, monitor.
Hrinter (optional). Also available for PET and TRSJ-80.
REQUIRED SOFT' ARE Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction, enrichment, assessment; instructional
management
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQU,S: Drill and practice

1)OrUNIENTATION AVAILABLE: In program pre-test,
tu:achcr's information, student's instructions. In
_11b_;_xlernentar:' mater_ials suggested grade/ability

v.'1(s), instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
acth.itues: ,mgrarn operating instructions; teacher's
:n.lormation, resource/reference ir,formation, student's
:1;=utructions. folic' -up activities.

:NSTRUCTIOi:AE OBJECTIVES: (STATED) This package
. u:itignostib, prescriptive, tutorial reading program

will diagnose the reading skills of each student;
;)rcscribe what is needed for improement. and evaluate
;-_,erfcrm,ancu2 at each level before directing the student to

riu-xt level.

; uN:11. P1:11--.E.i1QUISITES: (STATED) Third
.',U leVel or

\I i \I It )N SUNINIALI

I

(.7ontent in accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is tree of stereotypes.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The :diagnostic disk will
be used 'by each_ student to assign him a starting level in
each of the skill areas (lessons). Each of the lessons
contruns short, informative selections, such as charts or

'.phS. The StUdeht m carefully read the
tions and respond_to qd ions, _Correct_answers are

,arded with a graphics di' sty. The six skill areas
addressed are:_ vocabulary "nce, main idea,
fact/opinion, detail-. in n automatic
management system -es for later retrieval
' the teacher and aiitorn, cally advance and
,_:mediate students.

ESTIMATED STUDE 1. it OF RED: 15-20 minutes
per day-

POTENT! \L 'USES: This package is good for teaching
graced reading lessons with emphasis on eye training left
to right. It can be utilized for many levels (3 -8) in a
classroom setting. It works well with many special
education students.

1IAJOR STRENGTHS: Reading skills can be evaluated
fairly quickly. Lessons are short enough to facilitate the
short attention span learner. The user is able to rerieve
the text before typing his response. The program reu.-:ards
correct answers as well as correcting incorrect answers.
The Student Who does poorly can be directed to a lower
level.

1`.1.AJOR V:EA1-1 :SSES: Sometimes the student has to
too long to give a response.

91051ENTS: Th irogratn m not retriurved
.; press the CTRL kr anotI.er ev ly

State, in he operAtir., .-tructions.

Purpose of package is well defined.
e Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficult:, level is appropriat..
Ciraphicsisound/color are used appropriately

of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
iredback is effectively employed.

SA A D s-) NA

I

Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can .tenirr7lized.

User supps.rt mat,. 41s are comprehensive.
L.,er support materials are effective.
iniormation displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independent.
Teachers can employ package asilv

Computer capandities are siscit aro,- riatels
Program is reliable in normal use.

- ,tronizi ..-Agrec D-Dt,,:rre - Dika, rt. \ rrilt .01G

1:Nalu;t1.0:7; indicated that they would highly recommend this kage.

Nortiovest Regional hdui animal Lahorators.
100 S W Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
,503) 248-6800

0 Flits evaluation is haseii on the -sqluations t three or more reviewers
Li tJ who are representative of potential users of the courseware pas --tge

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT (.0(...RSEW.A111-: EVALL.,7.,.TION

Br ic lerabithia
,1;,7%-) Set Ii

r;t Corn rnuni tions
\,,:asf:ngton Avenue

Ny li .

2%1 CO:\ PLE the staff
,t7I-c: H. 7 Of Re',;.iOn IV ISC, Hoy :Al, Texas.

.\BILITY Grades 5 through 8
ST:1),,112.(-T: Arts'

T RANSFER: 5-1/4 it : disk
REQV IR : RIM ARE: Apple II, disk drive

pr;::-7 (optirnal); also available for TRS=80
arid PEI
REQUiRLD SC, T V..ARE: App! .oft, DOS 3.3
ps;SITRUC".1r)N .. PURPOSE: L:irichment
INSTRUCTION :,_. TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

:'It-L.",.F.NTATION AVAILABLE: Intarog_tam
.ier,t's inst. nions, textbook correlation; In

suggested grade/ability
svel(7,7 ^sir ctionai objec:. prerequisite SkillS or

sample program c put; program operating
.hstructions. teacher's information, resource/reference

teXtb6ok correlation.

iNSTRt-i-TIONAL OBJECTIVES: (ST:,,TED) To
exposure to the best in Children's literature

tt r-riling skills priic!ife'; to stimulate and motivate
.-1_113ents throu:' high-interest terial and
microcomputer experience; to build and reinforce
,,omprenensi,-,,i and vocabulary skills: to provide a

exbericnce; and to make reading a
the non-motivated reader.

content is accurate.
C,intent has educational value.
Content is :roe of stereoripes

ii

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience

r TIPh I cN,sounci'color are used appropriately.

L'sl! P.t,kage is motivational.
student k_reativitv is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is ..ifectlyelv employed.

INSTRUCTIOI:IL PREREQ-L.5ISITES: (STATED) Fourth
grae.,-2 reading; level: The us;:r noust have read the story
Bridge) to 1 erabithin Brine Patterson before
using the .:ornp.,:te program.

ONTENT AND STRUCTUR.i: The diSk contains Thor
programs: 1) comprehension, 2) s honym puzzle, 3)
sequence, and 4) crossword puzzle which focus on
building vocabulary and reading comprehension skills:
Students receive immediate feedbacK as they answer
the questions and in many of the programs, they get a
second try if the first answer is incorrect: A
performance summary is displayed at the end of the
program (either on the Screen Or on a printer). ThiS
package is one of a series of 15 packages which
correlate with 15 Newbery Award winnn;rig children's
bdokS.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1;5-20
minutes to complete each of the four programs on the
disk.

POTENTIAL USES: This progiarn could be used on an
individual basis to encourage i ink. or in small group
settings.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Good reinforcement for reading
arid_ testing of material. Easy to ter `or individual
students; this prbgram Would pie's'; d change of pace
for the average student:

MAJOR ..F.AN.NESSES: Gr (,71.11d be used more
effectively in ?.his type of pro.

Si A 1) SI) :sk:,-;

o Learner controls r-kte nd sequence.
o Instraction integrates with prior learning.

i
e

1
Learning can be generalised.
User support materials are comprehensive.

1

User support matoiails are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can opet.ate easily and indePendentIV.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appronriatek.
Program is reliable in normal use.

A - Agrec 1,-1),.rcr ,rone. i,,agrrr Ni o .\001,at,ir

th;It they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Lahm-ators
Vt.1111,7 Portland. 1)regon Q7.204 9

e!taluallc),1 is hosed on the ,laittatlons ,f three or :nore rctiet,..ors
who art, reprcsentante ,)1 fofentwl u.Ners of he ..-oui"settare porkpie

Permission to reproduce this document is herr hs- granted.



SIFT CoURSEWARE EVALUATION

Teasers By Tabbs

I.;HSION: 198:;

PRO:WC Elt: Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue
Pleasantville; NY 10570

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,

(OST: $35:00

\ MITI"( LEVEL: Grades 3 through 12
SUB1E('T: Mathematics
IONC: Aithmetic, Addition and Multiplication
NlEDIUY '-)I7 TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in disk
REQUIR HARDWARE: Apple II -, diSk drive,
monitor: ,I so available for TRS=80 I and III
eassett,- 32K TitS -80 III and TRS=80 4 diskette,

A E diskette, and 32K TRS-80 Color
compli.
[1E01, SOFTWARE: AppleSoft, DOS 3.3
IN : C'FIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
enric` :.ent
INST'...:CTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

game, problem Solving

Ut;C' ENTATION AVAILABLE: In _program
program output, program operating

Instr,,I.,:tions, Student's instructions; In
3uppiementary materials suggested
grad, lcvel(S), instructional c.bjectiveL,,
leach,:- info! mation, student's instructions.

INS'TRUC'TIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) The
puzzles provide drill and practice in addition or

EVALUATION SUMMAR':

SA_ A D SD NA
Content is aecura :e.
Content has educational Value.

.'1

Content is frcc of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieve!, defined PurTita,tie

Content presentation is clear and logieaL_
Diffici-ltv level is appropriate to audience
Grapilicsisoundicoliir are used aF priipriifr is

Use of package is motivatiOnal.
Student creativity is effe-eikektimol.,_ted.
Feedback is effectively employed:

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISI'l ES: (STATEI"
Third grade reading level, (INFERRED)
Knowledge of basic additiOn and multiplication:

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Students are
presented with a puzzle that contains three to
seven numbers and an addition or multiplication
sign in each "box". The student must type in the
number that completes the grid in the square(s)
where Tobbs is located.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Depending_on the level of difficulty of the puzzle
and the student's ability: 10-30 minutes

POTENTIAL USES: The package could be used by
an individual or small group. It utilizeS
computational skill and problem-solving strategies.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is a creative
way to practice basic fact skills and/or problem
solving strategies: It causes students to think and
not "rote" facts back.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The game ha.s limited use
in an instructional setting as a unique piece of
software. Students may lc interest in following
the same rules and seeing tne same screen layout
over a period of time. Possibly it should be
included as part or q more comprehensive package.

OTHER COMMENTS: The increased emphasis on
problem-solving strategies is an excellent plus to
ti7e program providing a good use the
microcomputer.

SA A- D SD-NA-
. f

_ _

6*-
Learner controls rate and ,equence.

j Instr.iction integrate!, with prior learnin;4.

' Learning can be generalized.

! User support materials are comprehensive.
User supt",4rt materials are effective.

o Information displays are effectiVe.

! Users can operate easily. and indeperidentIV.
Teachers can employ package easily.

, Computer capabilities are used appropriatek.
Program is reliable in normal use.

"..k - ,trongl, Agrce A -.Agree 17-I),,.: gr,r 111,grrr -

Pitors Incnc;-iteci ;hat they would use or recommend use of this package With little Cr no ellanE,,

g.3
North,T.eii Rc0.6hal EatiC.ittJnal 1ilsozacory
3c_:7! i V Sixth Avenue l'ortlai.dI Oregon 97204
(5031 248-0800

rh!:, evaluation is hosed ,)11 the t!t(111-141/1(TIS .7/ threc or more ret.ewers
who are representative of j9J,Eentiat users oi the courseware r!aci,Jk:e

:Permission to reproduce this document is herrhC,



1u rt r() ("it '12-',;,\..ARE EVAI.U.ATION

Caii of the

(.:mcepts Corpora non
'.'iontauk Boulevard

Oal-..,!N le; NY 11769

l'IVALLATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
-Jan. and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
1 exas.

531.9.00 for three titles

Iii11.1TY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 10
l'fi.111( '1: Language ArtS

P)P1(': Reading,
OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk

tr T'iRED HARDWARE: 48k Apple II-1-, disk
d monitor
R EQUIP, i D SOFTWARE: Apples° f t, DOS 3.3
.;s-rizucTioNAI, PURPOSE: Remediation,
tandardinstruction. enrichment
:STRUC'TIONAL c'HNIQUES: Drill and
ractice

'101,- E N'I' A 'I'm N . LA P. Inprogra_m
ins tr t1C Li 011`:,';

materials post-test; student 7. instructions,
i'ollow-up activities.

OBJEC (INFERRED)
increac reading speed, increase comprehension

dcvlop vocabulary

TT( "Fi.ON AL PREREQUISITES:
ti i:1111<!:-,1-0 Child must be able to ,c1 :it
t-,i.ex;r,iately third gra, ,e

I.I. l[ )ti'

A I)

arlteut n ,_irat.
_ _ _

.ational satue

.46

s(crcOtspc,..

:t is well defined
lent-led purpese

p,e,scr.la;',on it clear ao-. logical.
.),,tticulty level Is appropriate t_u
C,raptuct,soiind,color are u.ed

,t package Is moti,ational.
student creativity is ettet tiSels stimi . 1 _

_

Feedback :s ettectis.eb. emplocd._ -

)rs indi,-ited that they would us(,

C01;T'ENT AND SI RUCTURE: In this "Classier,_
in Theraputic Readability for Contained Reading"
series, after completing the preparatory
Workbook, the student reads the story as it
appears on the screen. Word rate can be set from
10-520 wpni and the student has the option of
reading ines or as a controlled reader. Then
the studeT'. completes a comprehension check as
well as %oeabulary check in the workbook.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15=-30
minutes for each lesson depending on reading rate
of student using the program.

POTENTIAL USES: This paCkage would be used
to increase reading rate by one student at a
time. The package could he used to motivate
students with lower than average reading ability

MAJOR S'T ENGTHS: The stories are well
written and i..teresting. Reading rate is
adjustable. High interest/low vocabulary
requirement makes this a good pacicage. The
programs arc easy for the students to use
dircictiors are clear.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Students must use
workbook to prepare for controlled reP -ling as
wet' as to take quizzes after using the
computer; Quizzes (with feedback) should be on
the computer. Can't find a way to stop a
program without going back to the beginning and
playing the songs all over again. The manual
needs more detailed explanation for thr !Icher
concerning obiectives, time needed and i w to
run the program.

SA A D SI) NA
lip rn(ri is rate ind srtjuencc

I 1.,ii.oratory
sixth Avenue Portland. t)r_a4on

.1.4t-immOt)

ly

laist_ructi_on iaegrates with prior learning.
I earning

_ Cur support materials are COMprelle,,I Vc

laser support materials are effective
Information displays are effet:to.e
.sirs can operate easily and independently.

Feachers can ernpiov package easily

t inciter iv!, are used appropriately
rogram is ri-H in norrnoi test

S- :)- :1

-Gf till :, Heka.-4-e little -()r lire chango.

Cl..111.1.4.1I1071 the ,.1.,Itt.::: rit .,1 :hret
- . _

It'it1) rOpreSeTILIflt t if if the

l'ermlssion to reproduce? thi, ,irisurnent is hereh\ .frunted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUA-gION
l.'(

Facemaker

PRODUCER: Spinnaker Software
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
stiff and constituents of Region IV ISC, Houston,
Texas.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL:_ Preschool through grade 3
SUBJECT: Basic Skills, Computer Science,
Mathematics
TOPIC: Programming, Logic, Memory skills
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in; disk

;REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II+, disk
drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard in.sttuction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In _program
program operating instructions; student's
instructions. In suppletnentary materials
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives; program operating instructions;
teacher's information, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) This
program provides a gentle iraroduction to
programming. It develops keyboard familiarity
and assists in developing visual and auditory
sequential memory.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The child must have the ability to
follow simple directions.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: In this
educational program, which is disguised es a
game, the user can build a face, animate a face
(make eyes wink, ears wiggle, lips move, etc.), or
play a Memory game with the computer.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 5-10
minutes per activity

POTENTIAL USES: This program could
effectively be used as a reward for good behavior
or for remediation or reinforcement-in a special
or regular education classroom. It could be used
with small groups as well as for individual use,
and also with gifted students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The directions are simple
and always available to the user as he/she is using
the program. The program i§fun to use and
provides a moderate amount'f creativity. The'
graphics, animation and sound are motivational
and effectively used.

MAJOR W:EAKNESSESet Sticking out the tongue
at the wrong response (in the game portion of the
program) might be objectionable to some
persons .Possibly the frown would have been a
better choice.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D _SDNA-
Content is accurate.

' Content has educational value.
; Content is free_ of _stet -ntspes

! 1 Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

- Content presentation is clear and logical.__._
1 Difficulty level k appropriate to audience.

!

i i Graphics/sourld/color are used appropriately.
1 1 j Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimurated.

1 1
i Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
I earner eunrrnIs -rateand sequence,

t-IIncrirrInp mtegrates with prior learning._12i,.

Learning can be generalized. '

User support materiaLi_are comprehensive.
User support rtintrriali are effective
Information displays are effe-,rivr

I Users can operate easily and_ itidepetideiitl_V_
Te. .

"_t Cornputercapabitines are ItSed appropriately
Program is reliable in_normal use

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- strongly Disagree NA Not Applicable

Evaluator's indicated that they would highly recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Labgratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
L 300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 9720; 9 j who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

(503) 248.6800 \-.) . _ )permisnori to reproduce this document il hereby granted..
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Map Reading
VERSION: 1980

PRODUCER:, Micro Power and Light C4ii anY
12828 Hillcrest Road
Suite 244
Dallas, 1') 75220

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and conNtituents of Linn- Benton ESD, Albany,
Oregon.

COST: $19.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 7
SUBJECT: Social Studies; Sciefice
TOPIC: Geography, Physical-Science
MEDIUM. OF TRANSFER: 5-414 in disk -

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple. II+, diSk
drive; monitor
REQUIRED SOTWARE: Applesoft,_DOS 3.2 or 3.3-
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill acid
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In progr.m
sample program output; -ay materials

suggested grade/ability level s); instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities, program
operating instructions, post-test, teacher's
information;

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
Master, map reading; have fun in map reading;
become familiar with the compass; learn concept of
scale; learn distance and direction notation.

INSTR TIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Desire to master map reading. Intended for fourth

graders and older. Ability ko multiply single digit
whole numbers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Package contains
one disk with minimal written iiiformation. It lacks.
record keeping and,reporting functions. Strutture
is demonstration followed by drill and practice.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: I0 to 25
minutes at various times during the week.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
introducing map reading skills for grades 4-6. It
may also be used for reinforcement of these skills,
and for individual pr small groups of no more than
three.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Program initiates poSitive
attitude in students by setting the stage with "fun"
learning activities; Since there is no 'time limit, it
all;ws for individual differences. The directions
are r.:lear. The use of the-compass is coMmendable.

MAJOR 'tVEAKNESSES: It is incontent in
directions. It tells you to use the "return key" and
other times, the "space bar" to move on The first
stage should not accept dual answers in the compass
program. No accurate instructions are given to
enter the scale of the program. Due to distractions.
the student could easily miss counting the dots. It
might be better to put dashes so the student could
count them easier.' More difficult problems could
be used.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
i 1 Content is accurate.

! Content has educational value
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

i Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

' Feedback is effectively employed.

SA D SD NA
_lie.attitticcustrtil-Seate and sequence.

1

Intii-iietion integrates with prior learning.
_Learning can be generalized.,,_
USer Support materials are coMprehensive.

___UsersciPport_hiaterials are effective., Infisrma ticus_distdays are effective.

Users-ca ruaperaCe=eaii1*-arid independently.

TeaclietscAie_itiploY package easily.
_Compuret_capabilitieS are used appropriately.

Program is_reliable_iiiriormal-use.
-

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Ntronglv Disagree 'NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of thiS package wicIlAttle or no change.

Niarthwest Regional educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 9

This avaluatton LijiaSed On the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are rePrie4itive of potential users of the courseware package.

0



inicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVAL_;

Floppy Teaches How to Print Letters and Numerals
VERSION: 1983

PRODUCER: `Floppy Enterpres
E.Fillmore Avenue

Eau Claire, WI 54701

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Linn-Benton County
ESD, Albany, Oregon.

COST: $34.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool tt ough grade 1
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Writing
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5L1/3 in. disk
REQUIRED sHARDWARE: Apple II+, single diSk
drive; black/white monitor recommended

,;. REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction; remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice; tutorial, simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions; pretest; teacher's
information, and student's instructions; In
supplementnry instructional
objectives, program operating instructions; and
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
assist children in maAering the many skills and
abilities involved in learningzto print letters and
numerals. Objectives are stated in detail in the
supplementary materials.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Students
must have developed fine motor, coordination.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Consists of one
diskette and one teacher's guide. Both have
detailed instructions, main menu, and si !)-menus
to aid in choosing the particular drill they wish to
use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-1
Minutes per day

POTENTIAL USES: The program is suitable for
use with individuals, with small groups, and as a

classroom demonstration.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Use of 3 dotted lines for
letter formation. The appearance of "Floppy" at
the,end of each letter formation. Good
instruction IF school district uses this particular
way to make letters and numerals. Good
documentation for use by the teacher, containing
a "Hint for Helping the Child" section.

MAJOR 'WEAKNESSES: Not all school districtS
use this method to teach letters and numeralS. If
they don't, to use this as a tutorial would only
confuse the students- Students would be exposed
to inaccurate formation of numerals and letters
and different models used in simulation. An
example of this is pointed out by one evaluator...7j
,k(vho stated:" "Our district uses Zaner-Bloser and
our Reading Program is Addison-Wesley and it is
basedn one-stroke formation." Considbring the
age level of the target group of this program, the .4

teacher would have to determine WhiCh drill to
use for.each student.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA -A D SD NA,
i rJ , - Content is accurate.

1 _t _,' Ci:intent hai edUcatitinal i!alUe.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

i_ Package achieves defined purpose._
Content presentatio is clear and logical. .

_D.ifficulty level is a ropriate to audience,
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

ii Us-e of .package ii trititiVitiOnal.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedh.rek As effectlYely mplo--yed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and oequence. ;

Instruction integrates with prior learnirig-
--Learning can be generalized.
LZser support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective,

6 Information Displays are effective.
Users can operate easily'and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. -1

Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree .A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

EvaluatOrS indicated. that they would use or wom mend use of this package only if
certain changes were. made.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation is based on:the etaluations _of three or :,,ore reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon.97b04 who are representative of potential users Of the courseware package.
(503),Z48.6800 .

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Riddle Me This

PRODUCER: Data'Command, a Division of
-_ Imperial International Education
P.O. BOX 548
Kankakee; IL 60901

EVAIWATION_COMPLETED: June 1983 by the staff and
constituents of legion IV ISC,, Houston; Texas.

COST: $85.25

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 7
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Grammar
'MEDIUM OF TR ':\ISFER: 5 :./4 in. dial:
REQUIRED_ HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple 11 +; disk
drive; monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft in ROM, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instructioni_.enrichmerit = 1

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,
tutorial, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE:' In program -7 .

instructional objectives, sample program output; teacher's
information; student's instructions. In supplementary
materials - instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATEDLThe student
L' challenged to use his word recognition skills within the
context of the riddles. He may be asked to type the
correct two-word form of a,contraction, to think of a
homonym, or to type a possessive showing the
relationship between two things mentioned in the riddle.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Reading skills are necessary to interact with the
program. The reading level is not specified but is
probably about third grade level. Direct instruction in
homonyms, contractions, and possessives should precede
the use of these programs;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package consists of
three disks and a teacher's guide. Each disk contains
three rounds of 12 riddles each; for a total of 36 riddles
per diSk. Rath 'disk provides brief instruction in the
specific skill - homonyms; contractions; or possessives -
followed by an example of the task: The student may
then choose one of the three rounds; At the completion
of the round, the student receives a score and is
instructed to inform his teacher who can then type a
-CTRL-T to review tne student's score and incorrect
responses. The teacher's guide also includes a form for

-keeping class records of the qudent scores on each round.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 10-15 minutes
per day.

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used for
individual or group work. Thepackagb would most
effectively be used as a drill arid practice exercise after
direct classroom instruction in the specific skill. The
programs would be good also for either remediation or
enrichment.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:, The package is extremely
motivating and very interesting to-students; The riddles
are very entertairiitig;and the programs technically well
done. There is a good display of results at the end of
etch round that can be viewed by the teacher.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Documentation:needs to be more
comprehensive, i.e.; specific instructional objectives and
prerequisite reading akillS needed. ,

EVALCATION SUMMARY

SA 'A D SDN
r ,

1
j ' Content is accurate.

,

, ' Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

, Package achieves defined purpose.
; Content presentation is clear and logical.

L_ 1

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

i, I I Use of package is motivatio IA.
e : Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

1
I Feedback IS effectively employed,:

SA A _aSI)NA
tLearner c_ontr'ois rate and scquencc. '

Instruc_tion_int:egrai.--

User support matetials_are comprrhensive
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are_ effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

1 Teachers can eippev package ,Iasitv
Computer capabilities are used apf,ropriahAs,s

1
Program is reliable in normal use

SA - Strongly Agree :\ -Agree D=Lifagree SD - Strong!, Dmagree NA - Not Appl,ahlr

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

tv (503) 248.6800 0 V

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative Of potential users of the courseware pacItiage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

English, Volume I

VERSION: 1.1

PRODUCER: MECC
2520 Broadway Drive
Lauderdale, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Linn:Benton ESD, Albany;
Oregon.

COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVIL: Grades 6 through 8
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC; Vocabulary, Grammar
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER.: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple Il+
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction,_enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: .DrUl and
practice;tUtorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In pro,
sample, program output, student's instructions. In
sunentary matellials suggested grade/ability
reicsnstructional objectives, sample program
output; program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student worksheets; follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
Teaches the student the parts of speech and
reinforces skills with aril' and practice;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: One diskette and an
87-page teacher's guide which includes pages to lie

copied for keeping, a record of an individual
student's progress. Sections included are: nouns,
verbs, pronouns, adjectives; adverbs, prepositions,
conjunctions, and interjections.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
Minutes per:day tor one to two weeks

POTENTIAL USES: To be used for, individual
student practice. Segments of the program might
be incorporated into class demonstration and
discussion:

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The descriptions on the
screen are clear. 'G-ood graphic cFsplays thaf use
arrows to identify parts of speech: These are -
usually presented aster .an error and help clarify
concepts; Good documentation, including record
sheets and instructions on using the compuler for
teachers without much computer experience.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Progrim unclear about
specific characteriStics of determiners. For
example, the word "many" is identified as an
adjective, but the word "both" is not. Would the
distinction be clear to students/? Perhaps a section
explaining determiners should be added to the:
menu; There is also an error in the "interjection"
segment of the program. The "exclamation point" is
incorrectly called an "expllination point; ?I

OTHER COMMENTS: The producer indicated that
wersion 1.3 is currently in distribution and the
problem with the "interjection" segment of the
program has been corrected.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

,.. Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes. .../

F Purpose of package is well defined.
: 1 Package achieves defined purpose.

' 4
Cyntent presentation is clear and ogical.
Difficulry level is appropriate t audience.

. Graphics/sound/color are used ppropriateiy.
Use of package is motivational,

jStudent creativity is effectively stiniiilated.
Fe-edbaCk is iffeCtiielV employed. '

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence
Instruction integrates with prior- learning
Learning can Ete_generalit.ed.

User support materials are comprehensive
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately_
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA; Strongly Agree A -Agree 13-Disagre. SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated the they would use Or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

NorthwestAegional Educauonal Laboratory
1 0 i

This evaluation IsSbased on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 who are representative of potential user's of the courseware package;
(503) 2,48-6800

\
Permission to :eproduce this document is hereby grCnted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Story Machine

PRODUCER: Spinnaker Software
215 First Street
Cambridge, MA 02142

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Region IV; ISC, Houston;
Texas

COST: 39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through grade 3
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Grammar, Vocabulary, Writing _

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple

.disk drive, monitoc,
REQUIRED SOFTWARE:_ Applesoft; DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTION-AI PURPOSE: Enrichment

=INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, simulation

DOC...UMEN'FATION AVAILABLE: In- program
program operating instructions- In_supplementary
materials suggested grade /ability level(s),
instructional objectives; prerequisite skills or,i
activities, program operating instructions, student's,
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Children will attai: knew sight vocabulary.
Children will gain an awareness of grammar rules.
A positive attitude toward writing will be
attained. Children will write longer stories.
Children will gain familiarity with the keyboard.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: 1STATED)
For children five years-old or older. Children who
can only read 10 of the words used by the program;

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Children can write
their own stories utilizing words that are identified
on a word list. As each sentence is written, the
story is animated on the top portion of the screen;
If the child enters a''Sentenee with incorrect
grammar or spelling errors, the computer will not
accept the word or sentence.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 19-15
minutes per day.

POTENTIAL USES: To allow young children to
create their own stories and save them to be
retrieved later possibly during the storytime
period. It can also provide students with practice in
constructing grammatically correct sentences.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is highly
motivational the child sees his story come to
life; It allows for success for the student.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The vocabulaiy'is limited.
It would be nice if the teacher could store another
word list or increase the original list. When one
story' is completed, the program has to be started
from tiie beginningftitle page) before attempting a
new story._ An option should be provided to erase
memort.and write another story.

HER COMMENTS: Provision of a' more difficult
version for upper elementary students would be
helpful.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. 7
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

1

I
Purpoue of package is will.defined.
Package achieves-defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

)' Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively, stimulated.

i_
i Feedback is effeetively emPloyed.

SA A D SO NA.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. C

...J....-

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

e Information displays are effective.
Useri can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongis Disagree NA - Nsti Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with littler or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaltitaton is bpsed on the evaluations of three or more re;:i-NtQ6
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland*. Oregon 97204 1 OIL: who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248-6800.

_ ; Permission to reprodUce this document is hereby granted.



riiicrOrlFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Social Studies, Volume 2'

VERSION: 4.2

PRODUCER: MECC
2520 Broadway Drive
Lauderdale, MN 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the staff
and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD, Albany, Oregon.

COST: $41.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 12
, SUJJECT: Social Studies

NlEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in; disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple H, single disk
drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3;3
INSTRUCTIONAL PRP04: Remediation, standard
instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,
tutorial, instructional management, information
retrieval, game, simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE,: In supplementary
materials suggested grade/ability level(s),
instr)ictional objectives; prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program.operating
instructions, teacher's information, resource/reference
information; student's instructions; student's
worksheets, textbook correlation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) Develop
students ability to make decisions; familiarize student
with content area such as nations, continents and
states; develop student ability to recall and synthesize
information; and develop an awareness of the problems
that existed in early U.S. history:

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)_
Should have the ability to read at 10-12 grade level.
Students should be thoroughly familiar with operation
of microcomputer.

CONTENT-AND STRUCTURE: Seven programs are
included: BARGAIN involves collective bargaining in
business/labor relations. COUNTRY involves countrfes
and capitals. CRISES involves moves and countermoves
in international conflicts. FAIL SAFE involves
decision making with the President and advisors.
MINING involves information retrieval using Minnesota
agricultural data. STATES deals with capitals and
shape recognition;

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30 minutes
per session

POTENTIAL USES: Can be used from grades 5 through
12 with economics, political science; geography; and
American/world history classes. Could also be used
with adults.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The directions are clearly
stated. It helps the student to Make use of thinking
skills such as logic, memory, -and synthesis. Provides
immediate response and reinforcement. "Fail Safe" is
particularly good in decision making. Provides-
responses to eliminate guessing.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Graphics were difficult to
read; Color could be better; The length of display
times tends tc lose the student's interest.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose o( package is well defined.
Package achieves definedpurpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Oraphicsisound/colbr are used appropriately.

i I Use of package is motivational. -:`

j Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls)rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior Learning
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teach'rs can employ package easily.

. Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. _I

SA- Strongly Agree A-Agree g-Disagree SD - Strongls Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change;

Northwest Regional Educa,tional Labor6tory . .

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 1 aii_

This evaluation is based on the evaluations _of three or more reviewers
whd are representative of Potential Users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. -



micro.IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
)4b

Master Type
VERSION: 1982

PRODUCER: Lightning Software
P,O. Box 11725
Palo Alto; CA 94306

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the
staff and constituents of the Alaska Department of
Education, Juneau, Alaska;

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through
SUBJECT: Business Education
'TOPIC: Office occupations
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in, disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single disk
drive,_ monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Authoring; drill
and practice; game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program Operating instructions, and student's
instructions. In.supplementa-ry-m-at-eri-als
proxrarn operating instructions; teacher's
information; student's instructions, and follow-up
activities.

/
postsecondary

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
provide touch' typing drill and practice

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
Students should read and do the activities in the
manual prior to using the game; Stbdents must be
familiar with-home row keys.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: MasterType is Er
touch typing drill and practice game where enemy
words on the screen attack the user's base. The
student must correctly type the words to defend the
base. The package provides a way to create your
own lesson by entering words other than those
provided with the package.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
MasterType has 18 different skill levels. The total
time necessary to progress through these levels is
,dependent on the student's ability, age, motivation
and previous experience..

POTENTIAL USES: The MasterType Instructional
Game is an excellent drill and practice activity for
typing students. It also can be used with'
elementary students to teach the keyboard. Adult
supervision of elementary students using
MasterType is advisable to ensure proper finger
Placement.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: MasterType makes excellent
use of graphics and sound to create a typing game
with multiple skill levels. Lessons are-carefully
sequenced. Feedback and reinforcement are
immediate. User options include printin
performance record on screen, deleting sound, and
changing the speed of the game at each level;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This activity may be
frustrating to young students. Without adequate
supervision, MasterType can become a hunt and
peck arcade game.

OTHER COMMENTS:_ MasterType is fun and
challenging for both the experienced and novice
typist.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

. Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

i Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedb6a is effeCtiVirlY-etaiploYed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized..

,---User support materials are comprehensive.
User S ippbrt materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users canoperate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliabfe in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A:Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

AIN
/ XX X

__ ___
Northwest Regional Educational Gbgratory This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 10 4 who are representative col potential users of the courseware package.
(503) 248.6800 .

Permixsian to retiroduie this document is herebN itranted.



rnicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUA:IiION

Word Master
VERSION: 1983

PRODUCER: DLM, Inc.
P.O. Box 4000
Allen, TX 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1983 by the staff
and constituents of Linn-Benton County ESD, Albany,
Oregon.

COST: $44.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 7
SUBJECT; Language Arts
TOPIC: Vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4 in disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, disk drive,
monitor (color recom'mended)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction;
remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,
game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In_supplementay
materials instructional objectives, program operating
instructions; teacher's information, student's
instructions, student worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide motivating and challenging practice
recognizing pairs of words which represent antonyms,
synonyms, and homonyms.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Word Master provides
the player wich practice in identifying pairs of_ words
that are antonyms, synonyms, or homonyms. The '
colorful screen provides a futuristic view from a
sighting scope. The word scope, a large diamond in the
center of the screen, contains the word to be matched.

It is to be matched with one of the eight Words in blue
word stations in the four quadrants of the screen; The
diamond-shaped 'Nord scope has a white "sight" device
that can be moved to aim at the word stations to make
a match. After aiming at the correct word match; the
player then fires at the matching word station to score
a hit. The ,ype of match to be made (antOnyni,
homonym, or synonym) is listed at the bottom of the
scree . While the genie is played, electrbnic rayS come
fr the word stations toward the word scope. The
player must makeall eight matches before one of these
rays reaches the word scope. If a ray reaches the word
sebpe, it disintegrates the scope and the game resets.
If this occurs three times befbre the time limit for the
game is reached; the game is over.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15 minutes
twice a week for a six-week peribd

POTENTIAL USES: I see real potential for student
realization of synonyms and antonyms. Use may be as
a short unit on synonyms/antonyms; OR as a reward for
com_pleting an assignment (i.e.,complete a written
assignment and earn 15 minutes on the computer).

MAJOR STRENGTHS The game as a visual experience
is motivating and challenging: It is a simple matter to
complete th required task: The program provides
excitement. e speed or degree of challenge may be
regulated;

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The directions ShoUld bePon
.

7 the disk; The student must read the directions in a
booklet to play the game as it is presently packaged;

OTHER COMMENTS: This program is a valuable
lairning tool. '

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA. Content is accurate.
Content i'is educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.'
Purpose of package is well defined.

o. Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately._
Use of pac age is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback, is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
InstruCtion integratei with Prior learning.

, Learning can be generalized.
----L---1.7-Ser-iii-P-P-Oet-iiiiteriali a ee compreheriiiYe.,

-
ItifhettiAtielti displAvs are - effective.

-. t_e.Aelierse.Ao_employ- package easily.
Comptio-t capabilities are used appropriately.
Progrnm is reliable it use.

SA- Strongiv Agree . -Agree D-Disagi.ek SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not APOlieible

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package With little or nochange.

it\ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This evaluation_is based_an the evaluations_of three or more reviewers
3_00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland/ Oregon 97204 0.j who are representative of potential users of. the courseware package:
(503) 248.6800 Permission to reproduce this document is heieby granted.



micro S!FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Cartels and Ctitthroats

VERSION: 1.1, copyright 1981

PRODUCER: Strategic_ Simulations, Inc.
465 Fairchild Drive, Suite 108
Mountain View, CA 9.4043

EVALUATION COMPLETED:_ May 1983 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8 through 12
SUBJECT: Social Studies/Social Science
TOPIC: Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4in. disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, single
disk drive, monitor; game paddles
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft; DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE:._ Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQI1ES: Game;
simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materials progranToperating
instructions and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To develop the student'g skills in business
management.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISI'T'ES;
(INFERRED) Knowledge of basic economic terms
such as GNP, CPI, Prime Rate, etc.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This game is a
simulation of the business world. Each player
runs a manufacturing company that buys raw
materials, produces finished gocids and sells those
finished goods in a competitive market.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Three
hours per session (can be broken up), 3 or more
times

POTENTIAL USES: Program could be used in a
high school economics ckass or business
administration course to reinforce concepts and
allow students to internalize marketing and
production strategies; Program is best used
independently by small groups of students
competing against each other. It is; however,
very time-intensive.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Very valuable program for
teaching concepts and strategies in business
economics. These concepts and strategies
simulatk those necessary to run an'actual
business and are normally very hard to learn.any
other way

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Program is very long in
playing time. Some familiarity with economics
and business concepts is necessary. Program
crashed several times in response to inappropriate
input. It could use better error-trapping!

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Sr A D SD.NA
Content is accurate.

1

Content has educational value.

I
Content is free of stereotypes.

i Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieYes defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

f

i P
Diffittilt* leYel is appropriate to audience. -'

..-
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

r Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated_
Feedback is-effectivelY-AiPlnyed.

SA A D SD NA
4- Learner-contrOls-rate-atiel-Setiiietice.

InSti-uction integrates with ',jibe ii-ditiirig
Learning can be generalized
User-suptibet-itiateri4LS__ate_e_ompreherisiye.
User i4PP1et materials are effective.

. Information _dispaysareeffcc_tive.
Usors can operate- easily and independently.
Teachers_can employ package_easilv

. . used appropriately.
artkgr4tri_is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Airee .A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Dtsagrec NA - N7'.+71icable

Evaluators indicated that they would use or recommend use of this package with-little orsno chan

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300.S:W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800 U

n
Zit

This evaluation is based on the evaliiatiiihi o f t hree nr more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

W.:
Permission to reproduce this document i hereby granted.


